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Abstract 
Mobile ad hoc network (MANET), with deceiitrahzed and easily deployed archi-
tecture, is an attractive api^roach to provide flexible and fast data exchange. The 
proliferation of personal conuniniication devices has promoted a variety of jjotential 
military and commercial applications of MANETs. However, the communication ca-
pabilities of MANETs are strongly limited by the issues of topology dynamics, traffic 
congestion, and fading on the mobile radio channel. Random node mobility leads 
to unpredictable fluctuations on network connectivity. As the limited resources are 
shared by a large number of nodes in MANETs, congestion is one of the main causes 
of packet loss, especially when large-scale traffic is present. Moreover, the most im-
portant constraint of MANETs comes from the underlying radio channels that exhibit 
time-varying fading effects. This thesis argues that the efftciency of a routing proto-
col for MANETs is heavily dependent on the ability to react to variations in network 
toi:)olog>-, the al^ility to bypass congested nodes, and the ability to manage radio links 
which are subject to fading and interference. 
The primary aim of this work is to design and optimise routing protocols in or-
der to accounnodate congestion and channel fading in MANETs. Specifically, we 
address two important routing mechanisms: congestion-aware routing and channel-
aware routing. And two types of channel-aware routing schemes are taken into con-
sideration, namely channel-adaptive routing and diversity-based routing. 
We analyse a range of issues that potentially result in congestion in MANETs. 
Then we propose a congestion-aware routing protocol which tackles congestion via 
several approaclies, taking into account causes, indicators and effects. The jjrotocol 
makes localised routing decisions to diffuse traffic evenly among the nodes to combat 
congestion. Our study shows that routing protocols possessing congestion adaptabil-
ity are able to improve network performance. 
To mitigate time-varying radio fluctuations, we imjilement two channel-adaptive 
iv 
V 
routing algorithins. In the first approach, we investigate the interrelationship be-
tween hnk reliabihty and node mobihty as well as radio variations. Based on the 
observations, we propose an innovative routing metric which combines link lifetime 
and channel fading to measure hnk reliability. It is shown in the simulations that the 
routing protocol implemented with the proposed metric copes well with the channel 
unreliability in a variety of situations and achieves better performance than the con-
ventional topology-based routing protocols. In the second approach, we examine the 
second-order statistical characteristics of channel fading, and devise a novel channel-
adaptive routing protocol which utilizes multiple channel adaptation schemes to fully 
exploit channel state information. An analytical model is also developed to derive 
theoretical expressions for path break probability, throughj^ut and control overhead, 
to give us particular insights into the workings of the protocol. Such insights will be 
invaluable for future studies in MANETs. Simulation results show that the proposed 
routing protocol imj^roves network performance by decreasing the amount of path 
re-establishment. The simulations also verify the theoretical analysis. 
In seeking a better approach to combat fading, we investigate the feasibility of 
exploiting network diversities. A new diversity-based routing protocol is proposed 
conseciuently for MANETs with multiple channels. This protocol makes use of a 
clustering hierarchy to perform local relay selection and dynamic channel assignment. 
Then packets are transmitted cooperatively at each hop to take advantage of the 
multiple channels. A detailed theoretical analysis is also presented to model the 
behaviours of the routing protocol. The simulation results demonstrate that the 
protocol achieves diversity gains across a variety of scenarios. The theoretical analysis 
is consistent with the simulation results. 
Keywords: mobile ad hoc network, routing protocol, channel-aware routing, congestion-
aware routing 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
A major focus of recent network researcli has been on wireless connnunications. By 
taking advantage of wireless mobile connnunications, a node is able to maintain its 
communication connections during the movement [1]. There are two main classes 
of wireless networks: infrastructure wireless networks and infrastructureless wireless 
networks, hifrastructure wireless networks, such as cellular networks, apply pre-
configured infrastructure to provide wireless connectivity within the coverage areas 
[2]. The major drawback of infrastructure wireless networks is that the communi-
cation connection is limited by the availalDility of the infrastructure. In contrast, 
infrastructureless wireless networks are ahle to operate independently of any infras-
tructure. Examples of infrastructmeless wireless networks include sensor networks 
and mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs). In this study w^ e will focus on MANETs. 
An illustration of an infiastructure wireless network and a mobile ad hoc network 
is given in Figure 1.1. The history of MANETs dates back to 1970's. They have their 
Infrastructure Network Ad Hoc Network 
Access point 
Figure 1.1: An example of infrastructure wireless network and mobile ad hoc network. 
Introduction 
root ill packet radio networks (PRNs), originating from the single hop ALOHANET 
network at the University of Hawaii [3]. Then, the DARPA-sponsored Packet Radio 
Network (PRNET) project stretched the single hop PRNs into niulti-hop networks in 
the 1980's [3, 4 . 
In MANETs, there are no pre-existing infrastructures or central configuration 
authorities, thus mobile nodes can be deployed flexibly and instantly. This distributed 
and easily deployed architecture j^ermits MANETs to provide flexible and fast data 
exchange in a wide range of network conditions. Such a feature makes MANETs very 
useful in environments where fixed infrastructures are difficult to implement, or where 
networks are needed to be constructed immediately. Generally, the proliferation of 
personal comniunication devices has promoted a variety of potential military and 
commercial applications of MANETs, such as battlefield, emergencies (e.g., natural 
disaster), public safety, conferences, intelligent transportation systems, and wideband 
wireless access to the hiteniet. 
1.1 Characteristics of Mobile Ad Hoc Networks 
Firstly, the main trait of MANETs is its dynamic network topology. In a MANET, all 
the mobile nodes can move randomly around the network. The random node move-
ment leads to time-varying node geographical locations and link distances. Node 
transmission range in MANETs is restricted by wireless radios that have low trans-
mission power and limited bandwidth, consequently, network connectivity fluctuates 
with the node movement. Moreover, during wireless transmissions, node mobility can 
introduce high packet delivery errors that could effectively disconnect a communicat-
ing link. The unstable mobile radio communication causes unpredictably changing 
network topology. 
Secondly, the distributed architecture determines inherent miiltihop transmission 
nature of MANETs. Limited by radio transmission range, a source node in MANETs 
might not be able to directly send a packet to its chosen destination. MANETs use 
collaborative coininuiiications to connect the whole network, in whic^ h all the mobile 
nodes simultaneously take the roles of data source and intermediate relay [5]. A node 
is able to communicate with indirectly connected nodes by relaying packets via other 
nodes in the network. This distributed niultihop packet transmission feature makes 
routing a critical issue in MANETs. With the absence of a centralized administrator, 
it is necessary for MANETs to employ routing protocols to build reliable paths for 
1.2 Issues in Routing Protocol Design 
packet delivery. 
Finally, the most iinportaiit constraint of MANETs conies from the underlying un-
reliable wireless channels that exhibit time-varying fading effects. It is well known that 
path unreliability distinguishes MANETs ft'oni other types of networks. MANETs 
exploit multihop paths to route packets. The successful transmission probability of 
packets on a given path depends on the reliability of the radio link at each hop. How-
ever, path loss and multipath fading additively distort the radio connections, causing 
them to fluctuate frequently and be unstable [6], Another factor that significantly 
impairs link stability in IMANETs is node mobility. The presence of rapid node move-
ment at the edges of a radio link (or in the surrounding environment) can introduce a 
large Doppler spread and result in rapid channel variations [7]. When a channel falls 
into a deep fade, the instantaneous signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) can be lower than a 
specified threshold and cause high packet transmission errors or even link disconnec-
tion. In summary, wireless transmission and node movement make channel fading 
the most crippling element to overall network capacity of MANETs. 
1.2 Issues in Routing Protocol Design 
In IMANETs, routing protocols are used to establish and maintain paths (which nor-
mally consist of multiple hops) to efficiently direct packet transmission. Due to the 
aforementioned characteristics of IMANETs, three of the main challenges in routing 
protocol design are to 
• adapt to dynamic topology, 
• combat traffic congestion, 
• and accommodate channel fading. 
Let us look at each of these challenges and some of the existing solutions in more 
detail. 
1.2.1 Dynamic Topology 
In order to ensure a high level of packet delivery, routing protocols must be comijetent 
enough to address the fluctuating network topology. The appropriate routing proto-
cols should be able to establish the connection between a source and its destination 
Introduction 
in a timely iiiaiiiier once some paths are present between them [3]. However, the 
paths might be composed of multiple nodes that are in random motions. Although 
it is expected the paths remain stable for a period of time, movement of nodes at the 
ends of a link might change link connectivity and disconnect previously established 
paths via that link. Consequently, the routing protocol should also have the ability 
to recover the source-destination connection in case the existing path is broken. 
1.2.2 Traffic Congestion 
As the limited available resources are shared by a large number of nodes in MANETs, 
minimizing traffic congestion is an important issue in routing protocol design. Specif-
ically, a routing protocol might build paths via some "hotspots" that participate 
in many routes. It might lead to a congestion around these nodes once excessive 
number of packets flow through them. Moreover, in MANETs, because the nodes 
within each other's transmission range share the wireless channel, congestion around 
a single node can affect the operations of all of its neighbouring nodes. This prob-
lem becomes more serious in networks with intensive traffic transmission, such as in 
multimedia. Congestion can lead to high levels of packet collisions, massive j^ acket 
losses, high routing overhead, long delays, and costly wastage of time and energy 
on congestion recovery [8]. By combining congestion control with dynamic topology 
management, congestion-aware routing schemes can mitigate congestion by bypassing 
the overlocided links. 
1.2.3 Channel Fading 
In MANETs with highly volatile radio links, it is necessary to accommodate channel 
variations to maintain path reliability. The conventional solutions to multihop routing 
problems in MANETs are mostly based on knowledge of topology which is built on 
the "disk model" [9, 10]. The disk model is a deterministic network model where a 
node's connnunication range is boiuided within a circle with a fixed radius irrespective 
of channel variations [11]. This model neglects the impact of channel fading, so 
signal power is assumed to simply be attenuated with transmission distance due to 
path loss. However, in MANETs, network connectivity inevitably fluctuates with 
chaimel fading. A link might go into a deej:) fade and be disconnected even if the 
geographical location does not change much. Thus, volatility of the charniel cannot 
be ignored and routing protocols solely built on the disk model are naive. In order 
1.2 Issues in Rout ing Protocol Design 
to overcome the sliortcoinings of wireless coininuiiication and to combat dynamic 
topology, routing protocol design should take into account both the node mobility 
and the radio variations [12, 13]. The ability to combat channel fading is one of the 
most important factors in determining the efficiency of routing protocols. 
Adaptation and diversity, which are two of the essential techniques used to miti-
gate radio fluctuations in the presence of multipath fading and interference [14], have 
practical applications in channel-aware routing schemes. 
Channel-Adaptive Rout ing 
The potential of adaptive transmission was recognized 30 years ago by Cavers [15 
to take advantage of the predictable channel state information (CSI) [16]. Channel-
adaptive techniciues mostly make use of the evaluation of radio link (luality based on 
a statistical measurement from a priori knowledge of the expected channel charac-
teristics [7]. 
In MANETs, the measures of topology dynamics (link connectivity, node mobility, 
etc.) are mostly interrelated with channel propagation j^arameters (signal strength, 
level cross rate, etc). Therefore, it is advisal:)le to introduce an awareness of channel 
characteristics into routing protocols. Channel-adaptive routing protocols discover 
the best relays with the strongest propagating parameters to address link feature like 
node mobility, transmission distance and fading [17]. In general, channel-adaptive 
routing protocols utilize methods that can provide an estimation or jjrediction of the 
CSI for mobile nodes to monitor the instantaneous link conditions. With knowledge 
of channel behaviours, nodes can adaptively choose the best available links to build a 
path, or preemj^tively change a failing connection to a new one with more favourable 
channel conditions. In this way, the channel-adaptive schemes implemented in the 
network layer generally achieve network diversity gains as well [18]. Research shows 
that, combined with adaptive techniques in the physical layer, channel-adaptive rout-
ing protocols can imjjrove the information efficiency of a network by a factor of four 
to five in Rayleigh fading and log-normal channels [19 . 
Diversity-based Rout ing 
In environments rich in resources, diversity is one of the most powerful technologies to 
exploit channel randonmess. Diversity in this context is defined as the method of con-
veying information through multiple independent instantiations of random channels 
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20]. In MANETs, the communication links can vary widely from directly line-of-siglit 
to severely obstructed, with each of them fluctuating with the movement of the nodes 
at the ends of the links or in the surrounding environment. The presence of multiple 
users experiencing independent channel fading means that MANETs possess abun-
dant sources of diversity, such as multi-user diversity, multiple path diversity, and 
frequency diversity. 
Multihop transmission feature means that MANETs are rich with multi-user di-
versity. In MANETs, each node, whether it is a source or an intermediate relay, can 
have access to multiple independently faded next-hop choices, possibly some of them 
in good channel conditions. An appealing approach to exploit multi-user diversity is 
cooperative routing [21], in which a packet is transmitted via several relays at each 
hop. As illustrated in recent research, cooperative routing pro\'ides diversity gains 
on the order of the number of relays in the network [22]. The research of exploiting 
multi-user diversity in MANETs has its root in the work of [23]. 
In addition to multi-user diversity, another widely available diversity in MANETs 
is multiple path diversity. The multihop transmission characteristic and distribution 
mechanism provide many potential alternative paths between a source and its chosen 
destination node. These paths may be link- or node-disjoint, with each route com-
posed of partially or completely different nodes. The disjoint alternative paths can 
have independent fading statistics. 
Also it is of benefit to exploit frequency diversity. In the MANETs with mul-
ticarrier connnunication systems such as Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple 
Access (OFDMA) [24] or orthogonal Multi-Carrier Code Division Multiple Access 
(MC-CDMA) [25, 26], the frequency band is split into multiple narrowband subcar-
riers such that there are multiple orthogonal frequency channels present in each link. 
In a multipath fading ^ environment, which happens in most packet transmissions on 
MANETs, if frequency separation between two orthogonal channels is gi-eater than 
the coherence bandwidth ^ these channels will experience uncorrelated fading. In 
such networks, an appealing approach to mitigate adverse channel fading is to exploit 
frequency diversity by transmitting packets via multiple carefully selected channels, 
iThe wireless signals usually reach the receiver via multiple propagation paths, each with in-
dependently time-varying path gain due to the particular obstacles and interference on that path 
[27] 
2 The different time delays in the multiple propagation paths can cause independent statistical 
properties for two signals with different carrier frequencies. The maximum frequency separation for 
which the si<^nals are still significantly correlated is called the coherence bandwidth of a mobile radio 
channel [7]. 
1.3 Thesis Motivation and Original Contributions 
each with indeijendent fading. 
Section Summary The ability to react to variations in network topology, the ability 
to bypass congested nodes, and the ability to manage radio links which are subject to 
fading and interference, are the necessary concerns of efficient routing protocol design. 
1.3 Thesis Motivation and Original Contributions 
1.3.1 Motivation 
The main pnrpose of this doctoral research is to design and oi^tiniise routing proto-
cols to accommodate congestion and channel fading in MANETs. Routing protocol 
design for MANETs has attracted research attention for many years with significant 
achievements. To the best of our knowledge, most of these studies are focused on the 
areas of how to deal with node mobility and topology dynamics. Issues of congestion 
and channel fading control are neglected in most routing protocol designs with limited 
outcomes, and still require further work. 
The first important purpose of this work is to propose a congestion-aware routing 
protocol for MANETs. Congestion has a determining role in the packet losses of 
MANETs, especially where large-scale traffic transmissions are involved. It is nec-
essary to combine routing schemes with congestion control mechanisms to provide 
congestion adaptability in the network layer. 
Moreover, as we discussed in previous sections, the mobile radio channel places a 
fundamental limitation on network performance. Routing protocols which ignore 
the impact of channel variations cannot effectively address adverse conditions in 
MANETs. An attractive solution is to introduce an awareness of the channel charac-
teristics into the routing protocols. The second purpose of this research is to design 
and optimise routing protocols to include adaptation to the underlying time-varying 
channels by making use of channel-adaptive and diversity schemes. 
1.3.2 Original Contributions and Relevant Publications 
Based on the main themes of the thesis, the major original contributions of this 
research are the designs of routing protocols with congestion awareness, and channel 
awareness to improve network performance. The details are as follows: 
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• We first propose an attractive congestion-aware routing metric, the ^^'eighted 
Channel Delay (WCD) [28], which employs data transmission delay, the Medium 
Access Control (MAC) overhead, and l^uffer queuing delay, with preference given 
to less congested high throughput links, avoiding the most congested ones. 
Then we propose the Congestion-Aware Routing protocol for multi-rate Mobile 
ad hoc networks (CARM) [28], CARM utilizes two mechanisms to improve 
the routing protocol adaptability to congestion. Firstly, the WCD is used to 
select high throughput routes with low congestion. The second mechanism that 
CARM employs is the avoidance of mismatched link data-rate routes via the use 
of Effective Link Data-rate Categories (ELDCs). Generally, the protocol tackles 
congestion via several approaches, taking into account causes, indicators and 
effects. The localised routing decisions support to diffuse traffic evenly among 
the nodes to combat congestion. 
The simulation results demonstrate that CARM can improve network perfor-
mance across a wide range of scenarios when compared with the traditional Dy-
namic Source Routing (DSR) [29] protocol. The congestion adaptability allows 
CARM an increase on packet delivery ratio, a decrease on average end-to-end 
delay, and a decrease on routing control overhead. 
• Secondly, we introduce an innovative channel-adaptive routing metric to mea-
sure link reliability. We propose that the stability of a link should be represented 
by the time for which the link is up, which is not simply the duration in which 
the nodes are within each other's transmission range, but the one in which 
the nodes are within each other's transmission range with no fading. We call 
this new metric Effective Link Operation Duration (ELOD) [30]. To estimate 
the ELOD, first, the proposed scheme makes use of node mobility to predict 
link lifetime; then it combines the link lifetime with channel fading statistics to 
obtain the ELOD. Thus, applying ELOD as a routing metric addresses issues 
caused by node mobility as well as those caused b}' channel fading. 
We then introduce the ELOD into a routing protocol to perform channel-
adaptive routing [30]. The simulation results show that the routing protocol 
implemented with the proposed channel-adaptive metric can cope well with the 
channel unreliability in various environments, and achieve a higher throughput, 
a lower end-to-end delay, and a lower routing control overhead than conventional 
topology-based routing protocols. 
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• Thirdly, we propose a novel channel-adaptive routing protocol which extends 
the Ad-hoc On-Demand Multipath Distance Vector routing protocol (AOMDV) 
31] with multiple channel adaptation schemes to accommodate channel fading. 
The proposed Channel-Aware AOMDV (CA-AOMDV) [32] makes use of chan-
nel state information (CSI) in both the route discovery and path maintenance 
phases to improve path stability: 
- Route discovery: hi CA-AOMDV, the average channel non-fading duration 
(ANFD) is combined with the hop-count criterion from AOMDV to serve 
as a metric with which to select short but stable paths instead of simply 
choosing the shortest path, as in AOMDV. Therefore, CA-AOMDV targets 
paths taking into account both the stability and the length, to improve 
overall path quality. 
- Route maintenance: Assuming independently time-varying path charac-
teristics, CA-AOMDV uses predicted signal strength to trigger a handoff 
before a fade occurs, reducing the source-destination connection failure 
rate. The channel average fading duration (AFD) for the breaking link is 
also recorded, so that the channel may be utilized again once it comes out 
of the fade. 
Furthermore, we develop a theoretical model to analyse the network perfor-
mance of MANETs. This model first derives the theoretical expressions for the 
probability density functions (PDFs) of the lifetimes of a single path and multi-
ple paths. The performance in terms of routing control overhead and throughput 
of both AOMDV and CA-AOMDV Imsed on the link lifetime distributions are 
then analysed [32]. 
Simulation results show that CA-AOMDV can improve network performance 
by decreasing the frequency of path re-establishment. \Mien compared with 
AOMDV, CA-AOMDV has an improved throughput, a decreased routing con-
trol overhead, and a decreased average end-to-end delay. Simulations verify the 
theoretical analysis. 
• Finally, we propose a new diversity-based routing protocol, Multiple Shared 
Channels Cooperative Routing (MSCC) [33], for MANETs. The proposed 
MSCC protocol has a clustering hierarchy. A bandwidth reuse scheme is ap-
plied among the clusters to reduce inter-cluster Co-Channel Interference (CCI). 
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Moreover, within each chister, a set of subchannels are distributed to cluster 
members in a no-colliding way, therefore, intra-cluster CCI can be ehminated. 
Packets are transmitted cooperatively at each hop. Specifically, when a cluster 
has a packet to deliver, the cluster head will select several relays from the clus-
ter members that with good channel conditions. Then these relays forward the 
packet via the subchannels allocated to them respectively. Generally, IMSCC 
takes advantage of diversity in a multiple shared channel environment, while 
reduces the CCI as well. 
We derive theoretical expressions to analyse the performance of this protocol 
33]. The simulation results indicate that the exploitation of diversity leads 
to an increase in throughput. The theoretical analysis is consistent with the 
simulation results. 
Characteristics and Applications of the Proposed Rout ing Protocols 
With regard to the four proposed routing protocols, CARM, ELOD, CA-AOMDV 
and MSCC, each of them is in possession of a unique design and with distinguishing 
characteristics, thus, has applications in i^articular environments, respectively. 
• In CARM, congestion control mechanisms are combined with routing schemes 
to mitigate congestion in MANETs. The congestion awareness feature leads 
CARM competent in networks with large-scale traffic transmission, such as in 
multimedia. However, the impact of channel variations is ignored in CARM. 
• ELOD and CA-AOMDV seek the approach of adaptation to address chan-
nel fluctuations. ElOD achieves adaptability by emj^loying a channel-adaptive 
routing metric. While CA-AOMDV incorporates several channel adaptation 
approaches to ameliorate channel fading. It makes use of channel state infor-
mation in both route discovery and route maintenance phases. With better 
knowledge of channel behaviours, CA-AOMDV can more accurately choose the 
best links to build a path, or adaptively switch a faihng connection to a new 
one with more favourable channel conditions. However, these schemes works 
well only if the CSI is kept up-to-date. CA-AOMDV requires continually mon-
itoring instantaneous link conditions to trigger a handoff once a fade occurs. 
In a highly mobile environment, the channel probing would be rather high and 
counteract adaptation gains. 
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• MSCC takes advantage of network diversities instead of adaptation techniques 
to combat channel fading, hi environments rich in sources of diversity, it is pow-
erful to exploit channel randomness by cooperatively transmitting via multiple 
relays. 
1.4 Organization of the Thesis 
The remaining chapters of this thesis are structured into four parts. In the first 
part, Chapter 2 provides research background material in both routing protocols and 
wireless channel characteristics. In particular, this chapter first performs a literature 
survey on recent advances in the routing protocols of MANETs. The second half 
of this chai:)ter is dedicated to a brief review of mobile wireless channel models and 
their statistical characteristics. The results of the investigation on radio transmission 
motivate the proposals of channel awareness schemes to constitute channel-aware 
routing protocols in the third part of the thesis. 
The second part of the thesis mainly concerns of congestion-aware routing scheme. 
A detailed description of the proposed congestion-aware routing protocol, CARM, is 
provided in Chaj^ter 3. 
In the third part of the thesis, we present the proposed channel-aware routing pro-
tocols. And two types of channel-aware routing protocols are taken into consideration, 
namely channel-adaptive routing protocol and diversity-based routing i^rotocol. This 
part is organized as follows. The channel-adaptive routing protocols are developed in 
Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. Specifically, Chapter 4 addresses the issue of reliable path 
selection, and a novel channel-adaptive routing metric, ELOD, is presented. Chap-
ter 5 introduces the proposed channel-adaptive routing protocol, CA-AOMDV. A 
theoretical model is also presented in this chaj^ter to characterise the i)erformance of 
CA-AOMDV. The diversity-based routing protocol, MSCC, is described in Chapter 6 
to achieve both frecjuency and multi-user diversity gains in MANETs. The theoretical 
analysis of MSCC is also developed in this chapter. 
Finally, we draw our conclusions, and discuss future research topics in Chapter 7. 
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Background 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter provides liackgrouiul material in both routing protocols and wireless 
channel characteristics. We start with a brief review of the routing protocols and 
roiiting technicjues that have l)een {proposed for MANETs in recent years. These 
protocols and techniques will be grouped into three categories with respect to their 
routing characteristics, and a detailed description of each routing category will be 
presented. The second part of this chapter conducts a literature survey on the mod-
els which are commonly used to describe the radio channels of mobile communica-
tions. The results motivate the proposals of channel awareness schemes to constitute 
channel-aware routing protocols in the third part of this thesis. 
The layout of this chapter is as follows. It begins with the categorisation of routing 
protocols and techniques in Section 2.2, which is followed by the detailed description 
of each routing protocol category. Specifically, Section 2.3 presents topology-based 
routing protocols. Congestion-aware routing protocols are described in Section 2.4, 
and channel-aware routing protocols and metrics are explained in Section 2.5. hi the 
second part of this chapter, an overview of typical mobile radio propagation models 
is provided in Section 2.6. Section 2.7 presents a related fading channel model, the 
mobile-to-mobile channel, and its statistical characteristics. Finally, conclusions are 
drawn in Section 2.8. 
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Figure 2.1: Routing categorization in MANETs. Protocols listed in orange refer to 
contributions from this thesis. 
2.2 Characteristics of Routing Categories 
With respect to the routing characteristics discussed in Chapter 1, the routing pro-
tocols and techniques proposed for MANETs tyj^ically fall into three categories: 
topology-based routing protocols, congestion-aware routing protocols, and channel-
aware routing protocols. Channel-aware routing jjrotocols are further divided into two 
sub-categories: channel-adaptive routing protocols and diversity-based routing proto-
cols. The categorisation of routing protocols for MANETs is illustrated in Figure 2.1. 
Not surprisingly, in topology-based routing protocols, topology information is of 
primary concern in making routing decisions. The integration of routing mechanisms 
with congestion control techniques permits congestion-aware routing protocols with 
the ability to react to congestion measurement. In channel-aware routing protocols, 
channel state information is combined with topology information to combat channel 
fading as well as network dynamics. Each of these routing categories will be discussed 
in detail in the following sections. 
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2.3 Topology-Based Routing Protocols 
The most of coiiveiitioiial routing protocols proposed for MANET are designed to 
deal with network dynamics and node mobility. They are traditionally classified as 
proactive (or table-driven), reactive (or on-demand), or hybrid routing protocols. 
Geographic routing (or position-based routing) protocols are proposed for networks 
where geographical information is available. 
In proactive routing protocols, each node has a routing table in which to record 
paths to other nodes in the network. Nodes exchange routing information periodically 
to ensure their routing tables up-to-date. Proactive routing j^rotocols continuously 
maintain any possible connections within the network, so that routes are established 
prior to the arri\ a^l of data packets. In this way any arriving packet can be routed 
innnediately. However, if the rate of topology change in a network is fast, periodically 
maintained paths are prone to being out-of-date. Thus j^roactive routing protocols 
only have limited applications in MANETs. Typical proactive routing protocols in-
clude Destination-Sequenced Distance-Vector (DSDV) [34], and Optimized Link State 
Routing (OLSR) [35]. Particularly, DSDV uses an enhanced distance-vector routing 
method by optimising the classical Distributed Bellman-Ford (DBF) algorithm [36], 
while OLSR follows the link-state route computation approach. 
Reactive routing protocols establish a path only if that path is of requisite in cer-
tain packet transmissions. The path discovery process is initiated by a source node 
to broadcast a route request through the entire network. The reactive routing mech-
anisms result in much lower levels of routing control overhead than proactive routing 
protocols. However, generally there is a delay of route computation in reactive routing 
protocols. Moreover, in a highly volatile network environment, broadcasts in route 
discovery process may be lun-eliable. Typical examples of reactive routing protocols 
include Ad hoc On-demand Distance-Vector (AODV) [37], Dynamic Source Routing 
(DSR) [29], Lightweight Mobile Routing (LMR) [38], Temporally Ordered Routing 
Algorithm (TORA) [39], and Associativity-Based Routing (ABR) [40]. Specifically, 
in AODV, each intermediate relay contains only next-hop routing information. While 
DSR uses a source-based routing scheme in which a source node learns the complete 
path to a particular destination. As compared with AODV, DSR generates more 
routing overheads and scales worse with the network size. LMR and TORA follow 
the link-reversal routing algorithm. Instead of collecting global routing formation to 
support shortest-path computation, as what happens in AODV or DSR, they are only 
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aware of connections to adjacent nodes to build the Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs) 
rooted at the destination nodes. In contrast to following a failure-query/reply round 
in LMR to repair a link failure, the route maintenance in TORA involves only a sin-
gle phase (update). LMR is intended for applications in networks where the rate of 
change is not too fast or too slow, to achieve a balance between shortest-path routing 
and flooding. TORA is suitable for application in large-scale, dynamic heteroge-
neous networks where a multitude of Radio Access Technologies (RATs) is available. 
Finally, ABR employs node associativity to select long-lived paths in terms of link 
stability. It is favourable to support conference-size MANETs. 
The constraints of proactive and reactive routing mechanisms determine that they 
can work efficiently only within a limited range of network conditions, for example, 
in networks with a relatively small number of nodes. In large-scale networks, two 
important means of increasing network scalability are hybrid routing and geographic 
(or position-based) routing. Hybrid routing protocols, such as Zone Routing Protocol 
(ZRP) [41], make use of clustering hierarchy to take advantage of local proactive rout-
ing and global reactive routing. In networks that are equipped with a location service, 
such as Global Positioning System (GPS), geographic routing is another important 
way to increase scalability. Geographic routing protocols achieve routing efficiency 
by exploiting geograjjhical information, and routing decisions are performed based on 
the geographical location of each relay node. Examples of geographic routing pro-
tocols include Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing (GPSR) [42], and Location-Aided 
Routing (LAR) [43]. GPSR allows greedy forwarding using the geographical infor-
mation of a node's innnediate neighbours, while LAR uses location information to 
restrict the search of a new route within a "recjuest zone" in the network. 
We now give details of some typical topology-based routing protocols. 
2.3.1 Dynamic Destination-Sequenced Distance-Vector Rout-
ing Protocol 
In the dynamic Destination-Sequenced Distance-Vector routing protocol (DSDV) [34], 
each node maintains a routing table to direct j^acket transmission. Packets are routed 
to a given destination node along the path stored in the routing tables for that 
destination with the highest sequence number. If saved paths to the destination have 
the same sequence number, the one with the smallest hopcount is used. 
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To iiiaiiitain up-to-date routing tables, nodes periodically broadcast routing ad-
vertisement packets. Two types of advertising schemes are in use. The first is a full 
dump in which all of the available routing information is broadcast. The other is an 
incremental broadcast which only includes the routing information that has changed 
since tlie last full dump. Typically a full dump is arranged when network topology 
has changed significantly. This is of benefit to reducing the amount of routing in-
formation carried in the next incremental broadcast. Whenever a node receives an 
advertisement packet, it will compare the routing information canied in the adver-
tisement with those recorded in its routing table. If a newly received route for a 
given destination has a higher sequence number than an existing one, or if it has a 
sequence number equal to an existing route but with a shorter hopcount, the new 
route is selected. The routing table is updated and route changes are broadcast to 
neighbouring nodes immediately. 
Shortly, DSDV continuously maintains connections within a network, thus a route 
can be put into use immediately once it is in need. However, the protocol must 
advertise route changes often enough to keep routing tables up-to-date. If the rate 
of topology change in the network is fast, the j^eriodic advertisement may cause 
a broadcast "storm", and the amount of routing overhead can be very huge even 
unacceptable. 
2.3.2 Ad hoc On-Demand Distance-Vector Routing Protocol 
The Ad hoc On-demand Distance-Vector routing protocol (AODV) [37] discovers a 
path reactively. The protocol follows a two-phase routing procedure of route request 
(RREQ)/route reply (RREP) in response to route discovery. When a node has pack-
ets to deliver while no routes are available, it broadcasts a RREQ to its neighbours. 
Similarly to DSDV, AODV maintains a routing table at each node. When a neigh-
bouring node receives a RREQ, it first will check whether it has seen the RREQ 
before. If the node has seen the RREQ before, it discards the broadcasting packet. 
Otherwise, the node updates its routing table and sets up a reverse route entry for 
the source. Moreover, the node will search its routing table for a path to that destina-
tion. If there is no path present, it increments the RREQ's hoj^count then broadcasts 
the packet further. While if the node is the destination, or if it has a path to the 
destination with a sequence number at least as high as that of the RREQ, it returns 
a RREP to the source. 
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A RREP is forwarded back to the source node along reverse route. When an 
intermediate node receives a RREP, it sets up a forward path entry for the destination 
in the route table. If a node receives more than one RREPs for a given destination, 
generally only the first one is forwarded to the source. A later received RREP will be 
delivered only if it has a greater destination sequence number or a smaller hopcount 
than any previously forwarded ones. The source l^ egins transmission as soon as the 
first RREP arrives, and it can choose a new path later if it receives further RREPs. 
If a link on a path (or multiple paths) is broken, a Route Error (RERR) message 
is generated by the upstream node of the broken link. The RERR lists all the desti-
nations that are now unreachable l^ ecause of the link breakage. If the upstream node 
has any precursor nodes listed in its route table for these disconnected destinations, 
it delivers the RERR to them. When a neighbour receives the RERR, it marks the 
routes to those destinations as invalid and forwards the RERR further if it still has 
precursor nodes for the destinations. When a source node receives the RERR, it can 
re-initiate a route discovery if it still needs that route. 
Generally, in AODV each intermediate relay contains only the next-hop routing 
information, thus the protocol yields low levels of routing overhead and scales well 
with the network size. However, the reactive route discovery mechanism may result 
in a route computation delay. 
2.3.3 Dynamic Source Routing Protocol 
The Dynamic Source Routing protocol (DSR) [29] utilises a reactively source routing 
scheme. In packet delivery, a source node places the entire route which contains the 
sequence of hops that a packet should follow in the packet header. Another important 
component of DSR is route cache. Each node overhears routing information from the 
packets (including the source routes, RREQs, RREPs, etc.) that pass through it to 
maintain its route cache. Typically, a node first will search its route cache for a path 
when it has packets to deliver. If no path is found, the node initiates a route discovery 
by broadcasting a RREQ. When an intermediate node receives a RREQ that it didn't 
see before, the node appends its address to the RREQ and forwards it further if it 
has no route to the destination node. Otherwise, if a route is found in the cache, or 
if the node is the destination, the node generally responds by sending a RREP back 
to the source. 
The route maintenance of DSR is similar to that of AODV. Each node along a 
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route iiionitors its next-hop link during transmissions. Route maintenance is initiated 
by the node which has detected a disconnected hnk, and a RRER is returned to the 
source node. The source node will search its route cache for an alternative route to 
deliver subsequent packets. If no route is found, the source node invokes another 
route discovery process to find a new one. 
In short, the cached routing information permits DSR to establish or rejiair a route 
(luickly when topology changes. This results in a decrease in path connection delay. 
However, the cached paths are prone to being stale in a highly volatile environment, 
and the source routing mechanism in which the entire route is placed in a packet 
header can result in high levels of routing overhead. 
2.3.4 Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing Protocol 
The Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing (GPSR) protocol [42] exploits geographical 
information to achieve scalability. In GPSR, nodes are assumed to be equipped with 
a location service to determine their location. Each node periodically broadcasts 
beacons to maintain a list of one-hop neighbouring nodes. Usually a "greedy" rout-
ing scheme is used to forward packets to the neighboiu" node which is with closest 
location to the tlestination node, until the destination is reached finally. While the 
greedy routing works well for dense network environments, it may fail when the j^acket 
reaches a node with a "void", which occurs in sparse conditions. The perimeter rout-
ing, which is based on the right-hand rule, is used to route packets around voids. The 
greedy routing and perimeter routing are combined as follows. Whenever a packet 
reaches an intermediate node which has no neighbour closer to the destination, the 
perimeter routing rei^laces greedy routing and the packet is forwarded according to 
the right-hand rule. The routing scheme returns back to the greedy routing once the 
packet reaches a node which is closer to the destination than the perimeter entry 
point, where the perimeter is the sequence of edges fovuid by using the right-hand 
rule. 
Section Summary In this section, we give a brief review of topology-based routing 
schemes, which include proactive, reactive, hybrid, and geographic routing. Proactive 
routing protocols use periodical broadcast to continuously maintain connections. They 
take advantage of low path connection delay, but the periodical routing information 
advertisement may cause a broadcast storm. The reactive routing protocols establish a 
path only if necessary. The reactive routing mechanisms residt in much lower routing 
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control overhead than that of proactive routing protocols, but with a delay for path dis-
covery. Both proactive and reactive routing schemes work efficiently only m networks 
with relatively small size. In large-scale networks, hybrid routing, which combines the 
proactive and reactive routing approaches, and geographic routing, where geographical 
information is used to assist routing, are proposed to increase network scalability. 
2.4 Congestion-Aware Routing Protocols 
Congestion is one of the main causes of packet loss in MANETs. With a lack of 
congestion adaptability, routing schemes may establish paths via some links prone to 
being congested. Thus, it is of benefit to introduce congestion awareness into routing 
protocols. Specifically, congestion-aware routing schemes [44, 45] take account of 
the congestion status when choosing a new route, where routing metric is partly 
treated as a function of congestion measurements. Several proposed congestion aware 
routing protocols are Congestion-Adaptive Routing (CRP) [4G], Dynamic Load-Aware 
Routing (DLAR) [47], and Randomized Destination-Sequenced Distance Vector (R-
DSDV) [48]. Particularly, CRP uses a "bypass" route to split traffic on the primary 
route to mitigate congestion. Taking advantage of adaptive control mechanisms in 
response to congestion, the protocol reduces the chance of congestion occurrence. 
However, CRP costs some routing overhead to maintain bypass routes. In DLAR, 
the traffic load of a node is of primar}' concern in route selection. The protocol also 
monitors the congestion level of routes and repairs a route once congestion occurs. 
While DLAR only takes account of the impact of traffic load, other factors potentially 
resulting in congestion are ignored. R-DSDV is an enhancement of the DSDV routing 
protocol. Instead of on a periodic basis as in DSDV, it broadcasts routing messages 
probabilistically. The proactive routing mechanism leads R-DSDV unsuitable for 
highly volatile environments. 
We now take the Congestion-Adaj^tive Routing protocol as an example and present 
it in details. 
2.4.1 Congestion-Adaptive Routing Protocol 
The Congestion-Adaptive Routing protocol (CRP) [46] prevents congestion preemp-
tively by reducing the amount of the incoming traffic on congested routes. The pro-
tocol classifies nodes into three types: "green" (far from congested), "yellow" (likely 
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congested), or "red" (congested), based on node congestion level which is measured 
by checking node buffer occupancy. There are two types of routes in CRP, namely 
primary route and bypass route. The first path estal^lished via a route discovery pro-
cess is the primary route. A bypass is composed of some less-congested nodes around 
the primary route. In CRP, each node periodically advertises its congestion status 
by broadcasting update (UDT) packets to its neighbours. When a node receives a 
UDT packet from its next primary node indicating that a link on the primary route 
is congested, the node starts to discover a bypass route toward the next "green" node 
on the primary route. Once the bypass is established, the node splits the incoming 
traffic on the primary- route and switches part of the traffic to the bypass route based 
on the congestion levels of both routes. 
Generally, with the aA-ailability of a bypass route, CRP can prevent congestion 
preempti^^ely b>' splitting traffic oyer the primary route and the bypass route. The 
adaptive congestion control scheme allows CRP to reduce the chance of congestion 
occurrence. However it costs routing overhead to maintain bypass routes. 
Section Summary At the network layer, congestion-aimre routing is one of ef-
fective mmns to rcduce packet losses. To introduce congestion awareness into routing 
protocols, a routing metnc is partly treated as a function of congestion measurements. 
The congestion-aware metric then is combined with congestion control mechanisms to 
change path establishment. Generally, in congestion-aware routing protocols, conges-
tion control schemes are combined with mobility and topology control mechanisms to 
improve network robustness. However, it costs some routing overheads to implement 
congestion-aivare mechanisms in routing process. 
2.5 Channel-Aware Routing Protocols and Tech-
niques 
Not only intending to combat topology dynamics, channel-aware routing schemes 
also attempt to accommodate channel fading at each transmission. In regard to their 
approach to combating fading, channel-aware routing protocols are divided into two 
sub-categories: channel-adaptive routing and diversity-based routing. Some designs 
have exploited both aspects. 
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2.5.1 Channel-Adaptive Routing Protocols and Techniques 
Channel-adaptive routing schemes use adaptive techniques to establish a new route 
or preemptively change a breaking connection based on instantaneous link quality. 
These schemes periodically monitor radio links to identify the Ijest relays with the 
strongest CSI, such as signal strength [49], outage prol^ability [50], power [51], bit 
transmission rate [52, 53], packet error rate [54], SNR [55, 56], bandwidth [57], or 
any combination of these measures [58, 59, 60]. Adaptive routing sclienies can take 
advantage of short-term channel variations on a hop-by-hoj) basis [61, 62] or long-term 
channel variations on an end-to-end basis [58, 63]. However, these strategies work well 
only if the CSI remains up-to-date. Since CSI is valid for time scales similar to the 
channel coherence time S channel-adaptive schemes require continuously evaluating 
the radio connections to keep link quality acceptable. Therefore, the gains achieved 
])y channel adaptation may be traded off by channel probing overheads. 
We now jjresent some typical channel-adaptive routing techniciues in details. 
Channel-Adaptive Rout ing Metrics 
The Expected Transmission count metric (ETX) [64] is proposed to favour high 
throughput links. "The ETX of a link is the predicted numl^er of data transmissions 
required to send a packet over that link, including retransmissions" [64], It takes 
advantage of the packet successful reception rates of a given link on both forward 
direction and reverse direction, and is given Ijy 
ETX = 
df X dr 
where df is the forward delivery ratio, which represents the ratio of the number of 
received packets to the number of transmitted packets, and d,. is the reverse delivery 
ratio for acknowledgement (ACK) packets. The two parameters are measured peri-
odically by using prol^e packets. ETX measures link performance at several aspects, 
taking into account interference, packet loss, and asymmetry in the packet loss ratios 
between the two directions of a link. However, it is shown that ETX is not able to 
react quickly to the changes of link ciuality [65 . 
The Medium Time Metric (MTM) [52] is proposed for MANETs with multiple 
data-rates. The traditional routing metrics, such as the minimum hop-count (MH) 
^The inverse of the coherence bandwidth (given in Section 1.2.3) gives a measure of the cohercnce 
time [7]. 
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metric, tend to select routes comprised of longer links which inherently have low data-
rate and inferior quality. MTM assigns each link with a weight that is proportional to 
the packet transmission time on that link. The weight of a path is the total medium 
time consiuned when a packet traverses it. Therefore, 1\ITM identifies paths that 
minimize the total transmission time. However, it does not consider packet losses at 
each link. This metric also prefers paths with a greater number of shorter distance 
links, ^^'hen more links attend packet relaying, contention for the shared medium 
will increase. 
The Route Outage Probability (ROP) [50] for a given route is defined as the 
probability of packet transmission failure in that route due to fading. The cost of 
a particular route is estimated fi'om the outage probability of all the links in that 
route, and it is used to represent the route reliability. ROP prefers delivering data 
packets along the most reliable route rather than the shortest one, to minimize fading 
introduced packet loss. The feasibility of ROP is that a long route with a few more 
hops to deli^•er a packet to the destination with high probability of succ'essful packet 
transmission is preferable to a short one with a high packet drop rate. ROP can be 
used to find the routes with the lowest probalMlity of packet loss. The disadvantage 
of ROP is that more resources may be spent delivering a packet to its destination due 
to increased number of hops in a path. 
Bandwidth Guarded Channel Adaptive Routing Protocol 
The Bandwidth Guarded Channel Adaptive (BGCA) routing protocol [60] adaptively 
establishes and changes routes based on the CSI of those routes. BGCA continuously 
monitors each of its links. Based on the instantaneous CSI, adaptive channel coding 
and modulation schemes are used to change the data-rate of a link. In route discovery 
phase, all the links fall into foiu" classes based on their data-rates. A class-based 
"hop", which is a weighed hopcount, is assigned for each link. BGCA employs the 
weighted hopcount metric to select stable routes. In route maintenance phase, when 
the bandwidth of a link is lower than a specified threshold, the downstream node of 
that link sends a message to the upstream node. After receiving the message, the 
upstream node first will check whether the link bandwidth can meet the requirements. 
If not. the node initiates a locally performed route discoven' process to find a bypass 
route to repair the original one. Because the local route discovery is initiated when 
the quality of a link is already lower than a particular threshold, route changing in 
BGCA is rather "passive" to channel variations. 
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Receiver-Initiated Channel Adaptive Routing Protocol 
Instead of only changing a few fading links, as what happens in BGCA, the Receiver-
Initiated Channel Adaptive (RICA) renting protocol [58] adaptively changes an entire 
route if an alternative path has a better instantaneous CSl than that route. To mea-
sure the CSl of each path, a destination node periodically broadcasts a CSI checking 
packet. When a source receives several CSI checking packets originating from the des-
tination, it chooses the route with the best CSI as the new path, no matter whether 
the past one is in good channel conditions or not. RICA takes advantage of the 
time-varying properties of wireless channel to maintain high throughput connections. 
However, the channel adaptation scheme in RICA is on an end-to-end CSI measure-
ment basis, which means that the protocol has limited adaptation ability. Moreover, 
the periodically probing mechanism can lead a high level of routing control overhead. 
Adaptive Forwarding Techniques 
Routing schemes can also be adaptive to channel variations on a hop-by-hop basis. 
Channel-adaptive forwarding techniciues allow opportiniistically selecting the next-
hop relays which are experiencing good channel conditions [66]. Typical examples 
of adaptive forwarding algorithms include Selection Diversity Forwarding (SDF) [67] 
and Channel-Adaptive Relaying (CAR) [61], 
SDF enhances the classical forwarding strategies of NFP (Nearest with Forward 
Progress) and IMFR (Most Forward with fixed Radius R) [68]. It allows a node 
to multicast packets to multiple relays. In response to feedbacks from the relays, 
the node makes a forwarding decision based on i:)ositive forward progress [69]. The 
relay selection in SDF is based on location information rather than the knowledge of 
channel state. It is suital)le in environments where CSI is unavailable. 
In contrast, the Channel-Adaptive Relaying (CAR) [61] routing scheme jointly 
considers geographical information and channel fading. The protocol makes use of 
a cross-layer design to achieve adaptivity to both large-scale and small-scale channel 
fading. Firstly, at the network layer, a number of next-hop relays of a given node 
are selected as candidates based on the long-term CSI measurements in term of the 
average SNR. This strategy is used to combat large-scale fading. Then, the addresses 
of the candidates are passed to the MAC layer. When having packets to forward, 
at the MAC layer, the node will multicast a polling message to the candidates, then 
a relay is selected finally with respect to the maximum expected progress (MEP) 
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values of the caiuliclates. In this way CAR overcomes small-scale channel variations. 
Therefore, CAR adapts well to channel fading. 
Generally, the local channel-adaptive routing approaches on a hop-by-hop basis 
outperform those on an end-to-end l)asis to mitigate channel fading. However, they 
require geographical information or more resources (e.g., multicast in SDF). 
Section Summary Channel-adaptive routing schemes use adaptive techniques to 
establish a new route or preemptively change a breaking connection. They require 
periodically monitoring the network in order to identify relays with the strongest CSI 
(signal strength, outage probability, bit-rate, packet error rate, SNR, bandwidth, etc.). 
However, the periodical channel probing or adaptive route maintaining in a channel-
adaptive roxiting protocol can result in a high level of routing overhead, which may 
paiily counteract the gains achieved by channel adaptation. 
2.5.2 Diversity-Based Routing Protocols and Techniques 
There are abundant diversity resources in MANETs, such as multi-user diversity (or 
spatial diversity), multiple path diversity and frequency diversity. A vast array of 
routing protocols has been proposed to take advantage of these network diversities. 
Some diversity-based routing technicjues will l)e discussed in detail in the 
following sections. 
Multi-user Diversity 
Cooperative routing is widely used to achieve multi-user diversity gain in the network 
layer. Generally, at each transmission, this kind of schemes form a virtual antenna 
array via several single antenna nodes [70] to maintain transmission relial)ility. Sev-
eral multi-user cooperative schemes can be found in [21, 71, 51]. Both [21, 71] develop 
cooperative transmission schemes on a hop-by-hop basis. It is proposed in [21] that, 
when a node transmits a packet, the relays that have successfully decoded that packet 
utilize an orthogonal space-time code to cooperatively relay the packet. The orthog-
onality constraint in [21] is relaxed in [71] by allowing a source node and relays to 
transmit simultaneously. It is shown that [71] can improve network performance while 
at a higher decoding complexity. However, these approaches reciuire a large amount 
of coordination and are difficult in practice. 
In [51], a virtual Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) routing scheme is 
proposed to achieve multi-user diversity. The network is with a clustering hierarchy, 
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and a cluster head is elected for each cluster. The data transmission in each hop is 
divided into two steps. First, a cluster head broadcasts packets to the cluster members 
within its cluster. Then, the cluster members encode the packets using an orthogonal 
Space-Time Block Code (STBC), and forward them to the cluster head in the next-
hop cluster. This cross-layer design can jointly improve energy efficiency, reliability, 
and end-to-end QoS provisioning. However, it requires nodes in each cluster locally 
synchronized. Moreover, each packet is relayed by multiple nodes, which can lead to 
high traffic load in a network. 
Frequency Diversity 
When multiple channels are available, such as in a system based on IEEE 802.11 
wireless media standard or a system with multi-carriers, it is feasible to exploit fre-
quency diversity. Examples of protocols to exploit frequency diversity include [72 
and Multi-channel Opportunistic Auto Rate (MOAR) [73]. MOAR is proposed for 
multi-channel and multi-rate MANETs supported by IEEE 802.11. The protocol 
allows a receiver to measure the SNR value of a Request-To-Send (RTS) frame. If 
the measured SNR is lower than a given threshold, the receiver negotiates with the 
transmitter to skip to a new channel, to find a channel with better quality. This 
scheme is able to achieve frequency diversity gain in the MAC layer, while it recjuires 
a cost of resources sj^ent in channel measurement. The work of [72] integrates channel 
assignment into routing protocol to exploit frequency diversity in the network layer. 
It employs a routing metric which indicates the cost of interface switching on a path, 
to select less interfering paths. However, the diversity gain achieved in an end-to-end 
implementation would be limited. 
Clearly, most of these schemes intend to exploit diversity in a single carrier system. 
There is a lack of routing protocols to exploit diversity in multi-carrier systems. In 
contrast to single carrier systems, where typically only one channel is in use, multi-
carriers systems, such as OFDMA and MC-CDMA, are in possession of multiple 
channels that can be used simultaneously. It is advisable to take advantage of the 
multiple channels in a multi-carriers system. This motivates our research on the work 
of MSCC. 
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Multiple path diversity 
In MANETs, multiple paths that are experiencing independent fading are usually 
available between a source node and a destination node. Hence there is a high proba-
bility that some of them are in good channel conditions. There are a large number of 
works on multiple path routing schemes, such as Multipath Source Routing (IMSR) 
57], On-demand Multipath Distance Vector Routing (AOMDV) [31], Mobility Pre-
diction Ad Hoc On-demand Multipath Distance Vector (MP-AOMDV) [59], and Split 
^hiltipath Routing (SMR) [47. 
MSR is a multipath extension of the DSR routing protocol. In MSR, in order 
to establish multiple alternative paths, a destination node will feed a RREP back to 
the source for each RREQ that has reached the destination. In contrast, AOMDV 
extends the routing mechanism of AODV by adopting the notion of an advertised hop 
count to maintain multiple paths. However, the paths in AOMDV or MSR are pre-
computed during route discovery, then prone to being stale. MPAOMDV enhances 
the routing scheme of AOMDV on this issue. It uses periodical packets to measure 
the channel state of each path, and chooses the one with the best quality for data 
transmission. Finally, instead of using link-state or distance vector algorithms, SMR 
establishes multiple maximally disjoint paths. A packet allocation scheme is then 
employed to distribute packets into the multiple paths. This scheme utilizes network 
resources efficiently, and it prevents routes from being congested in heavily loaded 
traffic situations. 
Section Summary Channel-aware routing schemes, including channel-adaptive 
routing and diversity-based routing, intent to address topology dynamics as well as 
channel fading. Channel-adaptive routing protocols give preference to relays with the 
strongest propagating parameters based upon the statistical channel characteristics. 
To keep the CSI up-to-date, channel-adaptive routing schemes require periodically 
monitoring radio links. Consequently, there is a trade-ofj between channel probing 
overhead and the gains achieved by channel adaptation. Diversity is another powerful 
technique to combat fading. MANETs possess abundant sources of diversity, such 
as multi-user (or spatial) diversity, multiple path diversity, and frequency diversity. 
However, this approach potentially increases traffic load in networks and requires a 
large amount of coordination in some cases. 
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2.6 Mobile Radio Propagation 
The section marks the l)eginiiing of the second part of this chapter. This part mainly 
descril^es the radio channel models which are commonly used to address mobile com-
munications. 
Radio propagation is mainly characterized by two nearly independent phenom-
ena: small-scale fading and large-scale path loss [6, 27]. For each wireless connection, 
the obstacles in the environment can result in multiple propagating paths, and the 
received signals consist of several multipath components that with random ampli-
tudes, angles of arrival, and Doppler shifts. Thus, even a relatively small movement 
of a receiving node on the order of carrier wavelength can cause instantaneous signal 
strength varying widely. This kind of channel fluctuations is characterized by small-
scale multipath fading models. Whereas to predict how the mean signal strength 
attenuates with transmission distance, large-scale path loss models are utilized. In 
Figure 2.2 we give an example of the movements of, and the relative distance between, 
two nodes A and B in a mobile ad hoc network, and in Figure 2.3 the fluctuations 
of the received signal power for a radio comiection is plotted, where both large-scale 
fading and small-scale fading are included. 
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Figure 2.2: Example of movement of two nodes, A and B, and the relative distances 
between them at time to and t. 
Large-Scale Path Loss 
Two of the most widely used large-scale path loss models are free space propagation 
and two-ray ground model. Typically the fiee space propagation model is used to 
characterize signal strength on line-of-sight paths, where signal power decays with 
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large scale fading 
Figure 2.3: The fluctuations of the received signal power for a radio connection, where 
both large-scale path loss and small-scale fading are included. 
the square of proi:)agation distance. Specifically, the received strength is given by 
the Friis free space equation [27]. In contrast, in the two-ray ground model a mobile 
radio channel consists of a direct line-of-sight path and a ground reflected path. It 
has been proved reasonably accurate to characterize the mean signal strength over 
large distances of several kilometers for mobile systems with tall towers [27 . 
Small-Scale Fading 
Small-scale fading describes the fast variations of instantaneous signal amplitude, 
phase, or multipath delay over a short distance or a short time interval [27]. The 
particular fading experienced by a signal is determined by the feature of both the 
transmitting signal and the propagated channel. Generally, time dispersion, which 
results from multipath delay spread, causes a radio signal undergoing flat fading or 
frequency selective fading. 
Section Summary Assume a wireless channel model includes the effects of small-
scale flat fading and large-scale path loss, for a transmission over a distance, d, the 
received signal power, Pr, is then exponentially distributed with mean God~°', given 
by 
Pr = God'"' (2.6.1) 
where Pr is the received power, GQ IS proportional to the transmit power, a is the 
propagation loss coefficient, typically between 2 and 4, and d is the signal propagating 
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Figure 2.4: An example of inobile-to-inobile channel. 
distance. 
2.7 Mobile-to-Mobile Channel 
In conventional cellular radio systems, base stations are mostly stationary and only 
with the terminals in motion. Whereas, in MANETs, potentially all of the nodes 
are moving. Though the signal enveloi)e is still Rayleigh faded under non line-of-
sight connections, the mobility of both the transmitter and the receiver results in 
different statistical properties of mobile-to-niobile wireless channels, as what have 
l^een i^roposed by Akki and Haber for mobile connnunication systems [74, 75]. The 
mobile-to-mobile channel model uses the si)eeds of both nodes engaged in a com-
munication link, which makes it inherently suitable for MANETs. An exam])le of a 
mobile-to-niobile environment is illuslrated in Figure 2.4. 
2.7.1 Channel Model 
Let a modulated signal to be transmitted is 
ST{t) = 'R{u{t)exv{j2nfot)} (2.7.1) 
where u{t) is the unit-i)ower complex envelope and /o is the carrier frequency. Let 
there l)e L clusters of scatterers in the transmission environment, giving rise to L 
resolvable multipath components. The individual contribution of the multii)ath is 
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given by 
SR,{t) = - (2.7.2) 
where ae is the gain of the chister, Te is the path delay, 9e is the phase, uniformly 
distributed on (—7r,7r] and fe is the Doppler frequency shift, given by 
( Vx Vfi \ — COS AR, + — cos j = FX cos a-r, + cos QR, (2.7.3) 
where fr and /R are the niaxiniuni Doppler frequencies due to the motions of the 
transmitter, with velocity VR, and receiver, with velocity VR, respectively, c is the 
speed of light in free si:)ace, and axf and qr^ are the angles of departure and arrival 
of the nmltipath component, measured with respect to the transmitter and the 
receiver velocity vectors. It can be found that the Doppler frequency experienced by 
each cluster is the sum of the Doppler induced by the movement of the transmitter 
and the receiver individually. 
Then, the total received signal is given by the sum of the L contributions, SRf{t), 
as follows L- l 
= (2-7.4) 
e=o 
Comparing the received signal with the transmitted one, from (2.7.1) and (2.7.4), we 
can get the complex envelope of the received signal, assuming an isotropic antenna 
at the receiver, which is given by 
L-l 
= (2.7.5) 
e=o 
The time-varying transfer function of the mobile radio channel is given by H{f,t) = 
g{t)/u{t), where u{t) = exv{j2nft) and / is the baseband frequency, such that 
L-l 
H{ f , t) = J2 (2-7.6) 
e=o 
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Time Correlation of the Mobile-to-Mobile Channel 
With ominously directional antennas and under isotropic scattering environment, the 
time correlation function of the mobile-to-niol)ile channel is given by [76 
Rtirn) = alJo{27rfTm)Jo{2TrfMm) (2.7.7) 
where m is the discrete time delay, ai = RrmjV^, /?rins is the local root mean square 
(rms) amplitude of the fading envelope, Jo is the order Bessel function of the 
first kind, f r and Jr are the maximum Doppler frequencies of the transmitter and 
receiver, respectively. 
2.7.2 Statistical Characteristics of Mobile-to-Mobile Chan-
nel 
Most properties of signal transmission over a mobile radio channel can be predicted 
from channel statistical characteristics which describe how often an acceptable signal 
level to be maintained during channel fading, \^ i^th the capability to relate the rate 
of signal fluctuation to node mobility, channel statistical characteristics are useful for 
channel-adaptive and diversity design in mobile radio networks. Now we provide a 
i^rief review of the second order statistics of the mobile-to-mobile channel. The two 
most important parameters. Level Crossing Rate (LCR) and Average Fading duration 
(AFD), are described in the following sections. 
Level Crossing Rate 
The level crossing rate (LCR), Np, describes how often the envelope crosses a certain 
threshold level, Rth, in the positive direction. Akki has presented the expressions of 
LCR and AFD for a mobile-to-mobile channel in [76]. The LCR is given by 
Np = f r + (2.7.8) 
where FR is the maximum Doppler frequency of the transmitter, VR/VT is the 
ratio of the receiver velocity, VR, to that of the transmitter, VT, and p= Rth/Rrms 
is the ratio between the signal threshold, Rth, and the local root mean square (rms) 
amplitude of the fading envelope. The LCR, normalized with respect to the maximum 
transmitter Doppler frequency, is plotted in Figure 2.5 as a fimction of // and p. 
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Figure 2.5: The relatioiiKliip between normalized level crossing rate and the ratio 
of the signal threshold and the root mean square received signal amplitude, p = 
foi" various /f = VR/VT, for the mobile-to-mobile channel from (2.7.8). 
Average Fading Duration 
Another parameter of interest is the average fading duration (AFD). The AFD, x, is 
the average amomit of time that the signal envelope is lower than a given threshold, 
i?th- The AFD of mol)ile-to-mobile channel is given by [76] 
X = (2.7.9) 
The AFD is plotted as a function of /i and p in Figure 2.6, normalized with respect 
to fr- It can lie seen that increasing p decreases the AFD due to the corresponding 
increased rate of signal fiuctuations. 
Remark 2.7.1. In a moMle-to-rnobile channel, from (2.7.8) and (2.7.9), it can be seen 
thai the LCR and AFD are directly related to the m.obility of both the transmitter (VT) 
and the receiver (VR), as the increasing node mobility will increase the rate of signal 
fl.uctuations. 
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Figure 2.6: Tlie relationship between normalized average fading duration and the 
ratio of the signal threshold and the root mean sciuare received signal amplitude, 
p = i?th//?rms, for various ^ = VR/VT, for the mobile-to-mobile channel from (2.7.9). 
2.8 Conclusion 
Background material for the thesis was briefly introduced in this chai^ter. We pre-
sented the routing protocols and technitjues proposed for MANETs. We also investi-
gated typical wireless channel models and their characteristics. 
First, this chapter has presented an overview of existing routing protocols in 
MANETs. These protocols are briefly categorised as topology-based routing, congestion-
aware routing, and channel-aware routing jjrotocols. A large collection of routing pro-
tocols is projiosed following the traditional toi:)ology-based routing approach. In this 
approach, dynamics of network toijology is of major concern. Therefore, topology-
based routing protocols lack adaptability to congestion or fading, and generally are 
unsuitable for networks with large-scale traffic or high mobility. In contrast, when 
large-scale traffic is present in networks, congestion-aware routing, which takes advan-
tage of congestion avoidance, can greatly reduce packet losses. However, it requires 
an amoiuit of overheads to introduce congestion awareness. Finally, channel-aware 
routing makes use of adaptation and diversity techniciues to address topology dynam-
ics as well as channel fading. It includes channel-adaptive routing and diversity-based 
routing. Channel-adaptive routing introduces an awareness of channel characteristics 
into routing protocols. However, it requires periodically monitoring radio links, thus 
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there is a trade-off between channel probing overhead and the gains achieved by adap-
tation. Diversity is another powerful technique to combat fading in MANETs that 
with abundant sources of diversity. This approach may result in a high traffic load 
in networks. 
Generally, not much attention has been given to the issues of congestion manage-
ment and channel fading adaptation in routing protocol designs. Therefore, research 
should be conducted on routing approaches that with an awareness of congestion 
status or channel characteristics. In the next chapter, we propose a new congestion-
aware routing protocol for IMANETs. Our simulation results show that the protocols 
with congestion adaptability can achieve better performance than the traditional 
topology-based routing protocols. 
The second part of this chapter has conducted a literature survey on relevant 
mobile radio channels and their statistical characteristics. This provides groundwork 
for our research on the channel-aware routing protocols in the third part of the thesis. 
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Congestion-Aware Routing 
Protocol for MANETs 
This chajjter is the second part of this thesis, h is to design a congestion-aware rout-
ing protocol for MANETs. We first propose a congestion-aware routing metric which 
employs packet transmission rate, channel access overhead, and buffer cjueuing delay 
to measure congestion level in nuiltiple apiiroaches. The proposed routing metric 
improves channel utilization with preference given to less congested high throughput 
links. By incorporating the proposed routing metric with particular routing schemes, 
we introduce the Congestion-Aware Routing i)rotocol for Mobile ad hoc networks 
(CARM). CARM applies a link data-rate categorization approach to prevent routes 
with mismatched link data-rates. In this chapter, CARM is only discussed and simu-
lated in relation IEEE 802.11b networks; however, it can be applied to any multi-rate 
ad hoc network. 
The layout of this chapter is as follows. In Section 3.1, a literature survey of 
research work on congestion-aware routing in ad hoc networks is presented. Sec-
tion 3.2 provides a brief review of the IEEE 802.11 medium assess control (MAC) 
protocol. We investigate issues that potentially result in congestion in multi-rate ad 
hoc networks in Section 3.3. In Section 3.4 and Section 3.5 we describe the pro-
posed congestion-aware routing metric and routing protocol, respectively. Simulation 
results are presented in Section 3.6. Finally, we draw our conclusions in Section 3.7. 
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3.1 Introduction 
Congestion occnrs in mobile ad hoc networks where/when network resources required 
by users are above what the networks can provide. Recently, there has l)een ever 
growing demand for support of applications such as new multimedia seivices and 
video on demand in MANETs. Multimedia applications generate large amounts of 
real-time traffic which is bandwidth intensive and tends to be in bursts, therefore, 
is liable to congestion [46]. Moreover, in MANETs, due to shared wireless channel 
and node mobility, packet transmissions frecjuently suffer from interference and time-
varying channel fading, causing high transmission errors. Such transmission errors 
can significantly burden network load in severe environments. Congestion leads to 
packet losses and bandwidth degradation, and wastes time and energy on congestion 
recovery. A congestion-aware routing protocol can preempt congestion by bypassing 
the affected links. 
Wireless standards, such as IEEE 802.11a and IEEE 802.11b, support adaptive 
data transmission in MANETs to accommodate time-varying channels. However, 
the authors in [77] point out that, when operating under heavy traffic conditions 
(where every node always has packets to transmit), the IEEE 802.11 distributed 
coordination function (DCF) provides long term per packet fairness in single-hop 
networks. This incurs a network performance anomaly: in a one-hop network, the 
active low data-rate links decrease the throughput of neighbouring high data-rate 
links. One of possible solutions to these throughput decrease in multi-rate networks 
is to use multiple channels [78]. Another solution, which is feasible in multi-hop 
networks, is to employ a routing protocol which gives i)riority to higher data-rate 
links to establish routing paths. Because low data-rate links have a lower probability 
of being utilised, the overall network throughput is then improved. 
In single data-rate networks, the minimum hop-count routing metric is commonly 
used in conventional routing protocols, such as AODV [37] and DSR [29]. The main 
draw-back with such an approach is that using fewer links between a pair of nodes 
results in long links which, in a mobile network, are more likely to be ahnost at 
breaking point with respect to transmission range. If multiple data-rates are allowed 
in the network, these longer links will also, inherently, have the lowest data-rates, so 
that having a range of data-rates is not necessarily taken full advantage of. Choosing 
higher data-rate links, as suggested by the Medium Time Metric (MTM) in [52], 
will generally mean that links are short and more of them are included in any given 
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route. This is an advantage in that we have higher data rates while the packets 
are in transmission along these links. However, more links in a route also means 
more channel access contention, potentially increasing congestion in the network, hi 
[53], the use of channel access delay was proposed as an enhancement to the MTM, 
providing awareness of congestion to help avoid routing through bottleneck regions. 
Meaningful measurement of link congestion levels should combine channel occuj^ation, 
packet drop rate, and buffer load [8]. Examples of congestion measurement can be 
found in [8, 79 . 
A further issue in multi-rate ad hoc networks is that different data-rates will 
almost certainly lead to some routes having different links with quite different data-
rates. If lower data-rate links follow higher data-rate links, packets will build up at 
the nodes heading the lower data-rate links, leading to long queueing delays. Finally, 
lack of reliability on radio links will exacerbate congestion build-up. If links break, 
congestion is increased due to packet retransmission. In short, it is necessary to take 
all of above issues into consideration to design an efficient congestion-aware routing 
protocol. 
3.2 Review of IEEE 802.11 MAC 
In this chapter we consider the IEEE 802.11b [80] mobile ad hoc networks. First we 
give a brief review of the IEEE 801.11 medium access control (MAC) protocol and 
its distributed coordination fmiction (DCF). 
3.2.1 IEEE 802.11 DCF 
The DCF access method in IEEE 802.11 uses a carrier sense multiple access with col-
lision avoidance (CSMA/CA) scheme to contend for wireless medium access. The vir-
tual carrier sense mechanism can be achieved through the reciuest-to-send (RTS)/clear-
to-send (CTS) handshake [81], When it has some packets to transmit, a node first 
needs to monitor the channel to ensure that it is idle for at least a time interval 
equivalent to the Distributed Inter Frame Space (DIFS). It then sends a RTS packet 
to the receiver. After successfully receiving the RTS, the receiver will feedback a 
CTS packet to the transmitter. All the neighbouring nodes overhearing the RTS-
CTS handshake will update their Network Allocation Vector (NAV) to record the 
amount of time during which the channel is to be occupied for this data transmission. 
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Figure 3.1: The standard transinissioii sequence in IEEE 802.11 DCF 
When the transmitter receives the CTS, it will begin data transmission after a time 
period equi^•alent to the Short Inter Frame Space (SIFS). Once the data has been 
correctly transmitted, the receiver then will send an acknowledgement (ACK) packet 
after another fixed SIFS period of time. If an ACK is not received by the transmitter, 
it will attempt to retransmit the data j^acket. 
If there tu-e couples of nodes contending for the channel to transmit, a neighbouring 
node might sense a busy channel. The node then enters a collision avoidance phase 
b>- waiting for a random backoff inter\^al before attenii)ting a new channel contention. 
The time duration of backoff is random, chosen uniformly from the range [0 ,Cir] x 
nSlotTiiue. At the first transmission attempt, the congestion window CIT is set to 
CH mi„ (minimum contention window). If a node does not correctly receive an ACK 
within a particular time, the node will assume a collision has occurred. Each time a 
node happens to collide, it executes a binary exponential backoff algorithm in which 
the VcUue of T H ' is doubled, up to the maximum \-alue Cir„,ax = 'INnCW^.i,,, where 
XR is the number of allowed retransmissions. 
The standard IEEE 802.11 DCF transmission setiuence is shown in Figure 3.1. 
3.2.2 Multi-rate Transmission in IEEE 802.11 M A C 
The widely used IEEE 802.11 standard, such as IEEE 802.11b and IEEE 802.11a, is 
typically designed to support multi-rate transmission. IEEE 802.11b supports four 
data-rates of 1. 2. 5.5 or 11 Mbps, and there are eight data-rates of 6, 9, 12, 18, 
24. 36. 48 or 54 Mbps available in IEEE 802.11a and IEEE 802.llg. This multi-
rate capability enables adapti^'e data-rate selection to transmit packets at the highest 
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data-rate permitted by current channel conditions. Such adaptive transmission is 
mostly important in MANETs as it allows taking full advantage of available good 
quality links. The first conunercial implementation of rate adaptive MAC was Auto 
Rate Fallback (ARF) [82]. Then, the protocols of Receiver Based Auto Rate (REAR) 
83] and Adaptive Auto-Rate Feedback (AARF) [84] were proposed to improve the 
exploitation of multi-rate capabilities further. 
3.3 Congestion in Multi-rate Ad Hoc Networks 
As we discussed in Section 3.1, channel access contention, channel reliability, and 
mismatched link data-rate routes, are important issues which cause congestion in 
IEEE 802.11 ad hoc networks. Now we address these issues in detail. 
3.3.1 MAC Control Overhead in Congestion 
Channel Access Contention 
First we consider the MAC control overhead generated diuing a data transmission. 
In IEEE 802.11, according to the description in Section 3.2, the minimum channel 
occupation due to MAC control overhead is 
TNlACmin = T r t s + T c t S + 3 r s i F S ( 3 . 3 . 1 ) 
where T r t s and T c t s are the time consumed on RTS and CTS packet transmission, 
respectively, and TSIFS is the SIFS period. Here we have not included the time 
consumed on ACK, as we are only considering time to get the data to the receiving 
node. If we include the time taken due to contention for the channel, the MAC control 
overhead is 
TllACal l = TNIACmin + T c ^ ( 3 . 3 . 2 ) 
where Tcg^  is the time taken due to channel access contention (including NAV waiting 
and back-off intervals). 
Let the channel delay for a link, i, be defined as the interval between the start 
of the RTS transmission at the transmitter and the time the data packet is correctly 
received at the receiver. Then the link channel delay for £ is given by 
'^e = T l lACal l + Tdata ( 3 . 3 . 3 ) 
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where Tdata = i^data/B( is the data transmission time, Ljata is the length of the data 
in bits, and Be is the data-rate of hnk £ in bits per second. 
The amonnt of MAC control overhead, TMACaii, is dependent upon the medium 
access contention and the number of packet collisions. That is, TMACaii is strongly 
related to the congestion around a given node. With little or no contention, the 
channel delay is effectively a constant, given by TMACmin + ^data- When channel 
access contention is inchided, TMACmin is replaced with TMACaii which is variable and 
can become relatively large if congestion is incurred and not controlled, dramatically 
decreasing the capacity of a congested link. For example, in Figure 3.2, if only the 
bit-rate is considered, the hnk in scenario II (11 Mbps) would be said to have a 
higher capacity than the link in scenario I (5.5 Mbi)s). However, when channel access 
contention is inchided, the links in the two scenarios turn out to have identical overall 
channel delays, giving them the same real channel cai^acities. Therefore, in the design 
of a congestion-aware metric for multi-rate ad hoc networks, the data-rate and the 
channel access contention should be jointly considered to more accurately indicate 
channel capacity. 
"^MACal Tdau, 
End-to-end delay scenario I: data rate = 5.5 Mbps, no congestion 
k 
"•"^ C^all Tea,a J 
End-to-end delay scenario II; data rate = 11 Mbps, with congestion 
Figure 3.2: Two scenarios with the same overall delay but different MAC and trans-
mission delays due to different data-rates and congestion levels. 
Channel Reliability 
Packet transmission in MANETs is also affected by channel reliability, with packet 
losses being incurred due to factors such as interference and fading in the channel. In 
IEEE 802.11 DCF, packets are dropped after several failed retransmissions. Not only 
will congestion deteriorate performance with resj^ect to packet losses, but increased 
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packet losses will lead to more congestion due to higher packet retransmissions. Un-
reliable links consume more time in MAC control overheads in order to successfully 
transmit a packet. Thus, the MAC control overhead is also an important indication 
of channel reliability. 
3.3.2 Mismatched Link Data-Rate Routes 
In multi-rate ad hoc networks, throughput via a given route is limited by the mininmm 
data-rate over all of its constituent links. 
Definition 3.3.1. Consider a route with significantly different data-rates over each 
of its links (e.g., A B ^ D F H in Figure 3.3). Let us call such a route a 
Mismatched Data-Rate Route (MDRR). 
When large-scale traffic, such as with multimedia streams, is trfinsmitted via a 
MDRR route, the benefits of having multi-rate links can be compromised. There is 
potential for congestion at any node which heads a link with a slower data-rate than 
its predecessor link in a MDRR route (e.g., node F in the examj^le path). This is 
due to high data-rate nodes forwarding more traffic into low data-rate nodes than 
they can handle. Long queuing delays may occur on such paths, dominating the 
end-to-end delay. Clearly, avoiding, or at least lessening the mismatch in, MDRRs is 
important in combatting congestion. 
3.4 Congest ion-A ware Routing Metric 
A congestion-aware routing metric for MANETs should incorporate the congestion 
level, channel reliability, and transmission cai:)abihty of a link. In the previous section 
we saw that congestion is related to channel access contention and channel reliability. 
The MAC control overhead from (3.3.2) is a good measure of congestion, being a com-
bination of these two factors. In addition to MAC control overhead, we contend that 
queuing delay in the interface queue is a useful measure of congestion, as discussed 
in Section 3.1. When a data-rate adaptation feature is included, a radio is able to 
select a suitable physical layer data-rate using the observed CSI, such as the signal 
strength or Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) mea.surements of received packets. As the 
data-rate of each link changes with time and node movement, such adaptive data-rate 
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Figure 3.3: An example of an 802.11b multi-rate ad hoc network. 
selection causes the data transmission time at a given link to vary more dynamically 
than when a single fixed data-rate is used. Consequently, it is of benefit to introduce 
data transmission time into the design of a routing metric, to take into account the 
dynamic variations of link transmission capability. 
We now introduce the Weighted Channel Delay (WCD) metric which assigns a 
cost to each link in the network using the aforementioned MAC layer information. 
The W C D utilizes the data transmission delay, Tdata, the MAC control overhead, 
TNiACaii, and the queuing delay in the interface queue, to select maximum throughput 
paths, avoiding the most congested links. 
Definition 3.4.1. For an interm.ediate node, i, with estabhshed transmission with 
several of its neighbours, the Weighted Channel Delay (WCD) for the link, from 
node i to a particular neighbouring node is given by 
WCD^ = « X I + (1 + b)TuAC^\\ + Tdata 
k€i>i 
= Q, + Ae + 'le (3.4.1) 
where di is the set of all nodes neighbounng node i, Qi^k is the number of packets 
buffered in the node i queue bound for node k, Q^ = a J^keOi '^i.kQi.k is the total 
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queuing delay for node i, T^ACan is the MAC control overhead given in (3.3.2), Idata 
is the data transmission time, Ac = bTuACaW, and 1e = TMACM + Tdata is the channel 
delay given in equation (3.3.3). The constants a and b are network-specific parameters 
with values between 0 and 1. 
The reason for weighting T^ACM can be ilkistrated by the example in Figure 3.2. 
It can be seen that hnk in scenario II lias a longer TMACaii tlian link i t j in scenario 
I. This indicates that may have more severe congestion or lower channel reliability. 
Now, if we used just the channel delay for link selection, and i j j would be equally 
likely to be selected. However, the higher congestion levels in ii^ k- niean that it has 
greater potential for transmission failure, in terms of higher levels of collision or 
corruption. So, if we weight TMACaii in tlie metric we include some measure of the 
possible packet loss into link selection, reducing the chances of selecting a congested 
node. The WCD seeks to capture as many effects of congestion as possible, so that 
the network is aware of local congestion. A smaller WCD for a link is more favourable, 
meaning that the hnk is more likely to be selected in any given route. 
3.5 Congestion-Aware Routing Protocol 
The Congestion-Aware Routing piotocol for Mobile ad hoc networks (CARM) is an 
on-demand routing protocol that aims to create congestion-free routes by making use 
of information gathered from the MAC layer. The CARM route discovery packet is 
similar to that in DSR [29] where every packet carries the entire route node sequence. 
CARM employs the WCD metric proposed in equation (3.4.1) to account for the 
congestion level. In addition, CARM adoj^ts a route effective data-rate category 
scheme to combat the MDRR i)roblem discussed in Section 3.3.2. The combination 
of these two mechanisms enables CARM to ameliorate the effects of congestion in 
multi-rate ad hoc networks. CARM uses the same route maintenance aj^proach as 
that in DSR. 
3.5.1 Addressing Mismatched Data-Rate Routes 
Because the effective bandwidth of a link can be dramatically degraded by congestion, 
regardless of its specified physical bit rate, we introduce the following definitions. 
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Definition 3.5.1. With % given in equation (3.3.3), for a link with effective link 
data-rate 
C V f = (3.5.1) 
i f 
we introduce the Effective Link Data-rate Category (ELDC) scheme, where each link 
IS marked by its ELDC type which is determined by its effective link data-rate range. 
For example, in an IEEE 802.11b network with data-rates ranging from 1 Mbps 
to 11 Mbps, we might choose the following two categories: 
ELBC I : CVf < 6Mbps; 
ELBC II : CVf > 6Mbps. (3.5.2) 
For a given route, the route ELDC is taken as that for the link directly connected 
to the source and is included in the route request (RREQ) packet. During route 
discovery, an intermediate node only forwards a RREQ if the ELDC type of the link 
preceding the current node is higher than or eciual to that of the route. That is, for 
two ELDCs, if the route ELDC is I then all paths are possible. However, if the route 
ELDC is II, only links with ELDC II may be chosen, eliminating low data-rate links 
and lessening the chances of congestion. This lessens the occurrence of very slow 
initial links being teamed with very fast links in the same route. 
\Miile using the ELDC scheme helps to alleviate the MDRR problem, in extreme 
cases the limiting of choice of links in a route could lead to route discovery failure. 
To counter this situation, we include a field, ELDCF, in the RREQ packet to flag 
whether or not the ELDC scheme is in operation. It is utilised in the following way. 
On an initial route discovery attempt, the ELDCF field is set to 1, hidicating that 
the ELDC scheme is in use, such that nodes should only forward the RREQ under 
the ELDC rules given above. If this route discovery process is unsuccessful, another 
is initiated, this time with the ELDCF field set to 0. In this way, all RREQs are 
forwarded as in DSR. 
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3.5.2 Route Discovery 
RREQ Initiation 
A source node wishing to trausniit data to a given destination generates a RREQ 
and Ijroadcasts it to the network. The RREQ packet from an intermediate node t 
contains the following fields: < source ID, source sequence number, destination ID, 
transmission start-time at i, Qi, Be, ELDC, ELDCF, record of route hop sequence>, 
where Q, is the total queuing delay for node i, and Be is the data-rate. The ELDC 
field is assigned appropriately at the first intermediate node. For the first route search 
cycle the ELDCF field is set to 1, indicating that the ELDC scheme is in use. If this 
route discovery is unsuccessful, ELDCF is set to 0 and a second cycle is initiated. 
Processing a RREQ 
Each intermediate node maintains a local forwarding list of the triples < source ID, 
source sequence number, ELDC> to record and keep track of the RREQs that it has 
received. Upon receiving a RREQ, an intermediate node compares the appropriate 
fields in the RREQ and its local list to avoid propagating duplicate RREQs. The 
ELDCF field is also checked. If ELDCF = 1, the ELDC of the preceding link is 
determined and compared with that in the RREQ. If the link ELDC is lower than 
the route ELDC, the RREQ is discarded. 
Note that in DSR intermediate nodes drop any RREQ with the same source ID 
and lower or identical somce sequence number to those in any RREQ they have 
already seen. So, in DSR each node only forwards a RREQ, during a given route 
discovery process, once. In CARM, as the ELDC is also taken into account, any node 
may forward a RREQ during a route discovery up to the number of ELDC types. This 
means that more routing information is required to establish feasible routes because 
more copies of the same RREQ are propagated aromid the network. This causes a 
shght increase in overhead during the route discovery phase of CARIM over DSR. 
Prioritizing RREQ with WCD 
In the interface queue routing packets have higher priority over data packets, such that 
they are forwarded immediately, without queueing. Because of this, the congestion 
level information inherent in queueing delays is lost in DSR. This is addressed in 
CARM via the W C D described in Section 3.4. 
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Having deteiiniiied that it will keep a RREQ from node i, node j calculates 
{Qi + Ac) from the WCD^ in (3.4.1) according to the information recorded in the 
RREQ. Then, node j delays forwarding of the RREQ by this amount, so that the 
total time that a RREQ is delayed, from the time it is sent by node i, to the time that 
node j is ready to forward it is equal to WCD^. This ensures that each node forwards 
RREQs on a jjriority basis related to congestion level, as encompassed by the WCD. 
So, RREQs for routes with higher throughput and lower congestion will reach the 
destination first and, because the intermediate nodes will drop later arriving duplicate 
RREQs, congested links are much less Ukely to be inchuled in any established routes. 
Route Reply 
As part of CARAI, intermediate nodes are prohibited from generating route reply 
(RREP) packets. That is, only the destination node may generate and send RREFs, 
to avoid stale information at intermediate nodes. The destination responds to RREQs 
by sending a RREP packet back to the source along the route via which it came. 
The first RREP to reach the source establishes the route. Routes indicated in any 
subsequent RREPs are cached at the source in case of failure of the established route. 
3.6 Simulations 
3.6.1 Simulation Setup 
In the simulations, we compare the performance of DSR with two slightly different 
versions of CARM. In the first, only the W C D metric is taken into account in DSR, 
which we call CARMdelay. In the second, both the WCD and the ELDC scheme 
are taken into account, which we call CARM. The simulations were carried out using 
the network simulator, ns-2.29 [85] with adaptive auto-rate feedback [84] multi-rate 
extension. DSR works by building routes based on the shortest delay, lessening con-
trol overhead by allowing intermediate nodes to issue RREPs using cached routing 
information. 
The simulations assumed an IEEE 802.11b network, configured with 80 nodes 
uniformly distributed over a 1500 m x 1500 m area, moving according to a random 
waypoint model [86] with a maximum speed of 5 m/s and a pause time of 10 seconds. 
Ten nodes were randomly chosen to be constant bit rate (CBR) sources, generating 
512 byte data packets to be sent to randomly chosen destinations. The network traffic 
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Table 3.1: Siniulation parameters 
Data Rate Receiving Threshold Transmission Range 
carrier sense -101 dB 1071 m 
1 Mbps -91 dB 597 m 
2 Mbps -89 dB 532 ni 
5.5 Mbps -87 dB 475 m 
11 Mbps -82 (IB 356 m 
was increased from 10 to 80 packets per second, with each simulation running for 300s. 
The MAC layer was based on IEEE 802.11 DCF with a control packet transmission 
rate of 1 Mbps. The interface ciueue at the MAC layer had a length of 50 packets 
while the routing buffer at the network layer had a length of 64 data packets. The 
transmission power was fixed at 13 dBm. The sinmlated receiving threshold powers 
for various data-rates and their respective transmission ranges (based on the two-ray 
groinid propagation model) are shown in Table 3.1. Note that for calculating the 
WCD component in CARMdelay and CARM, from (3.4.1), we chose a = 0.25 and 
6 = 0.1, based on a comparison of results for a range of values for a and b. 
In developing the simulations, we considered the following proj^erties to assess the 
performance of routing protocols: 
1. Packet delivery ratio (PDR): the ratio of the number of data packets 
successfully received at the destinations to the number of data packets 
generated by the sources; 
2. Average end-to-end delay: the average time taken to transfer a data 
packet from a source to a destination; 
3. Normalized routing control overhead: the ratio of the number of 
control packets to the nmnber of delivered data packets. 
3.6.2 Packet Delivery Ratio 
Figure 3.4 illustrates the trend of PDR with increasing packet rate. It can be seen 
that CARM and CARMdelay outperform DSR, particularly for higher traffic loads. 
At higher traffic loads, in general, links face a higher probability of congestion, and 
the packet drop rate increases due to collisions or buffer overload. DSR uses cached 
routes to re-establish the connection when a route becomes unusable. The cached 
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Figure 3.4: Coinpaiison of packet delivery ratio (PDR) with increasing packet rates 
from 10 to 80 per second for CARM , CARMdelay and DSR. 
routes may be stale and no longer optimal for the current topology, and high traffic 
le '^els make them more fragile. From the results, we can see that the use of the WCD 
can increase the number of packets delivered in DSR by up to 10%. The employment 
in CARM of the combined with the avoidance of mismatched link data-rate 
routes, aids in the selection of routes more robust to congestion. Through these 
mechanisms, CARM is able to deliver more packets than DSR. 
3.6.3 Average End-to-End Delay 
Figure 3.5 shows the average end-to-end delay for CARM, CARMdelay and DSR with 
an increase in the packet rate. It can be seen that both CARM and CARMdelay 
outperform DSR with respect to the effect of traffic level on end-to-end delay. In 
DSR. if a route becomes disconnected, the source then attempts to make use of 
cached routes in either the source node itself or intermediate nodes before initiating 
another route discovery. However, the DSR link error notification mechanism means 
that not all nodes necessarily find out about a breakage until they next use that link, 
so many cached routes may be stale. Unwittingly attempting to forward data through 
such routes uses up transmission time. The use of the WCD in effectively delaying 
RREQs which have come through congested links means that such links are unlikely 
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Figure 3.5: Coiiiparison of end-to-eiid delay with increasing packet rates from 10 to 
80 per second for CARM, CARMdelay and DSR. 
to be included in established routes in CARMdelay and CARM. The additional use 
of the ELDC scheme in CARM further ameliorates congestion. 
3.6.4 Normalized Routing Control Overhead 
Finally, Figure 3.6 shows the trend of the normalized routing control overhead with 
increasing traffic, for CARM, CARMdelay and DSR. It can be seen that CARMdelay 
and CARM generally outperform DSR with respect to normalised control overhead, 
except under light traffic conditions where DSR outperforms CARM. AMien the traf-
fic is light, route discovery packets dominate the routing control overhead. CARM 
requires more routing information because of its ELDC mechanism. However, CARM 
only allows RREQs to be broadcast if the ELDC is appropriate, thereby somewhat 
lessening the impact of RREQ propagation. At high traffic, the network is more prone 
to congestion, increasing the number of stale cached routes in DSR and the likelihood 
of the need for a new route discovery process. It has been noted [87] that in DSR the 
routing load is dominated by RREP packets. However, in CARM tliis is not the case, 
due to the suppression of RREPs at intermediate nodes. CARMdelay and CARM 
work to exclude congested links via the use of the WCD. In CARM, ELDCs also 
contribute to congestion control. So, while DSR yields lower overhead due to route 
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Figure 3.6: Coniparisoii of iioniialized control overhead with increasing packet rates 
from 10 to 80 per second for CARM, CARMdelay and DSR. 
discovery, it requires route discovery more often due to congestion. In CARMdelay 
and CARM, the reduced number of congested links in established routes contributes 
to better performance in high traffic loads. 
3.7 Conclusion 
Congestion in mobile ad hoc networks leads to transmission delays and packet losses, 
and causes wastage of time and energy on recovery. Routing protocols which are 
adai)tive to the congestion status of a mobile ad hoc network can greatly improve 
network performance, hi this chapter, we have proposed a congestion-aware routing 
protocol for molMle ad hoc networks (CARM). CARM utilizes two mechanisms to 
improve the routing protocol adaptability to congestion. Firstly, the weighted channel 
delay (WCD) is used to select high throughput routes with low congestion. The second 
mechanism that CARM employs is the avoidance of mismatched link data-rate routes 
via the use of effective link data-rate categories (ELDCs). In short, the protocol 
tackles congestion via several approaches, taking into account causes, indicators and 
effects. The decisions made by CARM are performed locally. Our simulation results 
demonstrate that CARM outperforms DSR due to its adaptability to congestion. 
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Channel-Adaptive Routing Metric: 
Effective Link Operation Duration 
This chapter begins the third part of this thesis. Based on our observations of chan-
nel characteristics in the second part of Cliapter 2, several channel-aware routing 
protocols will be developed in this part. In jjarticular, two channel-adaptive routing 
mechanisms are projjosed in Cha])ter 4 and Chapter 5, and in Chapter 6 we present 
the proposed diversity-based routing protocol. 
hi this chapter, we first present a novel channel-adaptive routing metric, Effec-
tive Link Operation Duration (ELOD). ELOD is defined as the duration in which 
the nodes are within each other's transmission range with no fading. To estimate 
the ELOD, first, the proposed scheme makes use of node mobility to jjredict link 
lifetime; then it combines the link lifetime with channel fading statistics to obtain 
the ELOD. Therefore, applying ELOD as a routing metric addresses issues caused by 
node mobility as well as those caused by channel fading. The ELOD is then incor-
porated into AODV (AODV-ELOD) to promote channel-adaptive routing decisions. 
AODV-EOLD is shown to reduce routing overheads and cope well with the channel 
unreliability. 
The layout of this chapter is as follows. Section 4.1 provides a brief review of 
reliable path selection in MANETs. hi Section 4.2 we define the proposed channel-
aware routing metric, ELOD. In Section 4.3 we describe the calculation of ELOD. 
The improved channel aware routing protocol, AODV-ELOD, is presented in Sec-
tion 4.4. Simulation results are presented in Section 4.5 and in Section 4.6 we draw 
our conclusions. 
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4.1 Introduction 
The routing protocols of MANETs, as described in Chapter 1, should be adaptive 
to the underlying radio channel in some manner, to deal with the adverse conditions 
connnon to such channel. Reliability is an important measure of radio link quality. 
This chapter will mainly address the issue of reliable path selection based on a channel 
adaptive scheme. Traditionally, the shortest hoj^count routing protocols, such as 
AODV [37], prefer long-distance links that are composed of nodes placed at the edge 
of each other's transmission range. These links are prone to error and may not last 
veiy long. Thus, we propose to utilize a metric characterizing link stability to choose 
the most stable links in the network [49, 88, 89]. 
Many routing protocols proposing to find more stable routes can be found in the 
literature. Route lifetime Assessment Based Routing (RABR) [90] predicts the link 
lifetime using the measured value of average change in received signal strength over 
the last few samples. The Flow Oriented Routing Protocol (FORP) [91] makes use of 
node movement to predict the link expiration time and discover routes. The authors 
in [89] propose a probabilistic link availability model, where link availability is defined 
as the probability that there will l)e an active link between two mobile nodes at time 
T + t given that this link is available at time T and, in [92], an improved model using 
a path reliability metric is illustrated. Two link stability metrics are proposed to 
categorize stable links in [93] based on empirical distributions of link duration and 
residual link lifetime. 
While most of the existing schemes mainly focus on the impact of node mobility 
on link reliability, they have ignored channel fading. When a link suffers from a fade: 
1. if the fade is shallow, or lasts only for a short time, it can be combated 
via physical layer (PHY) techniciues, such as adaptive transmission and 
error control coding, or by adopting retransmission schemes in the medium 
access control protocol in the data link layer, allowing link connection to 
continue; 
2. if the fade is deep and lasts for a long time, which might incur a number 
of continuous packet losses, the link will be disconnected. 
In both cases, the channel fading incurs extra network overhead in the PHY, MAC, 
or network layer. We propose to measure the stability of a link by the duration for 
which the nodes at the ends of the link are within each other's transmission range 
with no fading. We call this new metric Effective Link Operation Duration (ELOD). 
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4.2 Effective Link Operation Duration 
Any measure of link reliability shoiikl include an indication of how stable the link is 
in terms of longevity. When channel fading is taken into consideration, the stability 
of a link should be represented by the time for which the link is up, which is not 
simply the duration in which the nodes are within each other's transmission range, 
but the one in which the nodes are within each other's transmission range with no 
fading. The former is defined as link lifetime, Tj, and the latter as Effective Link 
Operation Duration (ELOD), C>^  
Definit ion 4.2.1. The lifetime, T f , is defined as the am.ount of time two nodes remain 
within each other's transmission range, given a non-fading path loss only channel. 
Definit ion 4.2.2. The effective link operation duration (ELOD), Oe, is defined as the 
am.ount of time two nodes are able to continuously directly communicate in a fading 
plus path loss channel. 
The relationship between link lifetime and ELOD is 
Oe = r /Pr{link £ in connection during Tj). (4.2.1) 
The ELOD is actually the total time duration within the link lifetime in which 
the received signal power is above a certain predefined threshold. The introduction 
of ELOD has particular benefits for mobile ad hoc networks. For example, a link 
composed of nodes with long pause times that are located at the edge of each other's 
transmission range, will have a relatively long lifetime which, at first glance, seems 
to indicate a stable link. However, when channel fading is incorporated, the ELOD 
for such a link may be relatively low, reflecting the true effectiveness of the link. 
4.3 Calculation the ELOD 
4.3.1 Channel Model 
In this chapter we assume that the channel for each link is subject to flat fading [27 . 
The wireless channel model includes the effects of small-scale fading and large-scale 
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path-loss, ^^e assume that the traiisinit power is fixed and the same for each node. 
For a transmission over a distance, d, in the presence of Rayleigh fading, the received 
signal power, P ,^ is exponentially distributed with mean, God~", given by (2.6.1). 
The probability, 6 , that the received signal power above a specified threshold, Ftin is 
e = Fv{Pr > Pth} = e • (4.3.i; 
4.3.2 Effective Link Operation Duration Estimation 
In this section, we describe how to predict the link operation duration (ELOD) for 
a link in a mobile ad hoc network. W'e assume that all of the nodes in the network 
are equipped with a Global Positioning System (GPS) to enable them to determine 
their current positions and velocities. We. also assume that all of the nodes in the 
network have equal transmission range, /?, and that the movements of all nodes in 
the network is according to a random waypoint model [86], where each node travels 
with a fixed speed for a given period of time and then pauses, before moving to the 
next point. In Figure 4.1 we give an example of the movements of, and the relative 
distance between, two nodes A and B in a mobile ad hoc network. For the two nodes 
Figure 4.1: Example of movement, V'4 and V's, and the relative distances between 
nodes .4 and node B at times ti and 
.4 and B in Figure 4.1, with respect to a stationary Cartesian coordinate system, let 
(.r,,yi) be the x-y position for mobile node i, and fi.y) '^ e its speed components. 
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We can predict the link lifetime Tf from [91]: 
+ dyVy) + + v'l) - {dyV^ - d^VyY 
Tf = ^ ^ . , (4.3.2) 
vl + vl 
where d^ = Xb - XA,dy = ys - Va, fx = Vb,x - va,x, and Vy = VB.y - VA,y 
Using the statistics of the channel fading from (4.3.1), which is the probability 
that a link is not in a fade, we can estimate the ELOD, However, because 
of the movement of the nodes, the relative distance between them is time-varying, 
which makes 6 vary with node movement. To account for this random topology, we 
replace d in (4.3.1) with a random variable, Z, representing the distance between the 
transmitter and the receiver. Therefore, the expected value of the probability, E[0], 
can be written as ^ 
E[(-)] = f e - ^ f z { z ) d Z (4.3.3) 
•^ diiiiii 
where d,nin is the minimum distance between the two nodes at tlie ends of a link 
during the prediction period, and fz{z) is the probability density function (PDF) 
of the random variable Z. Because we assiune that the speed of a node is constant 
during the prediction period, the distance between two nodes should have a uniform 
distribution. Then, we can determine fz{z) for the following distinct cases: 
Case 1: if the relative distance between nodes A and B stays fixed din-
ing their movement, the average (-) for the link during the prediction 
period is 
^iL 
E[e] = e (4.3.4) 
with da = + dl; 
Case 2: if the two nodes only move away from each other during tlie 
prediction period, the pdf of Z is 
fz{z} = 
0, 2 < dn, 
d a < z < R - (4.3.5) 
0, z> R. 
The average 0 for the link during connection is 
Pth 
— P C 
/dti -n - dn 
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For example, when a = 2, 
E[e] = -
2m(R-dn) 
^{rnE) - $(m(in) (4.3.7) 
where m = and <P{x) = e-*'dt-
Case 3: if the two nodes first move toward each other, then apart some 
time later, the pdf of Z is 
z> R. 
) dn+l 
i 
(4.3.8) 
The average 0 for the link during connection is 
2 ^ r^ 1 E[e] = / - e ' ' o z - dZ + / - e dZ. (4.3.9) 
Jo dn + R Jdti + ^ 
For o = 2, 
E[e 
m{dn + R) 
^ ^[mdn) + , (4'(mi?) - $(mdti)). 
2m{dn + R) 
(4.3.10) 
Then, for these three cases, we Ccin approximate the ELOD for a link (: as 
Oe = TfE[e]. (4.3.11) 
4.4 Routing Protocol with ELOD 
In this section, we describe how to incorporate the ELOD into the routing protocol. 
We implement ELOD in AODV and call it AODV-ELOD. We define Or, the ELOD 
for a path, /•, as the minimum ELOD over all links in the path, such that 
Or = min[Of fer 
(4.4.1) 
Using ELOD as the routing metric, we will obtain paths composed of links with longer 
fade-free periods. However, such a path may have many more hops than the shortest 
one. \Mien packet relaying involves more hops, since the radio channel is shared 
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among neighbouring nodes in the network, it will increase medium access contention, 
interference, congestion, and packet collisions. Therefore, path length should also 
be considered when selecting a suitable path based on stability. In this section we 
describe how to conil)ine link signal ciuality and path length to choose stable paths. 
4.4.1 Routing Metric 
First, we illustrate the impact of path length on network performance. Assume that 
there are N nodes in an ad hoc network which are independently and uniformly 
distributed in a rectangular area with length 25 on each edge. The node spatial 
intensity, e, is equal to N/{2Sf. With a fixed node transmission range, i?, the 
average number of neighbouring nodes within a circle with radius R is n = stt/?^. 
Assume C is the number of source-destination connections on transmission in the 
network. The expected distance between source and destination for each connection 
is f (\/2 + ln(l + \/2)) [94]. The expected number of hops, U, required to deliver a 
packet can be approximated as 
+ + (4.4.2) 
3/? 
Thus, the maximum number of nodes in the network which might be involved in 
packet deliveries, Na, is 
\ N, HC>N. 
Then, the probability that a node has packets to transmit is Na/N. hi networks using 
the IEEE 802.11 distributed coordination function (DCF), nodes within each other's 
transmission ranges cannot transmit at the same time. When operating under heavy 
traffic conditions (every node always has packets to transmit), 802.11 DCF provides 
long term per packet fairness in single-hop networks [77]. Thus each node in the shared 
radio has a probability of 1/n of occupying the channel. Combining the probability 
that a node has packets to transmit, the average node transmission probability is 
Na/{nN). For a transmitting node on an active path, the probability that it can 
occupy the channel, or the probability that the channel won't be occupied by any of 
the n — 1 neighbours, qo, is 
, Na{n - 1) 
(4.4.4) 
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For transmission over one-hop, QO is the average achievable throughput due to channel 
access contention. Assvune a path is composed of Ji hops. The average achievable path 
throughput, r , is 
The throughput, T, combines the impacts of ELOD and path length. In AODV-
ELOD, we use T as the routing metric to select stable paths with higher throughput. 
4.4.2 The Proposed Routing Protocol 
We incorporate the proposed routing metric, T, into AODV [37] to achieve channel 
adaptability and 
we call the new channel-adaptive routing protocol AODV-ELOD. 
The routing path establishment and maintenance procedure of AODV-ELOD is sim-
ilar to that of AODV. 
During the route discovery phase, before broadcasting a route request (RREQ) 
packet to its neighbours, a node will insert its current location and speed in the RREQ 
packet header for the receivers to calculate the Oes using (4.3.11). The ELOD for 
the propagating path. Or, is also recorded in the RREQ. By using the information 
recorded in the RREQ packets, the intermediate nodes and the destination then 
determine the F given in (4.4.5) for the route. 
An intermediate node will broadcast a RREQ into the network immediately if it 
didn't see the RREQ before. Or if it has received a RREQ advertised for the same 
source-destination pair before, the node also will forward the broadcasting packet 
further if the RREQ has a higher seciuence number than the previously received ones, 
or if the RREQ has the same sequence number as previously received ones, but with 
a higher F. After the destination receives a RREQ, it delays for a short while, in 
order to obtain as many as possible, then selects the path with the highest F and 
feeds a route reply (RREP) jjacket back to the source. 
4.5 Simulations 
The performance of the proposed AODV-ELOD is compared with that of AODV 
37], and Flow Oriented Routing Protocol (FOR?) [91] using the network simulator 
ns-2.30 [85] with Rayleigh fading channel extension [95], where the handoff scheme 
in FORP is omitted to focus on the comparison of the routing metrics. Physical 
layer parameters of the Lucent WaveLAN wireless network card [85] are adopted in 
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the simulations. The radio transmission range is 250 ni. The Random waypoint [86 
model with a pause time of 5 s is used for node mobility. The medium access control 
protocol is IEEE 802.11 DCF. All mobile nodes have the same channel bandwidth of 
2 Mb/s. Scenarios for the simulation were configured with an 80-node 10-connection 
network in a 1500 ni x 1500 m terrain, where the nodes are uniformly distributed in 
the network and randomly move with maximum speed. Each simulation was run for 
300 s. 
4.5.1 Varying Node Mobility 
First, we compare the performance of the routing protocols in time varying mobile 
multihop networks. The node maximum speed is increased from 2 m/s to 40 m/s 
to increase node mobility. Constant Bit Rate (CBR) sources are used at a rate 
of 4 packets per second with a size of 512 bytes and transmit to randomly chosen 
destinations. 
Throughput is defined as the number of data packets transmitted through the 
network during the simulation. The simulation results for throughijut is shown in 
Figure 4.2. It can be seen that while the throughj^ut for all three routing protocols 
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Figure 4.2: Throughput comparison under increasing node mobility. 
decreased with increasing node mobility, the AODV-ELOD always outperforms the 
other two routing protocols. FORP has the worst performance in particular every 
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case. This is because FORP chooses paths composed of hnks with longer hfetirnes 
but, consequently, greater number of hops. The increased number of hops increases 
interference, contention, and packet collisions in the network. Under a highly mobile 
environment, long paths are fragile because any movement of a node on the path 
might cause the path to fail. AODV uses a shortest hop-count metric, which makes 
it tend to select links composed of nodes that are located at the edge of each other's 
transmission ranges. Compared with the other two routing protocols, AODV-ELOD 
takes account of both link reliability and hop-count. Moreover, the criterion for link 
reliability in AODV-ELOD combines node movement with channel fading statistics. 
Thus, AODV-ELOD tends to select paths with shorter lengths and more stable links, 
improving network performance. However, AODV-ELOD assumes the nodes do not 
move during the interval in which the channel statistics are predicted, which might 
introduce some prediction errors and reduce the network performance, especially when 
the node movement is high (over 25 ni/s). 
Rout ing Control Overhead 
Normalized routing control overhead is defined as the ratio of the number of rout-
ing control packets to the total niunber of delivered data packets. The normalized 
routing control overhead results for AODV-ELOD, AODV, and FORP are plotted 
in Figure 4.3. It can be seen that the routing control overhead for all three routing 
protocols increases with the increasing node mobility. This is because that higher 
node mobility leads to more dynamic network topolog}' and more route failure. The 
AODV-ELOD has the lowest routing overhead compared with AODV and FORP, 
with a maximum 9% reduction than AODV and 10% decrease than FORP at v =15 
m /s. 
Average end-to-end delay 
Figure 4.4 illustrates the simulation results for the average packet transmission delay 
of the three routing protocols. From Figure 4.4, it can be seen that AODV-ELOD 
maintains the lowest average end-to-end delay compared with AODV and FORP. 
Neither AODV nor FORP considers link stability, therefore, it may ntilise fragile paths 
to direct packet transmission. The breaking paths will incur long re-establishment 
delay once they are disconnected. By incorporating the channel adaptive metric 
ELOD into its path selection, AODV-ELOD takes into account the path stability as 
well as path length to improve network performance. 
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Figure 4.3: Normalized routing control overhead comparison under increasing node 
mobility. 
Route Discovery Frequency 
The simulation results for the route discovery frequency of AODV-ELOD, AODV, and 
FORP as a function of node mobility are shown in Figure 4.5. The results indicate 
that a more quickly changing network topology accelerates the route updating in all 
the three routing protocols. The figure also shows a decrease in the route discovery 
frequency of AODV-ELOD compared with those of AODV and FORP, specifically, 
with a maximum 30% reduction than FORP at v =5 m /s, and a 15% reduction than 
AODV at u =10 m /s. 
Note that for each of these performance measures, the performances tend to be 
indistinguishable at low mobility (1-2 m/s), move apart as mobility increases and 
then start to converge again at high mobility (40 m/s). This is because at high 
mobility both the channel conditions and hop lengths are changing so rapidly that 
any advantage of taking into account either or both is lost. 
4.5.2 Varying Traffic Load 
Next, we fixed the node maximum speed at v =5 m/s while varying the packet rate at 
each source from 1 to 30 packets/second, to evaluate the performance of the routing 
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protocols with increasing network traffic load. 
Packet Delivery Ratio 
Figure 4.6 illustrates the packet delivery ratio (PDR) for the routing protocols with 
varying packet rate. For all of the routing protocols, the packet delivery ratio de-
creases with increasing traffic load. The performance degradation is due to the in-
creased interference and congestion when the network traffic load is increased. We 
can see that AODV-ELOD has better performance in terms of PDR than AODV 
and FORP. This is due to the channel-aware metric in AODV-ELOD which makes 
the routing protocol choose long-lasting, high throughput links to reduce path failure 
then increase network throughput. 
Average End-to-end Delay 
Figure 4.7 shows the average end-to-end delay for the routing protocols with increasing 
traffic load. As the traffic load increases, the packet transmission delays in all of the 
three routing protocols increase dramatically at first, but then decrease once the 
traffic load in the network is over a particular point (5 packets/second for AODV and 
FORP, and 10 packets/second for AODV-ELOD). This is because very low packet 
rate means packets tend to go straightly through as the transmission medium is 
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Figure 4.5: Average route discovery frequency comparison under different node nio-
l)ility. 
practically always available. As the packet rate increases there is more contention for 
the channel and so the delay goes up. However, as the packet rate increases further 
the delay goes down, because by the time the network is in congestion and only the 
packets via shorter paths can reach their destinations. For all the scenarios, AODV-
ELOD has the lowest average end-to-end delay than AODV and FORP, because it is 
able to choose more stable routes. 
4.6 Conclusion 
In summary, this chapter has presented a channel-adaptive routing metric which takes 
account of link reliability. Link reliability is often measured by the estimated lifetime 
and the stability of a link, and is represented by node movement as well as channel 
fading statistics. We have proposed that the stability of a link can be represented 
by the time duration in which the two nodes at each end of a link are within each 
other's transmission ranges as well as the time during which channel fading is above 
an acceptable threshold. Based on a consideration of link reliability, innovative chan-
nel adaptive routing metric called effective link operation duration (ELOD) has been 
proposed. The ELOD is incorporated into AODV (AODV-ELOD), taking into ac-
count path length, interference, and medium access contention. Simulation results 
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Figure 4.6: Packet delivery ratio coiiiparisoii under increasing traffic load. 
show that the proposed AODV-ELOD outperforms AODV and FORP in terms of 
packet delivery ratio, routing control overhead, and end-to-end packet delay. 
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Chapter 5 
Channel-Aware Routing in 
MANETs with Route Handoff 
5.1 Introduction 
111 the previous chapter we have proposed a chaiiiiel-aclaptive routing metric, the Ef-
fective Link Operation Duration (ELOD). This chapter presents a channel-adaptive 
routing protocol which extends the Ad-hoc On-Deniand Multipath Distance Vector 
routing protocol (AOMDV) [31] with several channel adaptation schemes to accom-
modate cliamiel fading. 
Firstly, the proposed routing protocol, Channel-Aware AOMDV (CA-AOMDV), 
uses the channel average non-fading duration (ANFD) as a new routing metric. Dur-
ing route discovery phase, the ANFD, which represents the quality of a fading link, 
is combined with the hopcount metric to select the path which is optimal in terms 
of both stability and length. Then, during route maintenance phase, the predicted 
signal power and the channel average fading duration (AFD) are combined with a 
preemptive handoff strategy to identify and avoid fragile paths. Thus, CA-AOMDV 
exploits channel state iiiforniation in the network layer to fully maintain reliable con-
nections. Simulation results show that the channel adaptability of CA-AOMDV leads 
to improved routing decisions. 
In comparison with ELOD, which seeks an approach of adaptation by employing 
a channel-adaptive routing metric, CA-AOMDV takes advantage of several channel 
adaptation schemes to ameliorate fading. It uses the CSI in both route discovery and 
route maintenance phases. With better knowledge of channel states, CA-AOMDV can 
more accurately choose the best links to build a path, or adaptively switdi a failing 
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connection to a new one witli more favourable channel conditions. However, CA-
AOMDV requires continually monitoring instantaneous link conditions to trigger a 
liandoff once a fade occurs. The channel probing would be rather high and counteract 
adaptation gains in a highly mobile environment. 
The layout of this chapter is as follows. In Section 5.2 we review the AOMDV 
routing protocol, from which the proposed channel-aware routing protocol is derived. 
Statistical properties of the mobile-to-niobile channel model are discussed in Sec-
tion 5.3. The CA-AOMDV routing protocol is presented in Section 5.4. Theoretical 
analysis is developed in Section 5.5, and simulation results are discussed in Section 5.6. 
Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5.7. 
5.2 Review of AOMDV 
AOIMDV [31] uses a sequence number to ensure loop-free paths. That is, each node 
maintains one or more paths to a destination corresponding to only the highest known 
sequence number for that destination. Moreover, AOMDV adopts the notion of an 
advertised hop count to maintain multiple paths with the same sequence number. An 
intermediate node, i, will maintain an advertised hop coimt and a secjuence number 
for a particular destination node. The advertised hoj) count of node i to destination 
node d represents the ''maximum" hop count of the multiple paths for d through node 
i. The protocol only allows for acceptance of alternate paths with lower hop counts. 
Whenever i receives a path advertisement to the destination d from a neighbour j , 
j will be the next hop from i to d if the path advertisement has a higher sequence 
number than the existing routes stored at node i, or the path advertisement has a 
sequence number equal to the existing routes at node i but with a shorter hop-coimt. 
The multiple paths in AOMDV are link-disjoint. To get multiple link-disjoint 
paths, the destination can reply to multiple copies of a given RREQ, as long as these 
RREQs arrived via different neighbours. An example of multijjle link-disjoint paths 
is given in Figure 5.1. 
5.3 Mobile-to-Mobile Channel Model 
In MANETs, potentially all of the nodes are in motion, thus, it is appropriate to 
use the mobile-to-inobile channel model to characterize the channel between any two 
nodes [76]. Moreover, it is practically difficult to find the relative speeds between 
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Source Destination 
- Forward route 1 
Forward route 2 
Figure 5.1: Two link-disjoint paths in AOMDV from Source to Destination via nodes 
BCEG and ACDF, respectively. 
mobile nodes in the network and the time varying mobile-to-mobile channel model 
has the advantage of only using the individual speeds of the nodes. 
The mobile-to-mobile channel model used in this chapter incorjjorates large scale 
path loss and small-scale fiat fading. For transmission over a distance, d, in the 
presence of flat fading, the received signal power is exponentially distributed with 
mean God~", as given in (2.6.1), where Go is proportional to the transmit power and 
Q is the propagation loss coefficient, typically between 2 and 4 [96 . 
5.3.1 Average Non-Fading Duration 
The average non-fading duration (ANFD) is a second-order statistic of the mobile-to-
mobile channel model. It is affected by both the physical propagation environment 
(e.g., obstacles such as trees and buildings) and the velocities of the mobile nodes. 
The ANFD, is the average length of time that the signal envelope, x, spends above 
a network specific threshold, i?,h, arid is given by 
1 ^ = — Pr{x > i?th} = 
iV. 
(5.3.1) 
where p = (^rm. = VG^) is the ratio between the signal threshold and 
the local rms amplitude of the fading envelope, fr = foVr/c is the maximum Doppler 
shift of the transmitter, /o is the signal carrier frequency, c « 3 x 10^ ms-^ is the speed 
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of electromagnetic radiation (signal speed), and /.I = VR/VT is the ratio of the receiver 
velocity to that of the transmitter where VR and VT are the receiver and transmitter 
node velocities, respectively. The ANFD, normalized with respect to the maximum 
transmitter Doppler shift, is plotted as a fimction of and p in Figure 5.2. 
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Figure 5.2: The relationship between normalized average non-fading duration and 
the ratio of the signal threshold and the root mean square received signal amplitude, 
p = i?th/-Rrnis, for various ^ = VR/VT, for the niobile-to-mol)ile channel from (5.3.1). 
It can be seen from Figure 5.2 that the value of the A N F D is, as expected, high 
for low transmission threshold p, and decreases with an increase of // or p. It can 
also be surmised from (5.3.1) that increased node mobility (captured by VR and VT) 
would cause a corresponding decrease in the A N F D due to the increased rate of 
signal fluctuations and that an increased link distance (via d) would cause a decrease 
in A N F D due to a greater path-loss influence. 
In IMANETs, it is necessary to choose the most stal^le links for route establishment 
to ensure reliable packet transmission. The stability of a link can be represented by 
the relative distance between the nodes forming that link, and the nodes' mobilities. 
Any measure of how stable a link is should include an indication of both of these 
factors. 
It can be surmised, from the discussion above, that the A N F D is a good measure 
for link stability. The A N F D of a link is inversely proportional to the link length, d. 
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and the node velocities VT and VR. The ANFD of a link between two highly mobile or 
separated nodes will tend to be shorter than that of a link between two slow moving 
and/or close nodes. In short, a link with a high ANFD will have a relatively long 
lifetime. Tims, nsing the ANFD as a metric will result in choosing more stable links. 
Further, there is minimal extra calculation required by the nodes to determine the 
ANFDs if each node in the network is equipped with a Global Positioning System 
(GPS) then with awareness of its current geographical location and velocity. The 
channel parameter = \/God~" can be ajjproximated by a receiver using the 
transmitter's location contained in the packet headers. The maximum Doppler fre-
quency shift can be calculated via fr = foVr/c, and, for the calculation of yu, nodes 
simply need to include their speeds in the headers of the data packets, for active links, 
or the "hello" packets for inactive links. 
Therefore, we introduce the ANFD into the routing protocol, using it as a metric 
to represent the quality of the transmission links to find the most reliable paths. 
5.3.2 Average Fading Duration 
Similarly to the ANFD and more widely used as a metric in the communications 
literature, the average fading duration (AFD), is the average length of time that 
the signal envelope spends below the specified threshold Rth- It is considered that 
transmission is not possible across a link while the signal envelope for that link is 
below the threshold. The AFD for the mobile-to-mobile channel is given in (2.7.9) 
with 2 
e^ - 1 
X = 
P / t v W + 7 ^ ' 
The AFD metric is used in CA-AOMDV to determine how long a faded link will 
be unavailable for. This value is recorded in the routing cache and is used to indicate 
the expected length of time for which a faded link will be unavailable. This will be 
discussed in detail in Section 5.4.2. 
5.3.3 Channel Prediction Using Time Correlation 
One of the features of CA-AOMDV is the use of channel prediction to instigate a 
handofi" between paths, when the active path is predicted to be about to go into a fade 
on one of its hnks, as described in Section 5.4.2. We have chosen the linear minimmn 
mean square error (LMMSE) algorithm [97] as our chamiel prediction method. We 
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assuiiie a slow fading channel such that it is constant for the duration of a symbol. 
Let M be the number of previously received signal strength samples used to predict 
at discrete time interval n (each discrete time interval with a time sj^ace of At). If 
x{n + ip) is the LMIMSE prediction for the received signal strength, x, with prediction 
length tp, we have 
x{n + tP) = R i x R ; i x (5.3.2) 
where Ri.:^  is the cross-correlation vector of x and x, R .^^ . is the auto-correlation 
matrix of x = [x{n - l),x{n - 2), • • • ,x{n - M)f. The auto-correlation matrix R^x 
is given by 
Rjir — 
where element is given by (2.7.7) 
R^^M.M) 
(5.3.3) 
m) = E{x{n - £)x"{n - rn)} 
= a'iM2nfT{rn - e))M2nfR{m - £)) (5.3.4) 
where {•)" denotes Hermitian transpose, ai = /?r,„s/\/2 and Jo is the O'^ *' order Bessel 
function of the first kind. Finally, 
where 
RiA^) = E{x{n -h ^)x"{n + rn)} 
= alJo{2TrfTrn)Jo{2nfpm). (5.3.5) 
Clearly, with the presence of Bessel functions, the LMIMSE algorithm is quite 
computationally intensive. So, to enhance its amenability to application to channel 
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prediction in MANETs, (5.3.2) can be reduced as follows. 
x{n + il^) = ( R , . x R ; i ) x 
= W x 
= [^'(1), • • • , t/.'( /^)][r(r) - 1), • • • , r{n - Mf^ 
M 
= Y^ w{i)rin - i) (5.3.6) 
i=\ 
where W = (R,-..rR.7i) with elements w{i) { i = 1, - • • ,M}. The values of w{i) can 
be calculated off-line and stored in a lookup table indexed by the Doj^pler frequency 
shift and the discrete time shift. The use of this low-complexity LMMSE prediction 
in CA-AOMDV handoff is discussed in Section 5.4.2. 
5.4 Channel-Aware AOMDV Protocol 
Transmissions via unreliable wireless connections can suffer from large packet losses 
[98, 99]. Thus, it makes sense to consider routing protocols which adapt to variations 
in the channel. To this end, we have devised a channel-aware routing protocol which 
extends AOMDV. call it CA-AOMDV. 
As mentioned in Section 5.2, route discovery in AOMDV results in the selection 
of multiple loop-free and link-disjoint paths between the source and the destination, 
with alternative paths only being utilized if the selected path becomes unserviceable. 
However, one of the main shortcomings of AOMDV is that the only characteristic 
that is considered when choosing a path is the number of hops it has. The stabil-
ity or quality of the path is completely ignored. Thus, selected paths tend to have a 
small nunil)er of long hops meaning that nodes are already relatively close to the mtix-
imum possible conununication distance apart, which potentially results in frequent 
link disconnections. Further, channel conditions are idealised to the path-loss (or 
transmission range) model, ignoring the fading characteristics inherent in practically 
all wireless communication environments. 
In CA-AOMDV, we address this deficiency in two ways. In the route discovery 
phase we utilise the ANFD, defined in Section 5.3.1, of each link as a measure of 
its stability. In the route maintenance phase, instead of waiting for the active path 
to fail, we pre-empt a failure by using channel prediction on path links, allowing a 
handover to one of the remaining selected paths. This results in saved packets and 
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consequently smaller delays. We now consider route discovery and route maintenance 
in CA-AOMDV in detail. 
5.4.1 Route Discovery in CA-AOMDV 
Route discovery in C A-AOMDV is an enhanced version of route discovery in AOMDV, 
incorporating channel properties for choosing more reliable paths. We assume all the 
nodes in the network are equipped with a Global Positioning System (GPS) thus with 
awareness of their current positions and velocities. We also assume that all nodes in 
the network have identical transmission ranges, and that the nodes all move according 
to a random waypoint model [86]. In the random waypoint mobility model each node 
chooses a destination point and travels in a straight line at a fixed speed until it 
reaches that point, j^ausing for a scenario-specific, possibly variable, amount of time, 
before moving on to the next chosen point. 
hi Section 5.3.1, we defined the ANFD for one link of a path, according to the 
mobile-to-mobile channel model. CA-AOMDV uses the ANFD as a measure of link 
lifetime. 
Definition 5.4.1. The duration, V, of a path is defined as the minimum ANFD over 
all of its links, 
V = min ANFD,, (5.4.1) 
l^hKH 
where h is the link number, and H is the number of links (or hops) in the path. 
Before forwarding a RREQ to its neighbours, a node inserts its current location 
and speed into the RREQ header so that its neighbours can calculate the link ANFD 
using (5.3.1). The path duration, V, is also recorded in the RREQ, updated, as 
necessary, at each intermediate node. Thus, all information required for calculating 
the ANFD is available via the RREQ packets, minimizing added complexity. 
Similarly to the way of path advertisement in AOIMDV, to allow for the worst 
case at each node, in CA-AOMDV the advertised path duration, Pap, is also used as 
part of the cost function in path selection. It is defined as follows. 
Definition 5.4.2. The advertised path duration, P^p > defined as the minimum V 
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Table 5.1: Coinpaiisoii of routing table entry structures in AOMDV and CA-AOMDV. 
AOMDV routing table CA-AOMDV routing table 
destination destination 
sequence number sequence ninnber 
advertised Jioix'ount advertised Jiopcoiuit 
pathJist 
{(next hop 1 ,hopcounti), 
(nexthop2,hopcount2),- • • } 
Pap 
pathJist 
{(next hop 1 ,hopcounti,Pi), 
(nexthop-2,hopcount2,P2),''' } 
expiratiou-timeout 
expiration_tinieout 
handoff-dormantJime 
over all paths between a given node, i, and a destination node, u. That is. 
^ niin (5.4.2) 
where path-list" is the list of all saved paths between nodes i and u. 
The route discovery update algorithm in CA-AOMDV is a slight modification of 
that of AOMDV. If a received path advertisement for destination u at notle i from 
a neighbour node, j , has a higher sequence number or shorter hop-count than the 
existing route for destination u at node i the route update criterion in CA-AOMDV 
is the same as that in AOMDV. However, if the received path advertisement has a 
sequence number and hoi)-count equal to the existing route at node i but with a 
greater P^p, the list of paths to u in node i's routing table is updated. 
So, in CA-AOMDV, path selection is based on V'^ ^ tis well as sequence number and 
advertised hop-count. The routing table structures for each path entry in AOMDV 
and CA-AOMDV are shown in Table 5.1. The "handoff-dormant_time" field in the 
routing table for CA-AOMDV is the amount of time for which the path should be 
made dormant due to channel fading. It is set to the maximum value of the AFDs over 
all links in the path. This use of the "handoff-dormant_tinie" field will be described 
in more detail in the next section. 
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5.4.2 Path Maintenance in CA-AOMDV 
In mobile enviroimaeiits, it is necessary to find coniputationally and energy efficient 
ways of addressing path failure. Using prediction and handoff to preempt fading on 
a link on the active path, disconnections can be minimized, reducing transmission 
latency and packet drop rate [91, 55]. An example of handoff in CA-AOMDV is 
shown in Figure 5.3. The handoff process is implemented via a handoff request 
(HREQ) packet. The CA-AOMDV handoff scheme is described below. 
Source \ / / D e s t i n a t i o n 
HREQ: handoff request packet 
>• Forward routes 
— Fading link 
— Reverse routes 
Figure 5.3: Handoff in CA-AOMDV. Node F has predicted a forthcoming fade for its 
link with node D and has generated a HREQ. Having no alternative paths to choose 
from, node D forwards the HREQ to node C which may then be able to handoff to 
the path with node E as the next node. 
Handoff Trigger 
Path handoff is triggered when a node predicts that the signal strength on the ac-
tive link is about to go into a fade. Signal strength prediction is carried out via 
the low-complexity table-lookup version of the LMMSE algorithm detailed in Sec-
tion 5.3.3. To assist in the prediction process, all nodes maintain a table of past 
signal strengths, recording the following information for each received packet: pre-
viousJiop, signaLpower, arrivaLtime. hiformation is stored for packets back to the 
time required for prediction in the LMMSE algorithm. (Ideally there will be M pack-
ets where M is the required number of past samples from (5.3.2). However, this 
will depend on the packet receipt times compared with the specified discrete time 
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iiiteiA^al, At. If packets are received at time intervals greater than At, samj^le signal 
strengths for the missed time interval can Ije aj^proximated by the signal strength of 
the packet closest in time to the one missed. If i)ackets are received at intervals of 
shorter duration than At, some may be skipi)ed.) 
As i)reviously mentioned, in CA-AOIMDV the speed of each transmitter is recorded 
in the packet (data and hello) header for the receivers to calculate the link AFD from 
(2.7.9). If the predictetl signal strength moves below a network si)ecific threshold, 
the node at the receiving end of the fading link triggers a handoff. This node is 
called the handoff imtiator. A HREQ packet is generated by tlie handoff initiator 
and propagated back to the data source. The AFD for the breaking link is recorded 
in the HREQ, so that the channel may be again utilized once it comes out of the 
fade. The HREQ also includes the following helds: source ID, destination ID, and 
source_sequence-number [37 . 
Avoidance of Duplicate HREQs Using Handoff Table 
In addition to the routing table described in Table 5.1, each node in CA-AOMDV 
also maintains a local handoff table. Each entry in the hantloff table includes: source 
ID, source seciuence number, destination ID and expiration timeout. The expiration 
timeout indicates when a path is expected to be available again (will be out of the 
fade) and is set to the nuiximum AFD of all currently faded links with paths through 
that node to a i)articular source. Note that this is similar to the way the advertised 
hopcount is set to tlie maximum numlier of hops for any path going through a node 
for a particular source ID, in AOMDV. Whenever a node receives a HREQ targeting a 
particular source node, it checks its handoff table for an entry relating to that sovu'ce. 
The handoff table is updated if no entry exists for that source, if the new HREQ has 
a longer AFD or if the existing entry is stale due to the expiration timeout having 
expired. If any unexpired entry is foiuid for that source ID with the same or higher 
source sequence number, the HREQ is dropped. 
Forwarding the HREQ : 
Any node which receives a non-duplicate HREQ will check whether it has alternative 
paths to the destination node. If it does not, as for the case of node D in Figure 5.3, it 
will propagate the HREQ. Otherwise, if it has one or more "good" alternative paths 
to the destination, it will mark the fading path indicated in the HREQ as dormant, 
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by setting the haiidoff dormant time in its routing table entry for that path to the 
AFD recorded in the HREQ. The HREQ is then dropped. 
If a fade is predicted on the active path, a nondormant alternative path to the 
destination is then adopted prior to the onset of link failure. For example, if if node 
C in Figure 5.3 receives a HREQ from node D, it will mark the path with Nexthop = 
D as dormant, and adopt the path with Nexthop = E. The dormant path is retained 
for use when the fading is over, reducing i^ath discovery overhead. 
5.4.3 Choosing Prediction Length 
For a nonstationary channel, the LMMSE prediction algorithm performs quite poorly 
if not matched to the current channel conditions. Therefore, the prediction length 
should not be too long. Moreover, in CA-AOMDV a given node might have multiple 
paths, each with different nexthop nodes to the destination. If an intermediate node 
has multiple paths to the destination, upon receiving an HREQ it can innnediately 
switch from the active path to a good alternative one, without further propagating 
the HREQ. Therefore, the time needed to implement a handoff in CA-AOMDV is the 
duration, in terms of the discrete time interval At, for the HREQ to be propagated 
to the node on the other end of the fading link, which is a one-hoj) neighbour of the 
HREQ initiator. For example, if i and j are neighbours in a given path and j predicts 
a fade on link it will generate a HREQ and fonvard it to i. Thus, a suitable 
prediction length tp in (5.3.2) corresponds to the number of discrete time intervals. 
At, for transmission of a HREQ between nodes j and i, which can be approximated by 
using the data propagation time Tj from node j to node i. Therefore, the prediction 
length in CA-AOIMDV is chosen to be 
T' 
V^  = r o u n d ( ^ ) . (5.4.3) 
where "round" is the integer rounding function. 
Section Summary In CA-AOMDV, we make use of CSI in both the route discovery 
and path maintenance phases, to improve path stability. 
• Route discovery: In CA-AOMDV, the ANFD is combined with the hop-count 
criterion from AOMDV to serve as a metric with which to select short but stable 
paths instead of simply choosing the shortest path, as in AOMDV. Therefore, 
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CA-AOMDV targets paths taking into account both the stability and the length, 
to improve overall path quality. 
• Route maintenance: Assuming independently time-varying path characteristics, 
CA-AOMDV uses predicted signal strength to trigger a hmidoff before a fade 
occurs, reducing the source-desttnation connection failure rate. The AFD for 
the breaking link is also recorded, so that the channel may be utilised again once 
it com.es out of the fade. 
Ill this section, we have presented the mechanisms invoh^ed in CA-AOMDV. hi 
the next section we present a theoretical analysis and comparison of the performances 
of CA-AOMDV and AOMDV. 
5.5 Theoretical Analysis 
A framework is now presented to analyse the performances of the AOMDV and CA-
AOMDV routing protocols. First, we introduce the network parameters, both fixed 
and random, governing all iiiternode coimnunication. Then, the i)robability density 
functions of the lifetimes of a single path and multiple paths are derived. Finally, the 
performance in terms of routing control overhead and network throughput of l)oth 
AOMDV and CA-AOMDV based on the link lifetime distributions are analysed. A 
list of parameters used in the analysis is presented in Table 5.2. 
5.5.1 Network Model 
Assume that in our network there are N nodes uniformly distributed over a sciuare 
area with length 25 on each side. The node density is £ = N/{2S)'^ nodes per m^. 
The number of traffic flows (connections) in the network is C. With a fixed node 
transmission range. R, the average number of neighbouring nodes within a circle 
with radius R is n = snR'^. The expected number of hops H required to deliver a 
packet is given in the equation of (4.4.2) with 
- S(v/2 + ln(l + ^ ) ) 
SR • 
Assume that each link in a path has eciual likelihood of being broken at any point 
in time. Then, on average, the number of hops into a connection (path) before 
encountering a broken link is (H + l)/2. Moreover, because the average luunber of 
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Table 5.2: Parameters used in the analysis 
C number of connections in the network 
£ node spatial intensity 
Y random variable for link, path or multiple imtli system downtime 
Z random variable for link, path or multiijle path system lifetime 
f probability density function (PDF) 
F cumulative distribution function (CDF) 
N number of nodes in the network 
n expected number of hops to deliver a packet 
T total connection operation time 
n route discovery frequency 
n average number of neighbouring nodes within a circle with radius R 
I expected number of hops to deliver a HREQ 
tQ one-hop propagation time for RREQ 
tp one-hop propagation time for RREP 
tR one-hop propagation time for RRER 
T control overhead 
^ packet delivery ratio 
A parameter of link lifetime PDF (mider fading) 
7 parameter of link downtime PDF (under fading) 
B average number of connected paths over a link 
N, number of saved paths 
L length of a single path, in hops 
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links being used at any given time is CH, and the total number of links in the network 
is approximately nN/'2, the average number of connections, B, over a given link is 
5.5.2 Single Path Lifetime Statistics 
The link lifetime indicates the length of time for which a link is "active". It is affected 
by the movements of the pair of linked nodes and the channel fading characteristics. 
If only free-space propagation is considered, the link lifetime is simply the amount 
of time for which the two nodes are within each other's transmission ranges. If 
channel ftiding is also taken into consideration the relationship between link lifetime 
and distance is not so straightforward, as the fading component is independent of 
distance. In the analysis for the active times for links, paths and the AOMDV multiple 
path system, we utilise the mathematical development in [100] using slightly modified 
notation more suited to our theoretical development. 
e use the random variable Zt to represent the lifetime of a fading link. The link 
lifetime Ze is equal to the non-fading duration of the link, from (5.3.1). hi [101], the 
authors have illustrated that the link lifetime distribution of Rayleigh fading channel 
can be approximated by an exponential distribution. We therefore assume that the 
lifetime for link £ has PDF, fz,{t) = A^e"^''. 
As discussed in Section 5.2, the nmltiple cached paths at a given source node 
for a given destination node are link-disjoint in AOMDV. Thus, we assume that the 
lifetimes of the links composing the multiple cached paths are independent. While 
this is not strictly the case, here we are seeking general trends, and this approximation 
is. therefore, appropriate. For a path composed of L fading links, the path lifetime 
can be represented by Z^ = niin[Z,. • • • , Z^], where Z^ {£ = 1, • • • , I } , represents the 
exponentially distributed random variable for the lifetime of link ( with parameter 
Af. The probabilit.y that the path lifetime is greater than t is the probability that the 
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ininiinum of the lifetimes of all of the links in the path is greater than t, given by 
Pv{Zp > t } = Pr{niin[Zi, • • • , Z^] > ^ 
= Pr{ (Zi > t ) n { Z 2 > t ) n - - - n { Z L > t ) } 
= ' J P r { Z e > t } 
e=i 
= = (5.5.2) 
e=i t=i 
where the step fioni line 2 to line 3 is because of the assumption of independent links 
and FzM) is tlie CDF of Z^ Using Fz^{t) to represent the CDF of Zp, 
t \ { t ) = l - P v { Z , > t } 
L 
= 1 - n = ^ - . (5.5.3) 
Taking the derivative of (5.5.3) with respect to t gives the PDF of Zp, 
L 
f z^ t ) = J ] A, = X^e-'"' (5.5.4) 
where Xp = Yle=i ^^  ^ independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) 
with parameter A, then (5.5.4) becomes 
f z ^ t ) = (5.5.5) 
Using (5.5.4), the expected path lifetime is, then 
roo 1 1 
E{Zp} = / fApe-Vd^ = = (5.5.6) 
Jo \ A^ 
and 1/Ap = 1/LA for L i.i.d. links in a path. So, a path with L i.i.d. hnks has a 
lifetime L times less than any individual link, on average. 
5.5.3 Multiple Path Lifetime in AOMDV 
To determine the distributions of the active lifetimes of the multiple path systems in 
AOMDV and CA-AOMDV, we assume that Np paths are established during the route 
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disco\'ery stage for botli routing protocols. In order to enable meaningful comparisons 
between the two schemes, we also assiune that the eacli path has exactly L links 
and that the individual link lifetimes are exponentially i.i.d. with parameter A for 
Assiune that at time t path p^ is the active path in a network utilising AOMDV. 
\Mien Pi fails, the soiu'ce attempts to adopt one of the alternative paths, and pi is 
discarded from the cache. Connnunication between the source and destination nodes 
is broken only when all Np paths have subse(iuently failed. Let Za be the random 
variable representing the lifetime of the multiple path system in AOIMDV and let 
Zp. be the random variable which represents the lifetime of path p, with parameter 
\p = LA, and Z.4 = max(Zpj,--- Using (5.5.3) and (5.5.4), the probability 
that all i)aths have failed at time t is gi\'en by 
Pr{Z4 < f} = Pr{max(Zp,, • • • , Zp^^) < t] 
= Pr{(Zp, < f) n (Zp, < f) n • • • n (Zp < t)} 
N„ N„ 
i=\ 1=1 
= (1 -e"^" ' )^" - (5.5.7) 
Eciuation (5.5.7) is the CDF of Z4. Taking the derivative of (5.5.7) with respect to 
f, the PDF of Z.4 is given by 
Ny-l 
= N p X p ^ i - l f " - ' - ' (5.5.8) 
h=0 
where the second line of (5.5.8) is from (1.111) of [102]. And the expected value of 
Z4 is given by 
pOC 
E { Z 4 } = / t f z , m 
Jo 
A k=0 
(iVp - k) A2-
(5.5.9) 
Thus we have shown the average multiple path system active lifetime for AOMDV 
with Np paths each with L i.i.d. links. 
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5.5.4 Multiple Path Downtime in CA-AOMDV 
Let us now consider the multiple path system in CA-AOMDV. A handofT scheme is 
adopted in CA-AOMDV to enable swapping between the alternative paths when a 
fade is predicted on the active jjath. At time t, again let path pi be the active path. 
When Pi fails, it is marked as dormant for the predicted period of its fade and p2 is 
put into operation, and so on. The difference from AOMDV is that once any path 
Pi conies out of its fade, it can again be considered for active use. In AOMDV, once 
a path goes into a fade, it is discarded and can no longer be considered. So, with 
CA-AOMDV, a new route discovery process is only required when all Np paths are 
simultaneously in a fade. So, we need to know how often this happens, or how long 
the multiple path system "downtime" is for multiple reselectable paths. 
Now, because, in CA-AOMDV, the system is active if any one i^ath is active at any 
time, but "disconnected" only if all paths are "down" (or in a fade) simultaneously, it 
is simpler to start with expressions for the system downtime and then determine the 
system lifetime in terms of the system downtime. We start at the link level. Similarly 
to the hnk lifetime (or non-fading duration), the link downtime (or fading duration) 
also has an exponential distribution. Remembering that all inks are i.i.d., let the 
random variable Yg represent the downtime of link with jjarameter 7, with CDF 
Fveit) = 1 — e""^'. Also let the random variable Yp represent the downtime of path p, 
with parameter 7p, with CDF Fvp(/). Further, let the random varialile Yc represent 
the multiple path system downtime for CA-AOMDV, with CDF Fv-^(f). The CA-
AOMDV system is down only when all paths are down, which occurs when at least 
one hnk in each path is down. So, the probability that the CA-AOMDV system is 
down at time t is 
i = l 
Np / 
i=] \ 
Np / 
/c=l 
L 
1=1 \ A.-1 
1 _ (5.5.10) 
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f y ^ ( t ) = (1 - e - ^ ' ) ' - ^ 1 - (1 - e-^ ' ) --vtA L 
k=0 
L{Np-k)-l 
X J ] 
):=o 
N p - 1 
f L{Np - k ) - l (5.5.12) 
poo 
E{Y'c} = / t-rNpLe.-^' ( l - 1 - ( l - e " ^ ^ ) 
Jo 
dt 
7 k=0 
L(Np-k)-l 
i=0 { L [ N , - k] - i ) 
(5.5.13) 
Then the CDF of the CA-AOMDV inuUiple path system dowiitiine, Yc, is given by 
iVp 
(5.5.11) 
Then, taking the derivative of (5.5.11), the PDF of the CA-AOMDV nudtiple path 
system downtime, V'c, witli i.i.d. links is given by (5.5.12) and, subsequently, the 
expected downtime of the CA-AOIMDV multiple path system is given by (5.5.13). 
Now, let the random varial)le Zc represent the multiple path system lifetime in 
CA-AOMDV. 
5.5.5 Multiple Path Lifetime in CA-AOMDV 
\Mien we consider a fading channel, the AFD is given by the quotient of the prob-
ability of a fade and the level crossing rate (LCR), where the LCR is the rate in 
times per second that the signal amplitude in the channel crosses a given threshold 
in the positive going direction. Similarly, the ANFD is given by the quotient of the 
probability of not being in a fade and the LCR. To determine the ANFD in terms of 
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the AFD, we proceed as follows. 
Pr(chaiiiiel is not in a fade) 
LCR 
1 — Pr(cliannel is in a 5 
Pr(cliannel is in a fade) 
For a multiple path system, the AFD is analogous to the system downtime and 
the ANFD is analogous to the system lifetime. So, for CA-AOMDV, we substitute 
(5.5.13) for the AFD. We need to determine an expression for the probability that 
the CA-AOMDV system is "in a fade", or "down". Now, the j)robability that the 
CA-AOMDV multiple path system is down is the probability that all paths are down. 
The probability that any particular path is down is the probability that at least one 
link in the path is undergoing a fade. In [74] it was shown that the signal envelope of 
a mobile-to-mobile signal has a Rayleigh distribution. Recall the Rayleigh parameter, 
p, from Section 5.3.1. The probability that the CA-AOMDV system is in a fade is 
given by 
/ ^ \ . . N 
Pr(system in fade) = f ] 1 - e""' = ( l - e"^" j ' • (5.5.15) 
\ e=i / 
Then, letting Zc be the random variable representing the CA-AOMDV system life-
time and combining (5.5.13), (5.5.14) and (5.5.15), the average system lifetime for 
CA-AOMDV is given by 
E { Z c } = E { Y c } . (5.5.16) 
5.5.6 Comparison of Multiple Path System Lifetimes of AOMDV 
and CA-AOMDV 
In Figure 5.4, Figure 5.5, Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.6, we show the ratio of the multiple 
path system lifetime of a CA-AOMDV system to an AOMDV system with varying 
numbers of paths and links per path, as it varies with link Rayleigh fading thresh-
old parameter p. The cases shown attempt to cover "worst case" and "best case" 
scenarios. Figure 5.4 is a best case in terms of minimal number of links for different 
numbers of paths in the system, while Figure 5.5 is a worst case with six links per 
path. Similarly, Figure 5.6 is a best case in terms of maximal number of paths for 
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Figure 5.4: Ratio of multiple path system lifetime for CA-AOMDV to AOMDV for 
iucreasiug values of link fading threshold parameter p, for L = 3 links per path, for 
Np = 2,3,4,5,6 
varying numbers of links per path, while Figure 5.7 is a worst case with only two 
paths in the system. 
It can be seen that the ratio of system lifetime for CA-AOMDV versus AOMDV 
increases exponentially in all cases as the fading threshold p decreases. Recall that 
p is the ratio of the signal strength threshold at which the link is said to be in a 
fade, to the link RMS signal strength. So, the higher the value of p, the higher 
the signal strength must be for the link to be considered not in a fade. The ratio 
improves with an increase in number of paths and a decrease in number of links per 
path. The multiple path system lifetime becomes greater (ratio < 1) for AOMDV as 
p approaches 1. That is, AOMDV only begins to have a better system lifetime when 
the likelihood of all paths in the CA-AOMDV system being down becomes too large. 
Specifically, CA-AOMDV outperforms AOMDV, in terms of system lifetime as long 
as the fading channel parameter, p < -5dB. So, CA-AOMDV outperforms AOMDV 
in more typical channel gfading conditions, whereas AOMDV will outperform CA-
AOMDV, in terms of system lifetime, in adverse fading conditions. 
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L = 6 
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p(dB) 
Figure 5.5: Ratio of multiple path system lifetime for CA-AOIMDV to AOMDV for 
increasing values of link fading threshold parameter p, for 1 = 6 links per imth, for 
Np = 2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,6 paths. 
5.5.7 Per formance Analysis of A O M D V and C A - A O M D V 
We now determine expressions for network performance in terms of routing control 
overhead and packet delivery ratio, in AOIMDV and CA-AOIMDV. If is the average 
delay for each route discover}^ and E{Z} is the average lifetime of a connection pair 
in AOMDV or CA-AOMDV, from (5.5.9) or (5.5.16), then (E{Z} + represents 
the average duration between two successive route discoveries [100]. We introduce Q, 
the number of route discoveries per second per pair, or route discovery frequency, as 
n = 
E{Z} + 
(5.5.17) 
In CA-AOMDV and AOMDV, when a source wants to find a path to a destination, 
it broadcasts a RREQ into the network. The destination, or any intermediate node 
which has a fresh enough path to the destination, feeds a RREP back to the source 
to establish the path. We can approximate as 
= n{tQ + tp) 
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Figure 5.6: Ratio of multiple path system lifetime for CA-AOMDV to AOMDV for 
increasing A^ alues of link fading threshold parameter p, for Np = 6 j^atlis, for L = 
3,4, 5,6 links per path. 
where tg is the one-hop propagation time of a RREQ, and tp is the one-hop propaga-
tion time of a RREP. Because there are a total of C connections in the network, each 
lasting an average of T seconds, the average number of route discovery processes in 
the network during interval T is equal to jVrd= CTQ. 
Rout ing Control Overhead (T) 
In a multii^le path system, the routing control overhead T includes overhead to replace 
the failed path with an active alternative i^atli, T'", and the route discovery overhead, 
T'', introduced when all alternative paths are broken. 
First we consider the routing control o '^erllead introduced by route discovery due to 
the disconnection of each communicating pair. For both AOMDV and CA-AOMDV, 
the RREQs are flooded into the TV-node network, and Np RREPs are unicast from the 
destination to the source, where Np is the number of multiple paths estal:)lished during 
route discover^ -. The total routing control overhead introduced by route discovery over 
a time T is given by 
T = H R R E Q + H R R E P = C m { N + N p H ) (5.5.19) 
5.5 Theoretical Analysis 
Figure 5.7: Ratio of multiple path system lifetime for CA-AOMDV to AOMDV for 
increasing values of link fading threshold parameter p, for Np = 2 paths, for L = 
3 , 4 , 5 , 6 links per path. 
where nRREQ is the number of RREQs, and rinnKP is the number of RREPs, generated 
during the route discovery. 
Now we consider the control overhead for path replacement, T*". In each source-
destination i^air, there are Np alternative paths, so, there can be at most Np path 
repairs. In AOMDV, an intermediate node can have a single or multiple paths to a 
destination. In the event of a path disconnection, the upstream node of the broken 
link will initiate a RERR to notify the source of the link failure. If the ui)stream node 
has no alternative paths to the destination, and it is located closer to the destination 
than it is to the source, it will broadcast a RREQ to the destination to salvage the 
data packets. (In AOMDV, if the broken link is closer to the source than it is to 
the destination, any enroute packets are discarded.) Assuming that the link failure 
is equally likely to happen in any link of the path, the maximum niunber of path 
replacements is, therefore, CTQ.p^Np/2, where is the route discovery frecjuency in 
AOMDV. 
So, the routing control overhead due to path failure includes the RERRs triggered 
by the failed link, the path repair RREQs flooded from the fading link to the destina-
tion, and the R R E P packets from the destination to the RREQ generator. Because 
only link breaks in the latter half of a path are atoned for, RREQs are flooded into the 
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network over an average of hops, with tlie average nuniher of flooded RREQs 
during each path repair approximately being iVrq= 7r(7i/?/4)'^o-. The RREPs are 
unicast from the destination to the RREQ broadcasting node, wliile tlie RERRs are 
unicast from the fading link to the source, hi each path failure, the average number of 
connected paths over a breaking link is B from (5.5.1). The routing control overhead 
due to path failure, T^, in AOMDV is 
' I ' A = " R R E R + " R R E Q + " R R E P (5.5.20) 
" R E R R = ^ (5.5.21) 
" R R E Q = ^ ^ (5.5.22) 
CTNPQaBH ^ 
"RREP = ^ (5.5.23) 
where / J R E R R is the number of RERRs due to path failure, aud is the average route 
discovery freciuency in AOMDV. The total routing control overhead in AOMDV due 
to alternative path failure during the interval T is, from (5.5.20), (5.5.21), (5.5.22), 
and (5.5.23) 
T; = CTNPQaB ^m + 2 ^ (5.5.24) 
However, if the upstream node of the broken link has multiple paths to the des-
tination, during a path failure, it can use an alternative path to salvage the data 
packets, without propagation of RREQs and RREPs. Under these circumstances, 
(5.5.20) can be simplified to T^ ^ = H R R E R = CTNpVLKBiU + l ) /2 . 
In CA-AOMDV, for each path repair, routing control overhead involves the HREQs 
which are terminated at the nearest intermediate nodes which have multiple paths to 
the destinations. The number of handoffs between two successive route discoveries 
is determined by the channel fading status. However, we can approximate it by Np. 
Assume that the expected number of hops to deliver a HREQ is I with I < H, then 
the routing control overhead in CA-AOMDV due to path failure is 
T^ = nuREQ = C T N p ^ c B I (5.5.25) 
where Qc is Hie average route discovery frequency in CA-AOMDV. For the special 
case where multiple paths exist in the upstream nodes of the broken links, in each 
path failure, the routing control overhead of CA-AOMDV is just one-hop HREQ 
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propagation over the fading link with X = 1, that is, T^ = CTNpQcB-
Then, the total routing control overhead is T = T'' + T'', with 
^37^ + 2 ^ ^ ^ (5.5.26) TA = CTQ^iN + NpH) + CTNpnj^B 
\ " ^ / 
T c = C m d N + NpH) + C T N p Q c B i (5.5.27) 
where ^ a aiid Qc are the route discovery frequency for AOMDV and CA-AOMDV, 
respectively. 
We showed in the previous section that the multiple path system lifetime for CA-
AOMDV was longer than that for AOMDV, for most practical cases, so the number 
of route discoveries per second for CA-AOMDV, il is smaller for CA-AOIMDV than 
AOMDV. If we also compare the differentiating terms in (5.5.26) and (5.5.27), it can 
be shown that 3(7Y + 2)/4 + N,J2 > J . Thus, the routing overhead for AOMDV is 
greater than that for CA-AOMDV for most practical cases. 
Packet Delivery Ratio 
In this section we consider i^acket delivery ratio. The packet delivery ratio is the ratio 
of the number of generated packets to the number of successfully received packets. 
The total simulation time T for a source-destination connection can be approximately 
divided into two parts, the data transmission duration, »Sdata, which is used for data 
transmission, and the connection delay, which is the time used to contend for channel 
access and to reconnect the disconnected paths. In a network with constant bit 
rate (CBR) sources and constant data transmission rate, we can model the data 
as being delivered uniformly over time, such that the packets delivered within <Sdata 
are correctly received, and those delivered during the time of connection delay are 
incorrectly received. Then, the ratio between the data transmission time tSjata and 
the total operation time T can be used to model packet delivery ratio. 
First we consider path connection delay. The path connection delay 'I' includes 
the delay due to activation of an alternative path, and the delay from (5.5.18), 
due to route discovery when all alternative paths are broken. In AOMDV, the delay 
due to alternative path activation is the time to propagate the RERRs back to the 
source. Assume that the one-hop propagation time of a RERR is U- The total delay 
due to switching between the alternative paths during an interval of length T is, from 
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(5.5.21) 
= ,5.5.28, 
However, in CA-AOMDV, the coiiiiectiou delay is the handoff packet propagation 
duration thl. The total connection delay is $ = + . Thus, the time that can be 
used for data transmission is T - For 802.11 DCF, there are also delays incurred 
for MAC overhead and retransmission. For each data transmission, the minimum 
channel occupation due to MAC overhead is TMAC = TRTS + Terrs + 37SIFS , where 
TRTS and TCTS ai-e the time consumed on RTS and CTS, respectively, and TSIFS is 
the SIFS period. And, for each path failure, the delay due to packet retransmission 
is Nfi{td + TIVIAO), wliere Nn is the MAC retransmission covuit, and ta is the time for 
each data packet transmission. Combining the time consvuned on both the MAC and 
routing layers, the delay introduced by path faihue can l)e written as 
+ T N p Q M t d + TMAC) + ^ ^)A^MAcH (5.5.29) 
= + TNpndti, + niAc)i 
+ TQcNRitd + TMAC) + mcTuAcn. (5.5.30) 
A comparison of the terms in (5.5.29) and (5.5.30) reveals that, whenever Qc < ^^a, 
terms 1, 3 and 4 are less for CA-AOMDV than for AOMDV. Term 3 is also advantaged 
in CA-AOMDV because it does not have the multiplicative Np term, hi the second 
term, however, the relative values depend on the actual value of T, whicJi has been 
defined as I < H, the relative values of U and f/, and the relative values of ilc and 
F^A- Generally, however, AOMDV spends time on repairing path failure, which is 
preempted by adopting a handoff scheme in CA-AOMDV. The absence of handoff in 
AOMDV also increases the MAC delay due to packet retransmission in the event of 
path failure. 
When IEEE 802.11 DCF is employed, we should also consider the throughput 
degradation due to channel access contention. Based on our random network traffic 
model, the maximum number of nodes in the network which might be involved in 
packet relaying is given in (4.4.3) with 
_ ( nc, nc <N 
" I A^, HC > N. 
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Then for a traiisinitting node on an active patli, the probabihty that it can occupy 
the channel, or the probabihty that the channel won't be occupied by any of the n - 1 
neighbours, is given in (4.4.4) with 
Because each node on a path suffers the same average throughput degradation due 
to channel access contention, the time available for data transmission in a path is 
_ The achievable packet delivery ratio is = (T - ^)qo/T. For AOMDV 
and CA-AOMDV respectively, the packet delivery ratio in the network is 
^^ ^ {T -^A)qo (5 5 31) 
^ iljl^ (5.5.32) 
where $ a and are given in (5.5.29) and (5.5.30), respectively. Therefore, when-
ever > ^ c the packet delivery ratio of AOMDV will be lower than that of CA-
AOMDV. 
5.6 Simulation Results 
The performance of the proposed CA-AOMDV protocol is compared with that of 
AOMDV using the network simulator ns-2 [85]. We implemented the mobile-to-
mobile channel as in [95, 103], and the Doppler frequency of a link is controlled by 
both the movement of the transmitter and the receiver. Physical layer parameters 
of the Lucent WaveLAN wireless network card [85] are adopted in the simulations. 
The radio transmission range is 250 m. We use the random waypoint [86] model 
as the mobility model. Constant Bit Rate (CBR) sources are used and each CBR 
source transmits to randomly chosen destinations. The medium access control (MAC) 
protocol is IEEE 802.11 DCF. The performances of the routing protocols are evaluated 
using throughput, average end-to-end delay, routing control overhead, and packet 
delivery ratio in the simulations. 
5.6.1 Scenario to Evaluate the use of the A N F D in Routing 
First, we evaluate the performance of a single link under different ANFDs by com-
paring the effect of the ANFD metric on the link throughput. Scenarios for the 
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simulation were configured with a 1000 ni x 1000 ni terrain. All mobile nodes have 
the same channel bandwidth of 2 Mb/s. Two nodes A and B are initially placed 70 m 
apart. Nodes A and B move in parallel directions. Node A moves with a fixed speed 
of I'A = 1 iii/s. while node B moves with speeds of 1 m/s, 1.5 m/s, 2 m/s, 2.5 m/s, 
and 3ni/s respectively, with // = 1,1.5,2,2.5,3 accordingly. By changing the speed 
of node B, we change the ratio of their speeds, thus varying the ANFD value for the 
link. The data packets are 512 bytes, transmitted at a rate of 40 packets per second. 
The sinmlation time is 50 s. 
Throughput is the number of data packets transmitted through the network during 
the simulation. The network throughput versus // is shown in Figure 5.8. It can be 
Figure 5.8: Link throughput vs. //, // = VB/V.A, VA is fixed at 1 m/s, for comnmnicating 
nodes, .4 tuid B, moving in parallel directions, separated by 70 m, initially. 
seen that the link throughput is inversely proportional to //. With increased fi, we 
increase the node mobility, thereby decreasing the ANFD for the link. As expected, 
lower mobility achieves higher network throughput, so utilising the ANFD in the 
routing metric can help to improve network throughput. 
5.6.2 Varying Node Mobility 
We now compare the performance of AOMDV and CA-AOMDV for different mobility 
scenarios. The sinmlations were configured with a 100-node 25-connection network 
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ill a 2200 in x 600 in terrain, where the nodes were uiiiforinly distributed in the 
network area and were moving at the inaxiinnin speed in random directions. The 
channel bandwidth was 2 Mb/s. The node maximum speed was increased from 1 
ni/s to 10 ni/s to increase node mobility. The CBR sources were fixed at a rate of 4 
packets per second with a size of 512 bytes. The simulation time was 500 seconds. 
Throughput 
First, we measure the relationship between the network throughput and node mobility. 
The simulation results for the network throughput of both routing protocols are shown 
in Figure 5.9. It can be seen that while the throughput for both routing protocols 
X 10 ' 
2 4 6 
Mobility (m/s) 
Figure 5.9: Network throughput comparison between CA-AOMDV and AOMDV with 
increasing node mobility. 
decreases with increased node mobility, the CA-AOMDV throughput is always higher 
than that of AOMDV. For a speed of 7 ni/s, there is about a 29% improvement for 
CA-AOMDV over AOMDV. The improvement in CA-AOMDV can be attributed to 
the introduction of the channel-aware metric and handoff scheme. The ANFD metric 
causes low-mobility or low outage probability links to be chosen to establish the paths, 
and the handoff scheme maintains the source-destination connectivity by reducing 
the probability of path failure. Note that at low and high mobilities the schemes 
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vary very little in throughput performance. At low mobilities, path characteristics 
do not \'ary very quickly and so that advantages of handoff in CA-AOMDV are 
lost. At high mobilities channel and path characteristics change very rapidly, again 
somewhat negating the advantages gained via the CA-AOMDV handoff scheme, as 
well as increasing the difficulties of signal strength prediction. 
Average End-to-End Delay 
Average end-to-end delay is the average time taken to transfer a data jjacket from 
a source to the destination. Figure 5.10 illustrates the simulation results for the 
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Figure 5.10; A\'erage end-to-end delay comparison l)etween CA-AOMDV and 
AOMDV with increasing node mobility. 
aA-erage packet transmission delay for the two protocols. We can see that average 
end-to-end delay of CA-AOMDV outperforms that of AOMDV, with a maximum 
25% impro\-enient at c =2.5 m /s. AOMDV does not consider the link stability 
or node mobility. Therefore, it may establish paths utilizing fragile links, incurring 
greater end-to-end delay costs to re-establish new paths. By utilising the ANFD in 
the path selection metric, CA-AOMDV takes into account the path stability as well as 
path length to combat fading links. The handoff scheme in CA-AOMDV preemptively 
switches off the breaking path reducing delays from packet retransmission and timeout 
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from link failures. Again, at both low and high mobilities the advantages of CA-
AOMDV are minimized. Further, the initial sharp increase in end-to-end delay for 
both protocols with increasing mobility is almost certainly due to the more frequently 
changing link statuses. 
Normalized Routing Control Overhead 
Normalized routing control overhead is defined as the ratio of the number of routing 
control packets to the total number of delivered data packets. The overhead results 
for both routing protocols are plotted in Figure 5.11. It can be seen that the control 
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Figure 5.11: Normalized routing control overhead comparison between CA-AOMDV 
and AOMDV with increasing node mobility. Overhead is normalized with respect to 
delivered data packets. 
overhead for both CA-AOMDV and AOMDV increases with increasing node mobil-
ity. This is because the more quickly changing network topology increases the routing 
update frequency. It can also be seen that CA-AOMDV maintains a lower routing 
overhead compared with AOMDV. Again, CA-AOMDV has greater performance ad-
vantage over AOMDV in the medium mobility range. 
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5.6.3 Varying Traffic Load 
To e^'aklate the performance of both routing protocols with increasing network traffic 
load we fixed the niaxiniuni node speed at v = 5 ni/s while varying the packet rate 
at each source from 1 to 8 packets/second, with a packet size of 512 bytes. Scenarios 
for the simulation were configured with a 100-node, 25-connection network in a 2200 
ni X 600 m terrain. The channel liandwidth is 2 Mb/s. The simulation time is 500 
seconds. Figure 5.12 illustrates the network throughput performance for both routing 
protocols with varying packet rate, while Figure 5.13 shows the normalized routing 
control overhead for both routing protocols with increasing packet rate. Both routing 
, X 1 0 
3 4 5 6 
Packet rate (packets/second) 
Figure 5.12: Throughput comparison between CA-AOMDV and AOMDV with in-
creasing packet rate. 
protocols have increased throughput and decreased control overhead with increasing 
packet rate. The decrease of control overhead in Figure 5.13 is because, at the same 
o\'erhead cost to establish a connection, more packets can be transmitted with a higher 
packet rate. For both network throughput and control overhead, we can see that CA-
AOMDV outperforms AOMDV, particularly when the network traffic load is higher. 
For a packet rate of 8 packets/second, there is over 30% improvement of network 
throughput and 25% improvement of the normalized routing control overhead. This 
is due to the channel adaptive mechanism in CA-AOMDV, which causes it to choose 
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Figure 5.13: Normalized routing control overhead comparison between CA-AOMDV 
and AOMDV with increasing packet rate. Overhead is normalized with respect to 
delivered data jjackets. 
long-lasting, high throughput links which reduce path failures, increasing network 
throughput and decreasing route rediscovery overhead. 
5.6.4 Validation of the Theoretical Model 
Lastly, we validate the theoretical analysis from Section 5.5 with simulations. Sce-
narios for the simulation were configured with an 80-node 10-counection random 
network. The channel bandwidth was 1 IMb/s. The packet rate at each source was 
4 packets/second with a size of 1000 bytes. The simulation time was 300 seconds. 
We varied the network size to change the average node initial distance between two 
nearest neighbours. With fixed node transmission range, we then varied the velocity 
of nodes to change the average link lifetime. The average path lifetimes are given by 
(5.5.9) and (5.5.16). In the simulation, the average path lifetime is increased from 
8s to 50s. The theoretical and simulated routing control overhead results for both 
routing protocols are shown in Figure 5.14. It can be seen that the sinnilated routing 
control overhead for both routing protocols match reasonably well with the theoreti-
cal results. However, when the path lifetime is very short, the theoretical throughput 
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Figure 5.14; Routing control overhead comparison between theoretical and simu-
lated results with increasing average i)ath lifetime. Theoretical values evaluated from 
(5.5.26) and (5.5.27). 
\'alues are slightly higher than the simulation values. When the path lifetime is short, 
the average distance between the nodes in the network is long and/or the nodes are 
mo^'ing quickly. Under such conditions, long paths are very difficult to establish in 
a realistic environment. Thus, the established paths in the simulated network are 
shorter than those in the theoretical model, and the probability of a path breaking 
in the simulated network is lower than the theoretical value. When the path lifetime 
is long, we can see that the theoretical throughput values are lower than the simula-
tion \'alues, which may be due to the overhead introduced by interference and i^ acket 
collisions in the network. CA-AOMDV performs better than AOMDV for both the 
simulated and theoretical results, as expected. 
The results for theoretical and simulated packet delivery ratio for both routing 
protocols are illustrated in Figure 5.15. Again, CA-AOMDV outperforms AOMDV 
for both the simulated and theoretical results, as expected. We can see that, although 
the theoretical results follow the same trend as the simulated results, the former are 
always higher than the latter, especially when the average path lifetime is lower. The 
difference between the theoretical and simulated results is due to network inference 
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Figure 5.15: Packet delivery ratio coinparison between theoretical and simulated re-
sults with increasing average path lifetime. Theoretical values evaluated from (5.5.31) 
and (5.5.32). 
and packet collisions. In an adverse environment, with high frequency of broken paths, 
the packet drop rate and the number of packet retransmissions are relatively high, 
raising the amount of interference and the numljer of collisions, incurring greater 
congestion in the network. The j^ acket drop rate can increase dramatically during 
congestion. As for previous results with respect to low and high mobility, the PDR 
performance of AOIMDV and CA-AOIMDV converge for low and high average path 
lifetimes. 
5.7 Conclusion 
Multipath fading in a wireless channel can significantly degrade performance in a 
wireless MANET. In this chapter, we first proj^ ose a channel adaptive routing metric 
which utilizes the average non-fading duration and aims to select stable links in a 
mobile wireless environment. Then, based on the proposed routing metric, a channel 
adaptive routing protocol, Channel Adaptive AOMDV (CA-AOMDV), is proposed. 
In CA-AOMDV, during the path discovery phase, the average channel non-fading 
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duration is integrated with the hop-count to select the path which is optimal in terms 
of both stability and length. During the path maintenance phase, the predicted 
signal strength and the average channel fading duration are combined with a handoff 
scheme to combat channel fading and improve radio channel utilization. CA-AOMDV 
employs channel state information to form a cross-layer architecture, making the 
network adaptive to changes in the channel. Utilizing channel state information leads 
to improved routing decisions and results in a more robust network. Theoretical 
analysis and simulation results show that CA-AOMDV achieves better i)erformance 
than AOMDV in an adverse transmission environment. 
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Chapter 6 
Multiple Shared Channels 
Cooperative Routing 
The descriptions of two channel-adaptive routing sclienies have been presented in 
Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, respectively, hi this chapter, the approach of adopting di-
versity techniciues to resist fading is under investigation. W'e projjose a new diversity-
based routing protocol, Multiple Shared Channels Cooperative Routing (MSCC) for 
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplex (OFDM) ad hoc networks. The proposed 
MSCC protocol has a clustering hierarchy. A bandwidth reuse scheme is applied 
among the clusters to reduce inter-cluster Co-Channel Interference (CCI). Moreover, 
within each cluster, a set of subchannels are distributed to cluster members in a no-
colliding way, therefore, intra-cluster CCI can be eliminated. At each hop, packets 
are transmitted cooj^eratively via selected relays. Generally, MSCC takes advan-
tage of diversity in a nniltiple shared channel environment, while reducing the CCI. 
Next, we derive theoretical expressions to analyse the performance of this protocol. 
The simulation results indicate that the exploitation of diversity leads an increase in 
throughput. The theoretical analysis is consistent with the simulation results. 
The layout of this chapter is as follows. Section 6.1 jjrovides background and 
motivation of this work. In Section 6.2 we present the system model and network 
architecture. The proposed routing protocol MSCC is described in Section 6.3. Sec-
tion 6.4 illustrates the performance analysis of the cooperative system, and simulation 
results are presented in Section 6.5. In Section 6.6 we draw our conclusions. 
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6.1 Introduction 
Radio traiisiiiissioii is impaired by channel fading which results from multipath prop-
agation. In wireless ad hoc networks, the connnunication links can vary widely firom 
directly line-of-sight to severely obstructed [27], with each of them fluctuating with 
the movement of the nodes at the ends of the links or in the surrounding environment. 
Mostly the links experience independent channel fading [73]. It is of benefit to adopt 
cooperative transmission [23], in which a packet is forwarded by a niunber of relays at 
each hop, to exploit network diversities. A large collection of distributed cooperative 
transmission schemes has ];)een proposed [21, 104, 51]. In [21], all the nodes that have 
successfully decoded a packet utilize an orthogonal Space-Time Code (STC) to coop-
eratively relay that packet. In contrast, the work of [104] proposes a non-orthogonal 
cooperation scheme. A virtual Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) cooperative 
routing scheme is proposed in [51]. It turns out that cooperative transmission is able 
to provide diversity gains on the order of the number of relaying nodes [22], 
For cooperative transmission in wireless niultihop ad hoc networks, routing and 
niedimn access are two problems of significant importance. Alisent a central ad-
ministrator, the networks require a distributed algorithm to select cooperative relays 
locally. On the other hand, in each cooperative transmission, a number of relays will 
transmit a packet concurrently, with which contention-based medium access schemes 
might not be able to cope efficiently. Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access 
(OFDMA) [105] is based on Orthogonal Freciuency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) 
24] nnilticarrier system. It divides a frequency band into multiple orthogonal sub-
carriers, and then groups them into subchannels. Each user is allocated a particular 
set of subchannels. Conseciueutly, several users are able to transmit simultaneously 
using orthogonal multiple shared channels. Thus, OFDMA is inherently suitable for 
cooperative networks. OFDMA has been widely adopted in many wireless standards, 
such as IEEE 802.16 [106]. New OFDMA systems have been investigated for wireless 
local area networks (WLANs) to enhance network performance [107, 108]. Therefore, 
developing cooperative routing scheme for OFDMA system has practical significance. 
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6.2 System Model and Network Architecture 
6.2.1 System Model 
Consider a wireless ad hoc network in which nodes are conniiunicating by using 
OFDM. The frequency band is divided into K mutually orthogonal subchannels, 
each with b subcarriers. The subchannel bandwidth is chosen to be smaller than the 
channel coherence bandwidth, such that each subchannel is subject to flat fading. 
The fading is assumed to be independently distributed. The transmitted power of 
each node is fixed and equally distributed to each subcarrier. Thus, for transmission 
over a distance, r, the received signal power at a given subchannel is exponentially 
distributed with mean P = Gor'" [96], where Go is proportional to the transmit 
power at the subchannel, and a is the i^ ath loss coefficient, typically between 2 and 
4. 
The system runs with fixed-length slots, and each slot consists of three short sub-
slots and one long sub-slot, hi each slot, a node will generate a data packet with 
probability qa to a randomly chosen destination. Each node has a single antenna thus 
cannot transmit and receive simultaneously. We assume that nodes are effectively 
stationary during any particular slot, while changing their motion randomly between 
two slots. 
6.2.2 Network Architecture 
The proposed routing protocol makes use of geographical information. Similarly to 
other geographic routing j^rotocols, it assiunes that each node is equipped with a 
Global Positioning System (GPS) [109], such that a node is aware of its geographical 
location. A node is also able to determine the location of a given node with the 
aid of a location lookup service [42]. Each node has a unique identity (ID). The 
clustering architecture of MSCC is developed from that of GRID [110]. As shown 
in Figure 6.1, the geographical area of the network is divided into a number of two 
dimensional hexagons, each with a radius of I and representing a cluster. A cluster 
is uniquely identified by a triple of {a,b;Ej) which means that the cluster centre is 
located at (a, 6) with respect to a given coordinate system, and Ej will be given in 
Section 6.2.3. Specifically, any given geographical location in the network falls into a 
particular cluster by following a pre-defined mapping [110]. Each node in the network 
is equipped with that map. The pre-mapping scheme has practical applications, for 
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Figure 6.1: OFDIMA ad hoc network with clustering architecture. Each hexagon is 
with a radius of C and represents a cluster. A triple of {a,b-,Ej) uniquely identifies a 
cluster, which means that the cluster centre is located at (a,b), and the subchannel 
set allocated to that cluster is Ej, ( j = 0, • • • ,6). 
example, in a disaster recovery which mostly takes place in a fixed site. 
6.2.3 Frequency Reuse 
Due to the wireless channel is shared by nodes that are within each other's trans-
mission range, adjacent nodes should operate on different subchannels, otherwise 
co-channel interference (CCl) arises. As the number of nodes increases in an OFDM 
ad hoc network, CCl will increase and dominates network performance. To reduce 
inter-cluster CCl, a feasible solution is to apply appropriate bandwidth reuse among 
the clusters. Adopting a higher reuse factor generates a lower level of CCl; however, it 
will result in a lower channel usage. We take account of the cluster-by-cluster routing 
scheme of MSCC to devise a desirable reuse factor. As illustrated by the example in 
Figure 6.1. cluster ( - 1 , l :£ ' i ) should not use the same set of subchannels as that of 
cluster (1.1; £"3), as nodes in the two clusters might simultaneously forward packets 
to cluster (0,0:£'o). Therefore, we adopt a frequency reuse-7 [111] scheme. That is, 
the shared K subchannels are grouped into seven sets Ej ( j = 0, • • • ,6), each with 
K/7 subchannels of [j x f , • • • , ( j + 1) x f - 1]. Because the frequency resources 
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Figure 6.2: Cooperative routing strategy in MSCC, where SR is the source, D is the 
destination, CHs are chister heads, Rs are relay nodes, and each green hne represents 
a communicating link. 
are divided into a group of 7 cells, inter-cluster CCI is avoided in that group. More-
over, within each cluster, intra-cluster CCI is eliminated in the proposed protocol by 
allocating different subchannels to nodes located in that chister. 
6.3 Multiple Shared Channels Cooperative Rout-
ing 
As described in Section 6.2, the proposed Multiple Shared Channels Cooperative 
(MSCC) routing protocol has a clustering architecture. Each chister has one cluster 
head (CH) which is responsible for relay selection and subchannel assignment. The 
CH of a cluster is the node nearest to the cluster's geographical centre, and other 
nodes that are located in the cluster are cluster members (CMs). 
The cooperative transmission in each hop is shown in Figure 6.2, where SR is 
the source node, D is the destination node, CH is the chister head, and R is a relay. 
When a packet is delivered to a cluster that doesn't contain the destination node, the 
CMs that have received the packet will advertise themselves as candidate relays by 
sending their channel state information (CSI) to the local CH. Based on the CSIs, 
the CH will choose several nodes as relays and allocate subchannels to them. The 
subchannels allocated to each of the relays can be the same to resist time-offset (by 
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containing a cyclic prefix in symbols), or be different to exploit frequency diversity. 
Then, the selected relays transmit the packet simultaneously to nodes in the next-
hop cluster. As several relays simultaneously forward the packet, consequently, a 
node at the next-hop cluster can receive multiple independently faded copies of that 
packet. Thus, MSCC is able to achieve diversity gain. The cooperation capability 
provides the routing protocol robustness; however, it may lead the total transmission 
rate between two nodes to be decreased, as two freciuencies are now used to transmit 
redundant information. 
6.3.1 Path Selection 
A data packet is forwarded to its destination along a pre-selected path by making 
use of geographical information. When having a packet to deliver, a soiuce node 
will identify the clusters (e.g., the yellow clusters in Figure 6.2) that compose the 
path with minimum geometry distance from the source to the destination node by 
looking up the clustering map. These clusters (including the source cluster) will be 
selected as routing clusters and contained in the packet header. The packet header 
will also include the source ID, the destination ID, tlie transmitting cluster ID, and the 
transmitting node ID. The packet is routed to the destination along the pre-selected 
clusters following the order recorded on its header. 
6.3.2 Relay Selection Algorithm 
We assume that the j^roposed cooperative routing is regenerative, where each relay 
decodes, encodes, and forwards a received packet. The relays at each cluster are 
locally selected by the CH based on the link (luality of the relays in term of packet 
reception rate (or outage probability). Because radio links exhibit threshold effect [7], 
a constraint is required on the j^acket reception rate of candidate relays. That is, for 
a packet delivered from the previous-routing-chister, only the receivers with packet 
reception rate, Sp, exceeding a given threshold, (5o, are able to advertise themselves as 
potential relays. 
Moreover, for a candidate relay, i, relay selection criteria should include not only 
the successful reception rate of a packet at i, but also the probability to successfully 
transmit the packet from i to next-hoj) relays. The next-hop packet success probabil-
ity, Sn, is given by the probability that instantaneous signal-to-noise-ratio is above a 
certain threshold 7t/M with 6„ - > 1th], where Gn denotes the power of AWGN 
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(additive white Gaussian noise) with covariance cr^ , and V is the average received 
signal power. Here we ignore the interference. As nodes are uniformly distributed 
in the network, (5„ can be approximated as the probability to successfully transmit a 
packet from i to the geographical centre of the next-hop cluster. If the distance from 
i to the centre of the next-hop cluster is r^ , in the presence of Rayleigh fading, (5„ is 
given by 
where g„ can be estimated by The overall packet reception rate, 6, of the two-hop 
transmission over i, is 
= Sp5„. (6.3.2) 
A CH will select, at most, M relays based on their 6 values to forward a packet. 
6.3,3 Routing Protocol Design 
The operation of IMSCC consists of two states: cluster head election state, in which 
CHs are elected; and data transmission state, in which data packets are routed. At 
the beginning of a slot, if there are no CHs in a cluster, or if there are multiple CHs, 
the cluster enters cluster head election state. Once a unique CH is elected, the cluster 
is ready for data transmission and stays in data transmission state. 
Cluster Head Election 
A node uses Head Advertisement (HA) packet to elect itself as the CH of local cluster. 
The HA contains the cluster ID and the advertising node ID. In a cluster, if there 
are no CHs (the CMs don't receive any HA in the first sub-slot of a slot), or if there 
are multiple CHs (the CMs receive multiple HAs in that sub-slot), from the second 
sub-slot, each node in the cluster starts to l)roadcast HAs with a random delay of 
Tbd, with 0 < Tbd < Tbs — T^a, where THA is the transmission duration of HA, 
and Tbs is the remaining time of that slot. In case there are multiple CHs, only the 
nodes with a closer location to the cluster centre than that of the CHs participate in 
cluster head election. HA broadcasting will be lasted until a unique CH is elected. It 
may occupy several consecutive slots. 
Similar to [51], the nodes are assumed to be locally time synchronized in each 
cluster at the end of this stage. To achieve this, it is proposed that each CH transmits 
a reference carrier and its CMs lock to this reference carrier using a phase locked loop 
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Figure 6.3: The frame of a slot in data transmission state, where Sj {z = 1, • • • , 4} 
represents the ?'th sub-slot, HA is the head advertisement packet, CMA is cluster 
member advertisement packet, and SHA is the second head advertisement packet. 
51]. In MSCC, an accurate synchronization can also be conveniently achieved as 
every node is eciuipped with a GPS receiver [112]. However, even though a packet 
is transmitted l)y cooperating relays synchronously, copies of the packet might arrive 
at a receiver asynchronously, due to each copy via a different propagation path. It 
is feasible to mitigate this delay spread by insert a cyclic prefix in OFDM symbols. 
Another important issue of the cooperative scheme is frequency synchronization. The 
algorithm presented in [113] can be used to estimate frequency offset in the proposed 
cooperative system. 
Data Transmission 
A cluster steady in data transmission state uses the short sub-slots to exchange con-
trol messages between the CH and CMs to allow subchannel allocation and relay 
selection, and transmits data packets in the long sul>sk)ts. The frame of a slot in 
data transmission state is shown in in Figure 6.3. In particular, at the beginning 
of the first sub-slot, each CH broadcasts a HA to the CMs in local cluster. A CH 
will allocate a specific number of subchannels to each of the CMs that it learned 
previously within a given period of time, and contain the subchannels allocation, the 
cluster ID, and its own ID in the HA. 
Upon overhearing the HA, in the second sub-slot, the CMs will send a Cluster 
Member Advertisement (CMA) packet to the CH by using the subchannels allocated 
to them (if allocated) or using randomly selected subchannels that haven't been al-
located in the HA. The CMA includes the node ID, the packet ID, the destination 
node ID, Sp, the i)revious-hop cluster (the cluster from which the packet is arriving) 
head ID, and the next-hop cluster ID. Once the CH gets the CSIs contained in the 
CMAs, it chooses relays for each packet. 
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Table 6.1: Parameters used in the analysis 
Qd packet generation probability at a node 
Nc number of clusters in the network 
25 network size on each edge 
£ cluster radius 
M maximum number of allowed relays at each hop 
N number of nodes in the network 
Qc collision probability for a given subchannel 
K number of subchannels 
K average packet reception rate at the ith selected relay node on hop h 
5-H average end-to-end packet reception rate 
e node intensity in the network 
Then, at the beginning of the third siib-slot, the CH broadcasts a Second Head 
Advertisement (SHA). SHA includes the cluster ID, the selected relays, and the sub-
channels allocated to each of them. As nodes are able to determine the location of 
a given node with the aid of location lookup sei^ice, if the CH identify that there is 
a CM nearer to the cluster centre than itself, it will change the cluster head to that 
node, and inform the local nodes in the SHA. Finally, the relays transmit data in the 
long sub-slot. 
Route Maintenance 
It is possible that there are no nodes available in a pre-selected routing cluster, result-
ing in route failure. To repair this failure, after having selected relays for a packet, a 
CH will send an acknowledgment (ACK) message back to its previous-hop cluster. If 
an ACK is not received within a particular period of time, the CH of the previous-
hop cluster will allow the relays to retransmit that packet. After a given number 
of unsuccessful retransmissions, the CH will choose a new path in which the broken 
cluster is removed, to deliver the packet. 
6.4 Protocol Analysis 
In this section, we present a theoretical performance analysis of the MSCC routing 
protocol. We list the parameters used in the analysis in Table 6.1. 
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6.4.1 Network Model 
The considered random niiiltii)le-hop ad hoc network consists of N nodes indepen-
dently and nnifornily located over a rectangular area C with length '2S on each edge, 
with the surface considered as a torus. Node distribution in the network is that 
of homogeneous two-dimensional Poisson Point Process [114] with constant spatial 
intensity e = N/{'2S)'^. The number of clusters in the network is approximately 
Ac = Thus, each subchannel set, Ej, is applied to a number of Hc = Nc/7 
clusters. We call a group of clusters that operate on the same Ej subchannel set as 
co-channel clusters. 
6.4.2 Subchannel Collision Probability 
First, we calculate the collision probability, t/c, for a given subchannel which will 
be simultaneously used in two co-channel clusters. Assume the average number of 
hops that a packet will be propagated to reach its destination is 7i. In the proposed 
network, the maximum number of concurrent traffic flows is about qaNMH, where 
Qd is the packet generation probal)ility at each node and M is the number of allowed 
relays in each hop. In a long term view, these traffic Hows will be divided equally into 
each cluster. Given by the Poisson distribution, the probability of finding at least 
one node in a cluster with an area V" is 1 - where e is the node intensity in 
the network, given in Section 6.4.1. Thus, for a subchannel k being used in a given 
cluster, the probability that it is used in a co-channel cluster is 
' ' • (6.4.1) 
\ u>K/7 
where u is the average number of traffic flows in each cluster, with u = qdNMH/Nc, 
and Nc is the niunber of clusters in the network. 
The average path length is the average Euclidean distance between the randomly 
chosen sources and destinations on the torus. In a network where the nodes are 
uniformly distributed, it can be shown that the average distance between a randomly 
chosen source and a destination node is f [\/2 + hi(l + v^)] [94]. With regard to 
the proposed clustering network architecture, the average number of hops between a 
source and a destination node is approximate H = j ^ [ \ / 2 + ln(l + s/2)], in which the 
average transmission distance of each hop is approximated as the distance between 
the geographically central points of two neighbouring clusters, which is ^/3L 
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6.4.3 Location Distribution of the Co-channel Transmitters 
Given Poissoii point process assnniption, the location of a node in the network is 
independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) on C. Due to the spatial invariance 
on a torus [114], we can assume that the desired receiver, Rx, is located at the centre 
of the network, say the point of (0,0) with respect to the coordinate system. The 
potential desired transmitter, Tx, can be located at the same cluster as Fbc, or at 
any one-hop adjacent cluster. Considering the cluster-to-cluster routing scheme, we 
assume that Tx is located at a neighbouring cluster. 
Assume the centre of cluster C ,^ {f = 1, • • • , iVc} (A c^ is the number of clusters in 
the network), is (pf,^,) (in an angular coordinate system), where p, is the distance 
from the centre of C, to the centre of the torus (0,0). Each C £ is approximated as 
a circle with radius t. In case Tx is located in C,, its location is uniformly distributed 
within CF Using random variable Z denotes the distance between Rx and Tx, the 
CDF of Z can be written as 
F z { z ) = ^dpdd 
Ct,P<z 
H z ) 
V ' 
\ z - P t \ z < V 2 S (6.4.2) 
where V is the area of a cluster, i is cluster radius, and S is the half length of a network 
size, hi case that the whole circle of C, is located within £ , we can get V = and 
A{z) = z^cos-i - i V i - P t + e + z){pt + i - z ) { p , - i + z ) { p , + ^ + 2) + 
0 < r < \f2S. Taking the derivative of Fz{z) with respect 
to it can be shown that tlie PDF of z is 
f z { z ) = 
A'(^) 
with A'{Z) = 
2ptz 
z - p t \ < £ , Z < V2S 
) 
(6.4.3) 
2p, + 
^ 2 s e c tnn Ldll 2lpt 
Pt 
. If a cluster is only with partial of the circle in the 
network, / z (2 ) can be obtained by taking the derivative from the A(2) of that cluster. 
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6.4.4 Average Packet Reception Rate on a Subchannel 
Now we calculate the average packet reception rate on a given subchannel in each 
single link. Packet transmission is impaired by the accumulated CCI from all the 
sinuiltaneously transmitting co-channel interferers. In the proposed cooperative sys-
tem, intra-cluster CCI is eliminated. The independently distributed fading assump-
tion and fair channel allocation imply that each siil^channel exi)eriences equal average 
interference. Based on the frequency reuse scheme described in Section 6.2.3, for a 
given transmitting subchannel A', there should l)e at most one co-channel interferer 
in each co-channel cluster, and at most nj co-channel interferers { l i i J h , - " i" 
the network, where iij = He — 1, and Uc is the niunber of co-channel clusters for each 
subchannel set Ej. 
Packet reception rate for a sul)channel is related to a particular SINR (signal-to-
interference and noise ratio), 7 , requirement. Similar to [115], the packet successful 
transmission prol^ability conditioned on {/?i. /?2, • • • , hn,.} is 
Ps{huh2,--- .hru.} = PAl>lth 
= exp - IthGn 
Go /'o " n 1 - IthQc 
\ 111, + 
(6.4.4) 
where Iq is the distance between the desired transmitter and the receiver, r^  is the 
distance between interferer t and the receiver, and is the signal-to-noise-ratio 
threshold. 
Because the random distribution of node position, integrating (6.4.4) with respect 
to node location probability density function fr, in (6.4.3), we obtain the average 
packet reception rate on a path, or path throughput, F ,^ i " a given subchannel as 
l-po+f fphc+t 
= ••• PsVnr-- JinJdro---drh, 
Jpo-e Jph^-i 
^ IthGn 
PO-
•Po+C 
exp 
p o - f 
he fpt+C RL 
GoVQ ' 
1 -
1th Qc 
\ lib + 
fro{ro)fr,{rt)dr,dro (6.4.5) 
where p, is the distance from the torus centre (0, 0) to the centre of the cluster in 
which node i is located. 
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6.4.5 Average End-to-End Packet Reception Rate 
First, we calculate the average packet reception rate at each (single-hop) cooperation 
transmission, and single receiver is considered. In the proposed system, each inter-
mediate node Rx at hop h, {\ < h < H}, can receive at most M i.i.d. faded copies 
of a packet from different transmitters Tx ,^ {1 < i < M}, in previous-hop cluster. 
Assume selection diversity [116] is adopted at the receiver to pick the signal with 
maximum SINR for decoding. Using random variable (3 denotes the selected signal, 
with (3 = max!-)!, - • • ,7a/), where 7; is the SINR of the signal from Tx,. Assume 7; 
is independent and identically distributed, the CDF (cumulative density function) of 
l3 is given by 
F^ix) = (6.4.6) 
F^{x) = I-Ps 
where M is the maximum number of allowed relays in each hop, and Ps is given in 
(6.4.5). 
Now we consider the average packet recej^ tion rate of end-to-end coojjerative trans-
mission. With regrade to the i^ roposed cooperative system, the average number of 
nodes in each cluster is rid = sV, where £ is the node density. The cluster head chooses 
M relays with best SINRs from the rid nodes, and each relay transmits the packet with 
different accumulated packet error rate. Using random variable represents the SINR 
of the ith best relay node in the cluster, {1 < i < M}, e.g., = niax(/3i, • • • ,/3„J. 
The CDF of is given by 
F,Sx) = F-^-'^^x). (6.4.7) 
The average packet reception rate, at the ith selected relay node at hop h, is 
K = ""^ J^ ) (6.4.8) 
At the first hop with h = 1, (^ J is given by 
6\ = l-F^'-'^'ix). (6.4.9) 
At the destination, where h = H, the average end-to-end packet reception rate, 6n, 
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number of subchannels 128 
number of subcarriers in each subchannels 1 
F F T size 128 
Modulation QPSK 
Path loss coefficient ( a ) 2 
Symbol rate per carrier 250ksymbol / sec 
Packet length 512 bits 
Doppler frequency 150 Hz 
Chaimel fading fiat fading 
is given Ijy 
Y^A/ Cm 
M 
(6.4.10) 
6.5 Simulation Results 
W'e developed sinuilatioii scenarios in Matlab to evaluate the performance of the 
proposed cooperative system. Nodes were uniformly distributed over a 1500m x 
15G0m area. In each slot, a node generated a data packet with a probability of 
g j = 1%, to a randomly chosen destination node. The C / I (carrier-to-noise) was 
given as the ratio of the received signal })0wer on a given subcarrier when the receiver 
was located 250m away from the transmitter to that of the noise. The maximum 
number of relays at each hop was M = 3. We assume nodes are synchronized in time 
and frequency. The i)arameters of O F D M A are shown in Table 6.2. Each scenario 
was run for 5 seconds, and repeated for 100 rounds. 
6.5.1 Approximate for Theoretical Analysis 
W'e numerically evaluated the average end-to-end packet reception rate of the pro-
posed cooperative system based on (6.4.10). Because sometimes it is difficult to get 
a close form of (6.4.3), iu the simulations, we approximated that the average location 
of a node was at its cluster centre, to calculate the theoretical values. 
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Varying C / I 
The miinber of nodes and cluster radius were fixed at 100 and 145in, respectively. We 
increased C/I from 2 to 10 dB to evaluate the average end-to-end packet reception 
rate, ushig (6.4.10). The theoretical and simulation results of 5h are plotted as a 
function of C/I in Figure 6.4. The figure shows an improvement on 6-h with increasing 
4 6 8 
C/I (carrier-to-noise) (dB) 
10 
Figure 6.4: Average end-to-end packet reception rate, 6-h, comparison Ijetween theo-
retical and sinmlated results with increasing C/I from 2 to 10 dB, where the theoretical 
values were evaluated from (6.4.10). 
C/I , and the theoretic values are approximately matched with the simulated ones. 
Varying Cluster Radius 
Then, we fixed C/I at 4 dB while varied cluster radius from 60 to 300 m. There 
were 250 nodes in the network. Figure 6.5 displays ^n vs. cluster radius for both 
theoretical and simulation results. It can be seen that the theoretic values are closely 
matched with the simulated ones. 
Figure 6.5 also illustrates that if cluster size is too small or too large, 8-yt will drop 
dramatically. This is because that S-H is determined by average packet success rate 
at each hop and the average number of hops to deliver packets to destinations. If 
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Figure 6.5: Average end-to-eiid packet reception rate comparison between theoretical 
and simulated results with increasing cluster radius from 60 to 300 m, where the 
theoretical values were evaluated from (6.4.10). 
the cluster radius is too small, though single-hop reception rate of a packet is high, 
the packet will l:)e transmitted via more hops to reach the destination. Moreover, 
decreasing cluster size will reduce the available relays at each cluster, and increase 
the numl^er of co-channel clusters as there are more clusters in the network to share the 
bandwidth. Howe\'er. if the cluster radius is too large, single-hop packet propagation 
distance is long, resulting in low packet reception rate at each transmission. 
6.5.2 Comparing MSCC with GRID 
^^e implemented the GRID protocol [110] into the OFDM multicarrier system to com-
pare its performance with that of MSCC. In the simulations, the maximum number 
of retransmission at each hop was 2. W'e considered the following properties to assess 
the performance of routing protocols: (1) Packet delivery ratio (PDR), which is the 
ratio of the number of data packets successfully received at the destinations to the 
number of data packets generated by the sources; (2) Average end-to-end delay, which 
is the average time taken to transfer a data packet from a source to a destination. 
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Vairying node density 
First, the C/ I and cluster radius were fixed at 4 dB and 145m, respectively. The 
packet reception threshold was = 0.85. We increased the number of nodes from 80 
to 280. 
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Figure 6.6: PDR comparison between MSCC and GRID with increasing nodes in the 
network from 80 to 280. 
In regard of PDR plotted in Figure 6.6, MSCC outperforms GRID, especially in 
the scenarios with higher node density. We can notice an improvement of approximate 
75% in the PDR of network vising MSCC. Thus, IMSCC is able to achieve diversity 
gain. Figure 6.6 also illustrates an increase on PDR with the rise of node density in 
both protocols, due to the presence of more sources of diversity in the network. 
Figure 6.7 plots the average end-to-end delay against the number of nodes. It 
can be seen that when the number of nodes is smaller (than 100), GRID has a lower 
average end-to-end delay than that of MSCC. In low node density scenarios, the 
available nodes in each cluster are very small, which leads to a low probability of 
packet success reception. Thus, only the packets propagated via paths with short-
length can reach their destinations. The reduction of path length contributes to 
the low packet delay in GRID. As node density increases, the average packet delay in 
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both protocols rises raj^idly. This is l^ ecause that, when more nodes are present in the 
network, CCI will increase, which causes a high retransmissions, hi these scenarios, 
the delay of GRID is higher than that of IMSCC. In the scenario with 280 nodes, there 
is about a 10% improvement for MSCC over GRID. This is due to MSCC employing 
nuiltiple relays, thus, it is able to efficiently resist fading and CCI. 
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Figure 6.7: Average end-to-end delay comparison between MSCC and GRID with 
increasing nodes in the network from 80 to 280. 
Varying C / I 
Then, we fixed 250 nodes in the network, while increased C/I from 2 to 16 dB. The 
cluster radius was 120ni, and the packet reception threshold w^ as (^o = 0.95. The PDR 
and average end-to-end delay are plotted in Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.9, respectively. 
Figure 6.8 shows that higher C/I yields higher PDR, because increasing C/I can 
improve packet success probability. Generally, MSCC outperforms GRID. When C/I 
= 6 dB. there is about a 60% improvement for MSCC over GRID. This contributes 
to its capability to exploit network diversities. 
When C/I is low, Figure 6.9 shows that increasing C/I leads to a longer delay for 
both protocols. This is because that, in lower (than 6 dB in Figure 6.9 C/I conditions, 
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Figure 6.8: PDR comparison l^etweeii IMSCC and GRID with increasing C/ I from 2 
to 16 dB. 
average path length will be longer if C/I is higher. When the value of C/I is high 
enough, in both protocols, the average packet delay decreases with the increase of 
C/I. This is due to increasing C/I can improve packet success rate and reduce the 
number of retransmissions. In comparison with IMSCC, GRID has a lower delay when 
C/I is lower (than 5 dB), due to GRID has a shorter average path length. However, 
in high C/I scenarios, the delay in GRID is higher than that of MSCC. When C/I is 
8 dB, there is about a 20% improvement for MSCC over GRID. 
6.6 Conclusion 
We have proposed a Multiple Shared Channels Cooperative (MSCC) routing protocol 
for OFDMA wireless networks. IMSCC allows cooperative packet transmission to 
exploit network diversities. Moreover, a clustering infrastructure is combined with 
bandwidth reuse to reduce co-channel interference (CCI). The simulation results show 
that MSCC is able to improve packet delivery ratio and average end-to-end delay. 
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Figure 6.9: Average eiid-to-eiid delay coiiiparisoii between MSCC and GRID with 
increasing C / l from 2 to 16 dB. 
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Chapter 7 
Conclusions and Future Work 
In this chapter, we provide a suimnar}' of our contributions and discuss potential 
future research directions. A l)rief sunnnary of this work is given in Section 7.1. Our 
contributions are outhned in Section 7.2. Finally, Section 7.3 presents other promising 
research directions. 
7.1 Thesis Summary 
Research in this thesis has mainly addressed issues in three areas, namely congestion 
awareness, channel adaptiveness, and path diversity. 
The first important piu'pose of this work is to design congestion-aware routing 
schemes for mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs). Chapter 3 has analysed existing 
routing metrics. It identifies that the minimum hop-count metric tends to favour 
fragile paths which are close to breaking. Moreover, in multi-rate ad hoc networks, 
the long term per packet fairness feature of IEEE 802.11 DCF leads to the solution of 
giving priority to higher data-rate links to l)uild a route. However, this approach will 
prefer selecting paths with a greater number of short-distance hops. The increased 
niunber of hops can result in an increase in channel access contention. Thus, it is 
necessary to provide awareness of congestion to avoid bottleneck regions. Chapter 3 
has presented a new routing approach which tackles congestion via several approaches, 
taking into account causes, indicators and effects. The simulation results demonstrate 
that the resulting protocol can improve network performance in a variety of situations 
due to its adaptability to congestion. 
The second purpose of the thesis is to investigate the interrelationship between 
path reliability and channel fading. The traditional solutions to multihop routing 
problems in MANETs are mostly based on knowledge of topology which is built by 
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assigning each link with a cost of "1" or "0", which is generally directly related to the 
link geometric distance. This model neglects the impact of channel variations. How-
ever, in MANETs, network connectivity is inexorably linked to channel fading. Both 
Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 have addressed the issue of reliable path selection based on 
channel-adaptive schemes. Chapter 4 has proposed to measure link reliability by in-
corporating the impacts of large-scale and small-scale fading. The simulation results 
show that the routing protocol implemented with the proposed metric can cope well 
with channel unreliability and achieve higher network jjerformance than the conven-
tional topology-based routing protocols. Next, in Chapter 5, the proposed channel-
adaptive routing protocol uses the second-order statistical characteristics of channel 
fading to address link features like node mobility and link distance. In addition to 
adopting the channel-adaptive path selection in route discovery, the protocol also 
makes use of a liandofF scheme to exploit channel state information in route mainte-
nance. An analytical model is deA e^loped to derive the theoretical expressions for path 
breakage probability, network throughi)ut, and routing control overhead. The study 
on the interrelationship between path reliability and the statistical characteristics of 
channel fading can potentially lead to promising future research on channel-adaptive 
routing schemes. 
Finally, the feasibility of exploiting network diversities to combat fading is investi-
gated in Chapter 6. This is another important purpose of this work. The presence of 
multiple users that experience independent channel fading means that MANETs are 
rich in sources of diversity. Routing protocols that allow cooperative transmission via 
nmltiple relays can effecti '^ely ameliorate the impact of channel fading. Pai-ticularly, 
Chapter 6 makes use of a clustering hierarchy to perform local relay selection and dy-
namic channel assignment. Then, at each hop, packets are transmitted cooperatively 
b}' several relays via different subchannels. A theoretical analysis is then presented 
to model the behaviours of the protocol. The simulation results demonstrate that 
it achieves diversity gains across a variet}^ of scenarios. The theoretical analysis is 
consistent with the simulation results. It is expected that these channel-aware designs 
will give insights on future studies in MANETs. 
7.2 Thesis Contributions 
In this thesis, we mainly focus on designing congestion-aware routing protocols and 
channel-aware routing protocols. Specifically, we have made the following original 
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contributions: 
We have introduced a congestion-aware routing metric, the Weighted Chan-
nel Delay (WCD), which employs data transmission delay, the Media Access 
Control (MAC) overhead and buffer queuing delay, to give preference to less 
congested high throughput links. 
Then we have proposed the Congestion-Aware Routing protocol for MANETs 
(CARAI). The new routing approach tackles congestion via several approaches, 
taking into account causes, indicators and effects. The localised routing deci-
sions support to diffuse traffic evenly among the nodes to combat congestion. 
The simulation results demonstrate that CARM can improve network perfor-
mance across a wide range of scenarios due to its adaptability to congestion. 
Secondly, we have proposed an innovative channel-adaptive routing metric, the 
Effective Link Operation Duration (ELOD), which particularly considers link 
reliability. Applying the ELOD as a routing metric can address node mobility 
as well as channel fading. 
We then incorporated the ELOD into a routing protocol to perform channel-
adaptive routing. The simulation results show that the routing protocol com-
bined with the channel-adaptive metric can cope well with the channel unreli-
ability in a variety of scenarios, and achieve higher network j^erformance than 
the conventional topology-based routing protocols. 
• Thirdly, we have designed a novel channel-adaptive routing protocol which 
extends the Ad-lioc On-Demand Multipath Distance Vector routing protocol 
(AOMDV) [31] with multiple channel adaptation schemes to fully exploit chan-
nel state information and improve routing decisions. Specifically, the proposed 
routing protocol, Channel-Aware AOMDV (CA-AOMDV), attempts to improve 
path stability by making use of the CSI in both route discovery and route main-
tenance phases. 
Furthermore, we have developed an analytical model for MANETs. This model 
derives the theoretical expressions of routing control overhead and throughput 
for both AOMDV and CA-AOMDV. Simulation results show that CA-AOMDV 
can improve network performance in terms of packet delivery ratio, routing 
control overhead, and end-to-end packet delay, by decreasing the amount of 
path re-establishment. The simulations verify the theoretical results. 
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• The final contribution of this thesis is to propose a new diversity-based rout-
ing protocol, Multiple Shared Channels Cooj^erative Routing (MSCC). MSCC 
makes use of a clustering hierarchy and a bandwidth reuse scheme to reduce 
the CCI. In MSCC, packets are transmitted cooperatively: at each hop there 
are several relays simultaneously attending packet forwarding via different sub-
channels. The protocol takes advantage of diversity in a multiple shared channel 
environment. 
We then derive theoretical expressions to analyse the performance of this pro-
tocol. The simulation results demonstrate that MSCC can improve network 
performance. 
7.3 Topics for Future Research 
This section provides promising future research that can be directed from the work 
presented in this thesis. 
The proposed congestion-aware routing protocol solely uses information from 
the MAC layer to mitigate congestion. However, the measurement of conges-
tion status involves various i^arameters (buffer size, channel occupation, packet 
drop rate, etc.), and congestion control mechanisms should be present in mul-
tiple layers (the data link layer, the application layer, etc.). It is beneficial to 
enhance the current congestion-aware routing protocol to react to congestion 
measurement from more layers, or to combine the routing scheme flexibly with 
congestion control mechanisms from other layers. Potentially more effective 
congestion management solutions are available by merging information from 
multiple layers. 
Channel adaptation is very environment-sensitive. That is, not all networks 
that use the same channel-adaptive scheme have the same performance, and 
different network conditions should use different adaptive schemes. Thus, var-
ious channel-adaptive schemes should be developed to meet the specific needs 
of particular types of networks. The theoretical model for path break proba-
bility can be used to indicate whether a channel-adaptive routing protocol can 
improve the performance of a particular network. In the proposed model, the 
analysis is only applied to the networks with independently flat fading hnks. 
Further research can be carried out for other channel models. 
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• The proposed channel-adaptive schemes make use of channel state information 
to choose the best relays. Routing efficiency is greatly dependent on an accu-
rate description of channel statistics. How often the channel statistics varies 
with node movement, and how long the statistics remains valid, are of great 
importance to the performance of channel adaptation schemes. It is necessary 
to develop research on these issues. 
• Diversity is a promising technique to combat fading. The proposed scheme 
exploits multi-user diversity and freciuency diversity. However, MANETs are 
inherently abundant in sources of diversity. It is attractive to devise enhanced 
routing mechanisms to achieve more diversity gain. 
• We have proposed congestion-aware and channel-aware (including channel-adaptive 
and diversity-based) routing schemes to combat congestion and channel fading, 
respectively. Since both congestion control and acconnnodation of fading are 
major concerns in routing protocol design, it is appealing to integrate the various 
concepts (e.g., congestion control, channel-adaptive and diversity schemes) pro-
posed in this work into a single routing framework, to improve routing efficiency. 
Such a routing hamework can have api^lications in a wider range of network 
scenarios. Moreover, it is a more suitable routing solution for future MANETs 
which are built on next generation wireless comnuuiications systems. Future 
networks will have more massive traffic flows (e.g., new multimedia services and 
video on demand) and higher bandwidth, thus, they are more vulnerable to 
congestion and multi-path fading. In these environments, congestion mostly 
happens concmrently with channel fading. 
There are a couple of practical issues involved in designing such a framework. 
First, the routing framework should be a multi-dimensional function of various 
factors including congestion information, CSI, diversity information, and so on. 
Such an integrated framework will be required to collect the massive volume of 
information. Therefore, it will inciu' a number of control messages. Secondly, 
the impact of each factor on network performance will be different, and there are 
interactions among these factors, thus, the weighted coefficient for each factor 
should be carefully decided. 
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Review of OFDMA 
Orthogoiial Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) [117, 118] is a spectrally effi-
cient digital modulation technique that splits a frequency band into a set of mutually 
orthogonal narrowband subcarriers, so as to transform a frequency selective fading 
channel into multiple Hat fading channels. Data symbols are transmitted on these 
subcarriers in parallel. Moreover, each OFDM symbol is extended in length by con-
taining a cyclic prefix (CP) to compensate for intersymbol interference (ISI) on a 
multipath channel. Consequently, the ability to resist multipath fading and narrow-
band interference supports OFDM to be a promising candidate for future mobile 
conununication systems. An illustration of a baseband OFDM system is shown in 
Figure A.l . 
The Orthogonal Fiequency Division ^hlltiple Access (OFDMA) [119, 120] builds 
on OFDM. It groups the multiple subcarriers into subcliaunels, and allows a user 
to use all the subcarriers (as in OFDM), or only a particular set of subcarriers. hi 
OFDMA ad hoc networks, a node may utiUze a particular set of subchannels that with 
good channel conditions, and leaving the rest for use by other neighbouring nodes. By 
providing multiple orthogonal suljchannels in each link, OFDMA takes a multi-radio 
advantage with a single radio [24], Combining with dynamic subchannel allocation, 
OFDMA can be used to exploit freciuency diversity. However, in MANETs, as the 
radio is shared among the nodes, a larger number of nodes mean higher co-channel 
interference (CCI), which results from the simultaneous transmissions using the same 
subchannel. 
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Figure A. l : A Baseband OFDM system 
A.0.1 OFDMA Modulation 
In this section, we briefly describe the OFDMA modulation scheme, based on the 
model in [121, 122]. First, we illustrate some descriptions in this section: 
• Bold letter: denotes matrix or colunm vector, 
• transpose, 
• Hermitian transpose, 
• the N X N identity matrix, 
• [A]jj: the (i, j ) th entry of a matrix A , 
In OFDMA ad hoc networks, a node can communicate simultaneously with several 
neighbouring nodes. Assume ipi is the number of subcarriers allocated to subchannel 
and is the set of nodes with which a node, 6, communicates. A size up to 
K = Yhien'^i su])carrier sequence is passed to a serial-to-parallel (S /P) converter 
of 6, which maps the sequence to transmitting signal vector u''[n], with u''[n = 
1], • • • , u''[n, A'])^, where n denotes the discrete time. 
The transmitting vector is then processed by a A'-point thscrete-time inverse 
Fourier transform (IFFT) and the IFFT operation at node b can be depicted in 
matrix form as 
= F^u' ln] (A.0.1) a" 
, • • • ,u''[n, A'])^, and F is the K x K FFT (fast Fourier trans-where u''[n] = {u''[n,l 
form) matrix with [F]„,/, = e x p ( - j 2 7 r ^ ) , {w,k = I , - - - ,K}. Next, the cychc 
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prefix is incorporated and this extended secinence is mapped by a parallel-to-serial 
(P/S) converter before being transmitted over the wireless channel. 
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